(Special Note): Information regarding assemblies is often fluid and subject to change. All of the below information was obtained through law enforcement and open source venues. Most recent acquired information will be designated in Red.

Wednesday, July 1, 2020:

0900 to 1700 hours: Himalaya Eastern US will assemble at the Chinese Embassy, located at 3505 International Place, NW, to protest the Chinese government’s deliberate cover up of Covid-19 pandemic. (80) Participants have permitted for this event. Permit Application Pending

1300 to 1430 hours: The Free Russia Foundation will assemble at the Russian Embassy, located at 2650 Wisconsin Avenue, NW, in opposition to constitutional amendments in Russia. (20) Participants. Permit Application Pending.

1600 to 1800 hours: According to open source information, the Ivy City Community will assemble at Trinity Baptist Church, located at 1814 Central Place, NE and proceed to the Crummell School, located at 1900 Gallaudet and Kendell Streets, NE, to conduct a Kids March for a Safe Place to Play. The number of participants is unknown. https://www.facebook.com/EmpowerDC

1730 hours: According to open source information, Jewish Voice for Peace – DC Metro will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial, to conduct a Day of Rage, to stand in solidarity with the Palestine. The number of participants is unknown. https://www.facebook.com/JVPDCMetro/photos/a.1408072872585022/3212639472128344/?ttype=3&theater

Tuesday, June 30 thru Thursday, July 2, 2020:


1100 to 1100 hours: will assemble at St. John’s church, located at 16th and H Streets, NW, to hold a 24-hour vigil. (1) Participant has permitted for this event. Permit Application Pending

Thursday, July 2, 2020:

0800 to 2200 hours: According to open source information, National stand to reopen America May 1st Everywhere will assemble in Washington, DC, for the Final March for Independence. (6) Participants are interested.
1300 to 1500 hours: According to open source information, Disclosure Rally on All Souls Day will assemble at the Ellipse and White House, to conduct a Disclosure Rally at the White House on World UFO Day 2020. (33) Participants have committed to attending this event. (229) Participants are interested.

Thursday, July 2, thru Saturday, July 4, 2020:

1000 to 1500 hours: After Tea Party Scandal will assemble at the Internal Revenue Service, located at 1111 Constitution Avenue, NW, for a First Amendment assembly. (25 to 30) Participants. Postponed.

Friday, July 3, 2020:

1200 to 1300 hours: According to open source information, Uyghur Rally will assemble at 1500 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, to Call on the President to Denounce Uyghur Oppression. (3) Participants have committed to attending this event. (12) Participants are interested.

1200 to 1300 hours: According to open source information, Defend Life will assemble at the Wilson Building, located at 1350 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, to call on Mayor Bowser to re-open churches. The number of participants is unknown.

1230 to 1530 hours: According to open source information, American Muslims for Palestine, along with the Party for Socialism and Liberation DC, will assemble at the Israeli Embassy, located at 3514 International Drive, NW, in opposition to Israeli’s plan to annex the West Bank. (76) Participants have committed to attending this event. (185) Participants are interested.

1530 to 2000 hours: According to open source information, Salute to America 2020 – Independence Day in DC will assemble at the Spirit of Washington dock for a Salute to America Freedom Cruise. (72) Participants have committed to attending this event. (356) Participants are interested.

1830 to 2000 hours: According to open source information, the Lincoln Group of the District of Columbia will assemble in Lincoln Park, located on East Capitol Street, NE between 11th and 13th Streets, to take down the Lincoln statue. (14) Participants have committed to attending this event. (82) Participants are interested.
Friday, July 3 and Saturday, July 4, 2020:

0800 to 2200 hours: According to open source information, the Electric Church Podcast will assemble on the Washington Monument grounds, in opposition to the 2 party corruption. (2) Participants are committed to attending this event. (24) Participants are interested in this event. 
https://www.facebook.com/events/2523931671253585

Saturday, July 4, 2020:

0500 to 1000 hours: Temple Healing Ministries will assemble at 17th and H Streets, NW and march around the White House to 15th and H Streets, NW, to pray for the nation. (1,000) Participants. Permit Application Pending.

0930 to 1430 hours: According to open source information, [redacted] will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial and proceed to Lafayette Park, to conduct a George Floyd Memorial March. (757) Participants are committed to attending this event. (6,600) Participants are interested. 
https://www.facebook.com/events/275929403607513/

1000 hours: According to open source information, the Million Man March on Washington will assemble at the MLK Memorial and proceed to the White House and the U.S. Capitol, for a First Amendment assembly and march. (2) Participants have committed to attending this event. (32) Participants are interested in this event. 
https://www.facebook.com/events/251679452932212/

1000 hours: According to open source information, Hanover, Pennsylvania – Neighborhood Watch will assemble at the Washington Monument grounds, to conduct All Americans Unite – They Can’t Stop Us event. (26) Participants have committed to attending this event. (332) Participants are interested in this event. 
https://www.facebook.com/events/240744083853634/

1000 to 1800 hours: According to open source information, We Won’t Stand for This, hosted by UDC Alumni, will assemble at the U.S. Supreme Court, to conduct a peaceful sit in for black women. The number of participants is unknown.
https://www.instagram.com/p/CBkzZLdhQey/?igshid=13ab62ruvde4k

1000 to 2300 hours: According to open source information, Country Over Party will assemble in the National Mall area, to conduct March 4 the Constitution, March 4 Our Country, March 4 Democracy event. (1) Participant has committed to attending this event. (9) Participants are interested. 
https://www.facebook.com/events/891176167972297

1100 hours: According to open source information, Unity will assemble in Washington, DC, to hold a Teach Peace, This One is for All Us event. (3) Participants have committed to attending this event. (15) Participants are interested. 
https://www.facebook.com/events/297714221608810/

1200 hours: According to open source information, 2 Million Bikers 2 DC will assemble at the
World War II Memorial (1750 Independence Avenue SW) to conduct the Roar of the Deplorables, Echo in the Alley event. (380) Participants have committed to attending. (2,700) are interested.
https://www.facebook.com/events/2560339117565414/

1200 to 1500 hours: According to open source information, Black Out March will assemble at the US Capitol Reflecting Pool to conduct the Black Out March. The destination of this march is unknown. (86) Participants are committed to attending. (811) have expressed interest in the event.
https://www.facebook.com/events/2732204660346213/

1200 to 1800 hours: According to open source information, The Descendants will travel from NYC by bus and assemble at the US Capitol at 1200 hours to conduct a rally and then march through the Capitol Hill area. The march route and number of participants is unknown.
https://twitter.com/Ale_VouZan/status/1276630882078658561

1200 to 2200 hours: According to open source information, [REDACTED] will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial, to conduct a March on Washington for Equality event. (10) Participants have committed to attending the event. (90) Participants are interested.
https://www.facebook.com/events/251044466172042/

1200 to 2300 hours: According to open source information, the 10 Million Man March will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial, to support the right to Life, Liberty, and the Pursuit of Happiness. The number of participants is unknown.
https://www.facebook.com/events/646028302896902/

1200 to 2300 hours: According to open source information, [REDACTED] will assemble at the Reflecting Pool on the National Mall to conduct the Power to the People: Political Revolution protest. (385) Participants have committed to attending. (4,000) are interested.
https://www.facebook.com/events/1236287659902649/

1230 to 1430 hours: According to open source information, Grandma Louis Pies “Save the Children” will assemble at the National Museum of African American History and Culture, to hold a Black Lives Matter Protest and Unity Human Flag event. (14) Participants are committed to attending this event. (119) Participants are interested.
https://www.facebook.com/events/678458129599356/

1400 to 1600 hours: According to open source information, July 4th Protest for Change DC will assemble at Black Lives Matter Plaza to conduct a July 4th Protest. (13) Participants have committed to attending. (146) have expressed an interest in the event.
https://www.facebook.com/events/262277401699420/

1500 to 1800 hours: According to open source information, 10 Million Americans March will assemble near the Lincoln Memorial Reflecting Pool, to demonstrate solidarity of the American people as to oppose oppressive policy. (7) Participants have committed to attending this event. (64) Participants are interested.
https://www.facebook.com/events/708165680010712/
1600 hours: According to open source information, Family Tree DNA and Family First Alliance will assemble in Washington, DC to hold a Family Freedom March. (47) Participants are interested in this event.
https://www.facebook.com/events/867551900365642/

1800 hours: According to open source information, Abolish the Police will assemble at DuPont Circle and proceed to an undisclosed location to conduct the “FTP March”. The destination and number of participants is unknown.
https://twitter.com/alloutdc202/status/127691888832344068/photo/1

1900 hours: According to open source information, the They/Them Collective will assemble at Dupont Circle and proceed to an undisclosed location, in opposition to law enforcement. The number of participants is unknown.

2100 hours: According to open source information, Salute to America 2020 – Independence Day in DC will assemble on the National Mall area to view the Fourth of July Fireworks. (390) Participants have committed to attending this event. (1,100) Participants are interested.
https://www.facebook.com/events/347390352597940/

**Saturday, July 4, and Sunday, July 5, 2020:**

0500 to 1800 hours: According to open source information, and will assemble at the House of Representatives, for a March on Washington. (2) Participants have committed to attending this event. (18) Participants are interested.
https://www.facebook.com/events/383528589231805/

1200 hours: According to open source information, the Kalamazoo Progressive will assemble on the National Mall area, to conduct a Power to the People Political Revolution. (1) Participant has committed to attending this event.

1200 to 1200 hours: According to open source information, 2 Million Bikers to DC will assemble at the World War II Memorial, to hold the Roar of the Deplorables – Echo in the Alley and to support President Trump. (381) Participants have committed to attending this event. (2,700) Participants are interested.
https://www.facebook.com/events/2560339117565414/

**Sunday, July 5, 2020:**

1200 hours: According to open source information, Go Right will conduct a Together We are One Unity Rally. Exact location is unknown. (53) Participants have committed to attending this event. (418) Participants are interested.
https://www.facebook.com/events/468361553882193/
1200 to 1500 hours: According to open source information, Ari’s Sweet Tooth, along with BLS Rainbow Entertainment, will host Pride in Da Park at 1200 Mississippi Avenue, SE. (20) Participants have committed to this event. (22) Participants are interested. [https://www.facebook.com/events/3193683107318589/]


1300 to 1430 hours: According to open source information, Food Dude USA will assemble in Franklin Square, located at 13th and K Streets, NW, to conduct the DMV Project to Feed the Homeless in DC. (4) Participants have committed to attending this event. (20) Participants are interested. [https://www.facebook.com/events/613130229313999/]

1500 to 1800 hours: According to open source information, the Center for Racial Equality and Justice will pray at the White House. The number of participants is unknown. [https://www.facebook.com/events/298238094633447/]

**Monday, July 6, 2020:**

1500 to 1800 hours: According to open source information, Empower DC will assemble at Freedom Plaza, to hold a Black Homes Matter Rally for Housing Justice in the DC Budget. (44) Participants have committed to attending this event. (179) Participants are interested. [https://www.facebook.com/events/569798047039687]

**Saturday, July 11, 2020:**

1900 hours: According to open source information, the They/Them Collective will assemble at Dupont Circle and proceed to an undisclosed location, in opposition to law enforcement. The number of participants is unknown.

**Thursday, July 16, 2020:**

1330 to 1500 hours: The Falun Dafa Association of Washington, DC will assemble on the West Capitol front and proceed to the Washington Monument grounds, to stop the persecution of the Falun Gong. The maximum amount allowed for this event or (1,000 to 1,200) have permitted for this event. Permit Application Pending

**Saturday, August 1, 2020:**

1200 to 1500 hours: According to open source information, National March for Black Lives and People Demand Action will assemble at the Department of Justice, located at 950 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, to conduct a National March for Black Lives (Unapologetically) march. (872) Participants have committed to attending this event. (6,200) Participants are interested.
**Friday, August 28, 2020:**

0530 to 2330 hours: According to open source information, the National Action Network/Rev. Al Sharpton will assemble in the Washington, DC, to hold a March on Washington: Get Off Our Necks! Event. The number of participants is unknown.  
[https://nationalactionnetwork.net/register-for-nans-march-on-washington-get-your-knee-off-our-necks/?fbclid=IwAR1jvEMa0VMLFaR5GneFZpxHq4Brr-8Jzee2W-YqC0B0EoSN2C_q0doFkq4](https://nationalactionnetwork.net/register-for-nans-march-on-washington-get-your-knee-off-our-necks/?fbclid=IwAR1jvEMa0VMLFaR5GneFZpxHq4Brr-8Jzee2W-YqC0B0EoSN2C_q0doFkq4)

0600 hours: According to open source information, All For One and One for All will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial to hold the 57th Anniversary of Martin Luther King, Jr’s “I Have a Dream Speech”. The number of participants is unknown.  
[https://www.eventbrite.com/e/i-have-a-dream-2k20-tickets-107725997358](https://www.eventbrite.com/e/i-have-a-dream-2k20-tickets-107725997358)

0600 to 2200 hours: According to open source information, the Cumberland Black Union will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial, to support the March on Washington 2020. The number of participants is unknown.  
[https://www.facebook.com/events/1531595480335559](https://www.facebook.com/events/1531595480335559)

0900 to 2100 hours: Black Girls Ride will assemble at the Ellipse and Lafayette Park, to Rally for Women Riders in support of the March on Washington 2020. (100) Participants have permitted for this event.  
0900 to 2355 hours: According to open source information, DMV African American Adventures will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial, for the New March on Washington. (3,000) Participants have committed to attending this event. (13,700) Participants are interested.  
[https://www.facebook.com/events/934862286956324/](https://www.facebook.com/events/934862286956324/)

0600 hours: According to open source information, All For One and One for All will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial to hold the 57th Anniversary of Martin Luther King, Jr’s “I Have a Dream Speech”. The number of participants is unknown.  
[https://www.eventbrite.com/e/i-have-a-dream-2k20-tickets-107725997358](https://www.eventbrite.com/e/i-have-a-dream-2k20-tickets-107725997358)

0600 to 2200 hours: According to open source information, the Cumberland Black Union will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial, to support the March on Washington 2020. The number of participants is unknown.  
[https://www.facebook.com/events/1531595480335559](https://www.facebook.com/events/1531595480335559)

1100 hours: According to open source information, [insert names] and [insert names] will assemble in the Washington, DC, to conduct a March on Washington – Re-Elect Trump event. (22) Participants have committed to attending this event. (183) Participants are interested.  
[https://www.facebook.com/events/553623605489105](https://www.facebook.com/events/553623605489105)

1200 to 2000 hours: According to open source information, RISE – Resilient Intellectuals Striving for Excellence will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial for March on Washington 2020. (46) Participants are attending this event. (162) Participants are interested.  
[https://www.facebook.com/events/877461362760318](https://www.facebook.com/events/877461362760318)

1200 to 2100 hours: According to open source information, Candid in Atlanta will assemble at the US Capitol to conduct the March on Washington Anniversary for Better Racial Education. (33) Participants have committed to attending this event. (196) Participants are interested.  
[https://www.facebook.com/events/274309603765352/](https://www.facebook.com/events/274309603765352/)
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(Special Note): Information regarding assemblies is often fluid and subject to change. All of the below information was obtained through law enforcement and open source venues. Most recent acquired information will be designated in Red.

Thursday, July 2, 2020:

0630 to 1900 hours: Clean Water Action/DC Action Lab will assemble at 53 D Street, SE, to support funding for land and water conservation. (25) Participants. Postponed to July 20 thru July 22, 2020

0800 to 2200 hours: According to open source information, National stand to reopen America May 1st Everywhere will assemble in Washington, DC, for the Final March for Independence. (6) Participants are interested. 
https://www.facebook.com/events/3011238475627689/

1100 to 1100 hours:  will assemble at St. John’s church, located at 16th and H Streets, NW, to hold a 24-hour vigil. (1) Participant has permitted for this event. Permit Application Pending

1300 to 1500 hours: According to open source information, Disclosure Rally on All Souls Day will assemble at the Ellipse and White House, to conduct a Disclosure Rally at the White House on World UFO Day 2020. (33) Participants have committed to attending this event. (231) Participants are interested. 
https://www.facebook.com/events/3050838651808468/

1500 hours: According to open source information, Second Line for Pride will assemble at Black Lives Matter Plaza to hold a musical jam session to support the LGBTQ+ music community. The number of participants is unknown. 
https://twitter.com/aaronmyers/status/1278498713397334016/photo/1

1500 hours: According to open source information, The Freedom Neighborhood will assemble at Lincoln Park to conduct a “Shut Down the Capitol” protest. The number of participants is unknown.  
https://twitter.com/freedomneighbor/status/1278127660766560256/photo/2

Thursday, July 2, thru Saturday, July 4, 2020:

1000 to 1500 hours: After Tea Party Scandal will assemble at the Internal Revenue Service, located at 1111 Constitution Avenue, NW, for a First Amendment assembly. (25 to 30) Participants. Postponed.

July 2, 2020
Friday, July 3, 2020:

1200 hours: According to open source information, The Freedom Neighborhood will assemble at the Israeli Embassy, located at 3514 International Drive NW, to conduct a “Shut Down the Capitol” protest. The number of participants is unknown. 
https://twitter.com/freedomneighbor/status/1278127660766560256/photo/2

1200 to 1300 hours: According to open source information, Uyghur Rally will assemble at 1500 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, to Call on the President to Denounce Uyghur Oppression. (3) Participants have committed to attending this event. (13) Participants are interested. 
https://www.facebook.com/events/3157047177682606/

1200 to 1300 hours: According to open source information, Defend Life will assemble at the Wilson Building, located at 1350 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, to call on Mayor Bowser to re-open churches. (1) Participants is interested in this event. 
https://www.facebook.com/events/356492471990130/

1230 to 1530 hours: American Muslims for Palestine, will assemble at the Israeli Embassy, at the corner of International Drive and Van Ness, NW, in opposition to Israel’s plan to annex the West Bank. (90 to 100) Participants have permitted for this event. Permit Application Pending. According to open source information, (92) Participants have committed to attending this event. (222) Participants are interested. 
https://www.facebook.com/events/267895674491849/

1530 to 2000 hours: According to open source information, Salute to America 2020 – Independence Day in DC will assemble at the Spirit of Washington dock for a Salute to America Freedom Cruise. (72) Participants have committed to attending this event. (359) Participants are interested. 
https://www.facebook.com/events/464596964134408/

1700 to 2100 hours: According to open source information, Yaddiya and The Freedom Neighborhood will assemble at Lincoln Park, located on East Capitol Street NE between 11th and 13th Streets NE, to conduct a special Moechella event to demand that the Lincoln statue be taken down. The number of participants is unknown.  

1830 to 2000 hours: According to open source information, the Lincoln Group of the District of Columbia will assemble in Lincoln Park, located on East Capitol Street, NE between 11th and 13th Streets, to take down the Lincoln statue. (18) Participants have committed to attending this event. (103) Participants are interested. 
https://www.facebook.com/events/702353100589699

Friday, July 3 and Saturday, July 4, 2020:

0800 to 2200 hours: According to open source information, the Electric Church Podcast will assemble on the Washington Monument grounds, in opposition to the 2 party corruption. (2)
Participants are committed to attending this event. (24) Participants are interested in this event.  
https://www.facebook.com/events/2523931671253585

**Saturday, July 4, 2020:**

0500 to 1000 hours: Temple Healing Ministries will assemble at 17\textsuperscript{th} and H Streets, NW and march around the White House to 15\textsuperscript{th} and H Streets, NW, to pray for the nation. (1,000) Participants.  Permit Application Pending.

0930 to 1430 hours: According to open source information, \underline{[888]} will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial and proceed to Lafayette Park, to conduct a George Floyd Memorial March. (769) Participants are committed to attending this event. (6,600) Participants are interested.  
https://www.facebook.com/events/275929403607513/

1000 hours: According to open source information, the Million Man March on Washington will assemble at the MLK Memorial and proceed to the White House and the U.S. Capitol, for a First Amendment assembly and march. (7) Participants have committed to attending this event. (40) Participants are interested in this event.  
https://www.facebook.com/events/251679452932212/

1000 hours: According to open source information, Hanover, Pennsylvania – Neighborhood Watch will assemble at the Washington Monument grounds, to conduct All Americans Unite – They Can’t Stop Us event. (28) Participants have committed to attending this event. (337) Participants are interested in this event.  
https://www.facebook.com/events/240744083853634/

1000 to 1800 hours: According to open source information, We Won’t Stand for This, hosted by UDC Alumni, will assemble at the U.S. Supreme Court, to conduct a peaceful sit in for black women. The number of participants is unknown.  
https://www.instagram.com/p/CBkzZLdhQey/?igshid=13ab62ruvde4k

1000 to 2300 hours: According to open source information, Country Over Party will assemble in the National Mall area, to conduct March 4 the Constitution, March 4 Our Country, March 4 Democracy event. (2) Participant has committed to attending this event. (10) Participants are interested.  
https://www.facebook.com/events/891176167972297

1100 hours: According to open source information, Unity will assemble in Washington, DC, to hold a Teach Peace, This One is for All Us event. (7) Participants have committed to attending this event. (30) Participants are interested.  
https://www.facebook.com/events/297714221608810/

1100 to 1300 hours: According to open source information, Red Zipper will assemble at Malcolm X Park, for an All Black Fourth of July for Justice. (2) Participants are interested in this event.  
https://www.facebook.com/events/276244233586822/
1200 hours: According to open source information, 2 Million Bikers 2 DC will assemble at the World War II Memorial (1750 Independence Avenue SW) to conduct the Roar of the Deplorables, Echo in the Alley event. (384) Participants have committed to attending. (2,700) are interested.
https://www.facebook.com/events/2560339117565414/

1200 to 1500 hours: According to open source information, Black Out March will assemble at the US Capitol Reflecting Pool to conduct the Black Out March. The destination of this march is unknown. (99) Participants are committed to attending. (926) have expressed interest in the event.  
https://www.facebook.com/events/2732204660346213/

1200 to 1800 hours: According to open source information, The Descendants will travel from NYC by bus and assemble at the US Capitol at 1200 hours to conduct a rally and then march through the Capitol Hill area. The march route and number of participants is unknown. 
https://twitter.com/Ale_VouZan/status/1276630882078658561

1200 to 2200 hours: According to open source information, [Redacted] will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial, to conduct a March on Washington for Equality event. (11) Participants have committed to attending the event. (91) Participants are interested.
https://www.facebook.com/events/251044466172042/

1200 to 2300 hours: According to open source information, the 10 Million Man March – Independence Day 2 will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial, to support the right to Life, Liberty, and the Pursuit of Happiness. The number of participants is unknown. 
https://www.facebook.com/events/646028302896902/

1200 to 2300 hours: According to open source information, [Redacted] will assemble at the Reflecting Pool on the National Mall to conduct the Power to the People: Political Revolution protest. (397) Participants have committed to attending. (4,200) are interested.
https://www.facebook.com/events/1236287659902649/

1230 to 1430 hours: According to open source information, Grandma Louis Pies “Save the Children” will assemble at the National Museum of African American History and Culture, to hold a Black Lives Matter Protest and Unity Human Flag event. (16) Participants are committed to attending this event. (137) Participants are interested. 
https://www.facebook.com/events/678458129599356/

1330 hours: According to open source information, Freedom Fighters DC and Concerned Citizens DC will assemble at Le Droit Park, to march for justice. The number of participants is unknown.
https://twitter.com/FFDC2020/status/1278449234417770504/photo/1

1400 to 1600 hours: According to open source information, July 4th Protest for Change DC will assemble at Black Lives Matter Plaza to conduct a July 4th Protest. (19) Participants have committed to attending. (184) have expressed an interest in the event.
https://www.facebook.com/events/262277401699420/
1500 to 1800 hours: According to open source information, 10 Million Americans March will assemble near the Lincoln Memorial Reflecting Pool, to demonstrate solidarity of the American people as to oppose oppressive policy. (7) Participants have committed to attending this event. (64) Participants are interested.
https://www.facebook.com/events/708165680010712/

1600 hours: According to open source information, Family Tree DNA and Family First Alliance will assemble in Washington, DC to hold a Family Freedom March. (47) Participants are interested in this event.
https://www.facebook.com/events/867551900365642/

1600 to 1900 hours: According to open source information, Funds 4 Justice will assemble at Malcolm X Park, (Meridian Hill), to raise money for the Equal Justice Initiative. (6) Participants have committed to this event. (1) Participants is interested.
https://www.facebook.com/events/936652833465747/

1600 to 1900 hours: According to open source information, Refuse Fascism DC will assemble at Black Lives Matter Plaza, NW, for a DC 4th of July Rally and Speak Out. (3) Participants have committed to attending this event. (14) Participants are interested.
https://www.facebook.com/events/566665844212720/

1800 hours: According to open source information, Abolish the Police will assemble at DuPont Circle and proceed to an undisclosed location to conduct the “FTP March”. The destination and number of participants is unknown.
https://twitter.com/alloutdc202/status/1276918888323440688/photo/1

1800 hours: According to open source information, The Freedom Neighborhood will assemble at the U.S. Supreme Court to conduct a “Shut Down the Capitol” protest. The number of participants is unknown.
https://twitter.com/freedomneighbor/status/1278127660766560256/photo/2

1900 hours: According to open source information, the They/Them Collective will assemble at Dupont Circle and proceed to an undisclosed location, in opposition to law enforcement. The number of participants is unknown.

2100 hours: According to open source information, Salute to America 2020 – Independence Day in DC will assemble on the National Mall area to view the Fourth of July Fireworks. (390) Participants have committed to attending this event. (1,100) Participants are interested.
https://www.facebook.com/events/347390352597940/

Saturday, July 4, and Sunday, July 5, 2020:

0500 to 1800 hours: According to open source information, and will assemble at the House of Representatives, for a March on Washington. (2) Participants have committed to attending this event. (18) Participants are interested.
https://www.facebook.com/events/383528589231805/

1200 hours: According to open source information, the Kalamazoo Progressive will assemble on the National Mall area, to conduct a Power to the People Political Revolution. (1) Participant has committed to attending this event.

1200 to 1200 hours: According to open source information, 2 Million Bikers to DC will assemble at the World War II Memorial, to hold the Roar of the Deplorables – Echo in the Alley and to support President Trump. (384) Participants have committed to attending this event. (2,700) Participants are interested.
https://www.facebook.com/events/2560339117565414/

**Sunday, July 5, 2020:**

1200 hours: According to open source information, Go Right will conduct a Together We are One Unity Rally. Exact location is unknown. (53) Participants have committed to attending this event. (417) Participants are interested.
https://www.facebook.com/events/468361553882193/

1200 to 1500 hours: According to open source information, Ari’s Sweet Tooth, along with BLS Rainbow Entertainment, will host Pride in Da Park at 1200 Mississippi Avenue, SE. (20) Participants have committed to this event. (25) Participants are interested.
https://www.facebook.com/events/3193683107318589/


1300 to 1430 hours: According to open source information, Food Dude USA will assemble in Franklin Square, located at 13th and K Streets, NW, to conduct the DMV Project to Feed the Homeless in DC. (4) Participants have committed to attending this event. (20) Participants are interested.
https://www.facebook.com/events/613130229313999/

1330 to 1530 hours: Diaspora Venezuela will assemble at the Bolivar Park, located at 18th and C Streets, NW, to honor Simon Bolivar. (25) Participants have permitted for this event. Permit Application Pending.

1500 to 1800 hours: According to open source information, the Center for Racial Equality and Justice will pray at the White House. (2) Participants are interested in this event.
https://www.facebook.com/events/298238094633447/
Monday, July 6, 2020:

1500 to 1800 hours: According to open source information, Empower DC will assemble at Freedom Plaza, to hold a Black Homes Matter Rally for Housing Justice in the DC Budget. (57) Participants have committed to attending this event. (265) Participants are interested. https://www.facebook.com/events/569798047039687

Saturday, July 11, 2020:

1900 hours: According to open source information, the They/Them Collective will assemble at Dupont Circle and proceed to an undisclosed location, in opposition to law enforcement. The number of participants is unknown.

Thursday, July 16, 2020:

1330 to 1500 hours: The Falun Dafa Association of Washington, DC will assemble on the West Capitol front and proceed to the Washington Monument grounds, to stop the persecution of the Falun Gong. The maximum amount allowed for this event or (1,000 to 1,200) have permitted for this event. Permit Application Pending

Saturday, August 1, 2020:

1200 to 1500 hours: According to open source information, National March for Black Lives and People Demand Action will assemble at the Department of Justice, located at 950 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, to conduct a National March for Black Lives (Unapologetically) march. (876) Participants have committed to attending this event. (6,300) Participants are interested. https://www.facebook.com/events/253629299042795/

Friday, August 28, 2020:

0530 to 2330 hours: According to open source information, the National Action Network/Rev. Al Sharpton will assemble in the Washington, DC, to hold a March on Washington: Get Off Our Necks! Event. The number of participants is unknown. https://nationalactionnetwork.net/register-for-nans-march-on-washington-get-your-knee-off-our-necks/?fbclid=IwAR1jvEMa0VMLFaR5GneFZpxHq4Brr-8Jzee2W-YqC0B0EoSN2C_q0doFkq4

0600 hours: According to open source information, All For One and One for All will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial to hold the 57th Anniversary of Martin Luther King, Jr’s “I Have a Dream Speech”. The number of participants is unknown. https://www.eventbrite.com/e/i-have-a-dream-2k20-tickets-107725997358

0600 to 2200 hours: According to open source information, the Cumberland Black Union will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial, to support the March on Washington 2020. The number of participants is unknown. https://www.facebook.com/events/1531595480335559
0900 to 2100 hours: Black Girls Ride will assemble at the Ellipse and Lafayette Park, to Rally for Women Riders in support of the March on Washington 2020. (100) Participants have permitted for this event.

0900 to 2355 hours: According to open source information, DMV African American Adventures will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial, for the New March on Washington. (3,000) Participants have committed to attending this event. (13,700) Participants are interested. https://www.facebook.com/events/934862286956324/

1100 hours: According to open source information, [Redacted] will assemble in the Washington, DC, to conduct a March on Washington – Re-Elect Trump event. (22) Participants have committed to attending this event. (183) Participants are interested. https://www.facebook.com/events/553623605489105

1100 to 1700 hours: Vote Common Good will assemble at Lafayette Park and Black Lives Matter Plaza, NW, to march for racial justice for people of faith. (500) Participants have permitted for this event.

1200 to 2000 hours: According to open source information, RISE – Resilient Intellectuals Striving for Excellence will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial for March on Washington 2020. (47) Participants are attending this event. (171) Participants are interested. https://www.facebook.com/events/877461362760318

1200 to 2100 hours: According to open source information, Candid in Atlanta will assemble at the US Capitol to conduct the March on Washington Anniversary for Better Racial Education. (33) Participants have committed to attending this event. (196) Participants are interested. https://www.facebook.com/events/274309603765352/
Homeland Security Bureau
JSTACC Division
Intelligence Branch

(Special Note): Information regarding assemblies is often fluid and subject to change. All of the below information was obtained through law enforcement and open source venues. Most recent acquired information will be designated in Red.

Thursday, July 2, 2020:

0630 to 1900 hours: Clean Water Action/DC Action Lab will assemble at 53 D Street, SE, to support funding for land and water conservation. (25) Participants. **Postponed to July 20 thru July 22, 2020**

0800 to 2200 hours: According to open source information, National stand to reopen America May 1st Everywhere will assemble in Washington, DC, for the Final March for Independence. (6) Participants are interested.
https://www.facebook.com/events/3011238475627689/

1100 to 1100 hours: [Censored] will assemble at St. John’s church, located at 16th and H Streets, NW, to hold a 24-hour vigil. (1) Participant has permitted for this event. **Permit Application Pending**

1300 to 1500 hours: According to open source information, Disclosure Rally on All Souls Day will assemble at the Ellipse and White House, to conduct a Disclosure Rally at the White House on World UFO Day 2020. (33) Participants have committed to attending this event. (231) Participants are interested.
https://www.facebook.com/events/3050838651808468/

1500 hours: According to open source information, Second Line for Pride will assemble at Black Lives Matter Plaza to hold a musical jam session to support the LGBTQ+ music community. The number of participants is unknown.
https://twitter.com/aaronmyers/status/1278498713397334016/photo/1

Thursday, July 2, thru Saturday, July 4, 2020:

1000 to 1500 hours: After Tea Party Scandal will assemble at the Internal Revenue Service, located at 1111 Constitution Avenue, NW, for a First Amendment assembly. (25 to 30) Participants. **Postponed.**

Friday, July 3, 2020:

1200 to 1300 hours: According to open source information, Uyghur Rally will assemble at 1500 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, to Call on the President to Denounce Uyghur Oppression. (3) Participants have committed to attending this event. (13) Participants are interested.
1200 to 1300 hours: According to open source information, Defend Life will assemble at the Wilson Building, located at 1350 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, to call on Mayor Bowser to re-open churches. (1) Participants are interested in this event.

https://www.facebook.com/events/356492471990130/

1230 to 1530 hours: American Muslims for Palestine, will assemble at the Israeli Embassy, at the corner of International Drive and Van Ness, NW, in opposition to Israel’s plan to annex the West Bank. (90 to 100) Participants have permitted for this event. Permit Application Pending. According to open source information, (92) Participants have committed to attending this event. (222) Participants are interested.

https://www.facebook.com/events/267895674491849/

1530 to 2000 hours: According to open source information, Salute to America 2020 – Independence Day in DC will assemble at the Spirit of Washington dock for a Salute to America Freedom Cruise. (72) Participants have committed to attending this event. (359) Participants are interested.

https://www.facebook.com/events/464596964134408/

1700 to 2100 hours: According to open source information, Yaddiya will assemble at Lincoln Park, located on East Capitol Street NE between 11th and 13th Streets NE, to conduct a special Moechella event to demand that the Lincoln statue be taken down. The number of participants is unknown. https://www.instagram.com/p/CCE52WihIG5/

1830 to 2000 hours: According to open source information, the Lincoln Group of the District of Columbia will assemble in Lincoln Park, located on East Capitol Street, NE between 11th and 13th Streets, to take down the Lincoln statue. (18) Participants have committed to attending this event. (103) Participants are interested.

https://www.facebook.com/events/702353100589699

Friday, July 3 and Saturday, July 4, 2020:

0800 to 2200 hours: According to open source information, the Electric Church Podcast will assemble on the Washington Monument grounds, in opposition to the 2 party corruption. (2) Participants are committed to attending this event. (24) Participants are interested in this event.

https://www.facebook.com/events/2523931671253585

Saturday, July 4, 2020:

0500 to 1000 hours: Temple Healing Ministries will assemble at 17th and H Streets, NW and march around the White House to 15th and H Streets, NW, to pray for the nation. (1,000) Participants. Permit Application Pending.

0930 to 1430 hours: According to open source information, [redacted] will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial and proceed to Lafayette Park, to conduct a George Floyd Memorial March.
(769) Participants are committed to attending this event. (6,600) Participants are interested. 
https://www.facebook.com/events/275929403607513/

1000 hours: According to open source information, the Million Man March on Washington will assemble at the MLK Memorial and proceed to the White House and the U.S. Capitol, for a First Amendment assembly and march. (7) Participants have committed to attending this event. (40) Participants are interested in this event. 
https://www.facebook.com/events/251679452932212/

1000 hours: According to open source information, Hanover, Pennsylvania – Neighborhood Watch will assemble at the Washington Monument grounds, to conduct All Americans Unite – They Can’t Stop Us event. (28) Participants have committed to attending this event. (337) Participants are interested in this event. 
https://www.facebook.com/events/240744083853634/

1000 to 1800 hours: According to open source information, We Won’t Stand for This, hosted by UDC Alumni, will assemble at the U.S. Supreme Court, to conduct a peaceful sit in for black women. The number of participants is unknown. 
https://www.instagram.com/p/CBkzZLdhQey/?igshid=13ab62ruvde4k

1000 to 2300 hours: According to open source information, Country Over Party will assemble in the National Mall area, to conduct March 4 the Constitution, March 4 Our Country, March 4 Democracy event. (2) Participant has committed to attending this event. (10) Participants are interested. 
https://www.facebook.com/events/891176167972297

1100 hours: According to open source information, Unity will assemble in Washington, DC, to hold a Teach Peace, This One is for All Us event. (7) Participants have committed to attending this event. (30) Participants are interested. 
https://www.facebook.com/events/297714221608810/

1100 to 1300 hours: According to open source information, Red Zipper will assemble at Malcolm X Park, for an All Black Fourth of July for Justice. (2) Participants are interested in this event. 
https://www.facebook.com/events/276244233586822/

1200 hours: According to open source information, 2 Million Bikers 2 DC will assemble at the World War II Memorial (1750 Independence Avenue SW) to conduct the Roar of the Deplorables, Echo in the Alley event. (384) Participants have committed to attending. (2,700) are interested. 
https://www.facebook.com/events/2560339117565414/

1200 to 1500 hours: According to open source information, Black Out March will assemble at the US Capitol Reflecting Pool to conduct the Black Out March. The destination of this march is unknown. (99) Participants are committed to attending. (926) have expressed interest in the event. 
https://www.facebook.com/events/2732204660346213/
1200 to 1800 hours: According to open source information, The Descendants will travel from NYC by bus and assemble at the US Capitol at 1200 hours to conduct a rally and then march through the Capitol Hill area. The march route and number of participants is unknown.
https://twitter.com/Ale_VouZan/status/1276630882078658561

1200 to 2200 hours: According to open source information, [redacted] will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial, to conduct a March on Washington for Equality event. (11) Participants have committed to attending the event. (91) Participants are interested.
https://www.facebook.com/events/251044466172042/

1200 to 2300 hours: According to open source information, the 10 Million Man March – Independence Day 2 will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial, to support the right to Life, Liberty, and the Pursuit of Happiness. The number of participants is unknown.
https://www.facebook.com/events/646028302896902/

1200 to 2300 hours: According to open source information, [redacted] will assemble at the Reflecting Pool on the National Mall to conduct the Power to the People: Political Revolution protest. (397) Participants have committed to attending. (4,200) are interested.
https://www.facebook.com/events/1236287659902649/

1230 to 1430 hours: According to open source information, Grandma Louis Pies “Save the Children” will assemble at the National Museum of African American History and Culture, to hold a Black Lives Matter Protest and Unity Human Flag event. (16) Participants are committed to attending this event. (137) Participants are interested.
https://www.facebook.com/events/678458129599356/

1330 hours: According to open source information, Freedom Fighters DC and Concerned Citizens DC will assemble at Le Droit Park, to march for justice. The number of participants is unknown.
https://twitter.com/FFDC2020/status/1278449234417770504/photo/1

1400 to 1600 hours: According to open source information, July 4th Protest for Change DC will assemble at Black Lives Matter Plaza to conduct a July 4th Protest. (19) Participants have committed to attending. (184) have expressed an interest in the event.
https://www.facebook.com/events/262277401699420/

1500 to 1800 hours: According to open source information, 10 Million Americans March will assemble near the Lincoln Memorial Reflecting Pool, to demonstrate solidarity of the American people as to oppose oppressive policy. (7) Participants have committed to attending this event. (64) Participants are interested.
https://www.facebook.com/events/708165680010712/

1600 hours: According to open source information, Family Tree DNA and Family First Alliance will assemble in Washington, DC to hold a Family Freedom March. (47) Participants are interested in this event.
https://www.facebook.com/events/867551900365642/
1600 to 1900 hours: According to open source information, Funds 4 Justice will assemble at Malcolm X Park, (Meridian Hill), to raise money for the Equal Justice Initiative. (6) Participants have committed to this event. (1) Participants is interested.
https://www.facebook.com/events/936652833465747/

1600 to 1900 hours: According to open source information, Refuse Fascism DC will assemble at Black Lives Matter Plaza, NW, for a DC 4th of July Rally and Speak Out. (3) Participants have committed to attending this event. (14) Participants are interested.
https://www.facebook.com/events/566665844212720/

1800 hours: According to open source information, Abolish the Police will assemble at DuPont Circle and proceed to an undisclosed location to conduct the “FTP March”. The destination and number of participants is unknown.
https://twitter.com/alloutdc202/status/127691888832344068/photo/1

1900 hours: According to open source information, the They/Them Collective will assemble at Dupont Circle and proceed to an undisclosed location, in opposition to law enforcement. The number of participants is unknown.

2100 hours: According to open source information, Salute to America 2020 – Independence Day in DC will assemble on the National Mall area to view the Fourth of July Fireworks. (390) Participants have committed to attending this event. (1,100) Participants are interested.
https://www.facebook.com/events/347390352597940/

Saturday, July 4, and Sunday, July 5, 2020:

0500 to 1800 hours: According to open source information, [blank] and [blank] will assemble at the House of Representatives, for a March on Washington. (2) Participants have committed to attending this event. (18) Participants are interested.
https://www.facebook.com/events/383528589231805/

1200 hours: According to open source information, the Kalamazoo Progressive will assemble on the National Mall area, to conduct a Power to the People Political Revolution. (1) Participant has committed to attending this event.

1200 to 1200 hours: According to open source information, 2 Million Bikers to DC will assemble at the World War II Memorial, to hold the Roar of the Deplorables – Echo in the Alley and to support President Trump. (384) Participants have committed to attending this event. (2,700) Participants are interested.
https://www.facebook.com/events/2560339117565414/

Sunday, July 5, 2020:

1200 hours: According to open source information, Go Right will conduct a Together We are
One Unity Rally. Exact location is unknown. (53) Participants have committed to attending this event. (417) Participants are interested.
https://www.facebook.com/events/468531553882193/

1200 to 1500 hours: According to open source information, Ari’s Sweet Tooth, along with BLS Rainbow Entertainment, will host Pride in Da Park at 1200 Mississippi Avenue, SE. (20) Participants have committed to this event. (25) Participants are interested.
https://www.facebook.com/events/3193683107318589/


1300 to 1430 hours: According to open source information, Food Dude USA will assemble in Franklin Square, located at 13th and K Streets, NW, to conduct the DMV Project to Feed the Homeless in DC. (4) Participants have committed to attending this event. (20) Participants are interested.
https://www.facebook.com/events/613130229313999/

1330 to 1530 hours: Diaspora Venezuela will assemble at the Bolivar Park, located at 18th and C Streets, NW, to honor Simon Bolivar. (25) Participants have permitted for this event. Permit Application Pending

1500 to 1800 hours: According to open source information, the Center for Racial Equality and Justice will pray at the White House. (2) Participants are interested in this event.
https://www.facebook.com/events/298238094633447/

**Monday, July 6, 2020:**

1500 to 1800 hours: According to open source information, Empower DC will assemble at Freedom Plaza, to hold a Black Homes Matter Rally for Housing Justice in the DC Budget. (57) Participants have committed to attending this event. (265) Participants are interested.
https://www.facebook.com/events/569798047039687

**Saturday, July 11, 2020:**

1900 hours: According to open source information, the They/Them Collective will assemble at Dupont Circle and proceed to an undisclosed location, in opposition to law enforcement. The number of participants is unknown.

**Thursday, July 16, 2020:**

1330 to 1500 hours: The Falun Dafa Association of Washington, DC will assemble on the West Capitol front and proceed to the Washington Monument grounds, to stop the persecution of the Falun Gong. The maximum amount allowed for this event or (1,000 to 1,200) have permitted for this event. Permit Application Pending
Saturday, August 1, 2020:

1200 to 1500 hours: According to open source information, National March for Black Lives and People Demand Action will assemble at the Department of Justice, located at 950 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, to conduct a National March for Black Lives (Unapologetically) march. (876) Participants have committed to attending this event. (6,300) Participants are interested.  
https://www.facebook.com/events/253629299042795/

Friday, August 28, 2020:

0530 to 2330 hours: According to open source information, the National Action Network/Rev. Al Sharpton will assemble in the Washington, DC, to hold a March on Washington: Get Off Our Necks! Event. The number of participants is unknown.  
https://nationalactionnetwork.net/register-for-nans-march-on-washington-get-your-knee-off-our-necks/?fbclid=IwAR1jvEMa0VMLFaR5GneFZpxHq4Brr8Jzee2W-YqC0B0EoSN2C_q0doFkq4

0600 hours: According to open source information, All For One and One for All will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial to hold the 57th Anniversary of Martin Luther King, Jr’s “I Have a Dream Speech”. The number of participants is unknown.  
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/i-have-a-dream-2k20-tickets-107725997358

0600 to 2200 hours: According to open source information, the Cumberland Black Union will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial, to support the March on Washington 2020. The number of participants is unknown.  
https://www.facebook.com/events/1531595480335559

0900 to 2100 hours: Black Girls Ride will assemble at the Ellipse and Lafayette Park, to Rally for Women Riders in support of the March on Washington 2020. (100) Participants have permitted for this event.  
0900 to 2355 hours: According to open source information, DMV African American Adventures will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial, for the New March on Washington. (3,000) Participants have committed to attending this event. (13,700) Participants are interested.  
https://www.facebook.com/events/934862286956324/

1100 hours: According to open source information, and will assemble in the Washington, DC, to conduct a March on Washington – Re-Elect Trump event. (22) Participants have committed to attending this event. (183) Participants are interested.  
https://www.facebook.com/events/553623605489105

1100 to 1700 hours: Vote Common Good will assemble at Lafayette Park and Black Lives Matter Plaza, NW, to march for racial justice for people of faith. (500) Participants have permitted for this event.

1200 to 2000 hours: According to open source information, RISE – Resilient Intellectuals
Striving for Excellence will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial for March on Washington 2020. (47) Participants are attending this event. (171) Participants are interested. 
https://www.facebook.com/events/877461362760318

1200 to 2100 hours: According to open source information, Candid in Atlanta will assemble at the US Capitol to conduct the March on Washington Anniversary for Better Racial Education. (33) Participants have committed to attending this event. (196) Participants are interested. 
https://www.facebook.com/events/274309603765352/
Homeland Security Bureau
JSTACC Division
Intelligence Branch

(Special Note): Information regarding assemblies is often fluid and subject to change. All of the below information was obtained through law enforcement and open source venues. Most recent acquired information will be designated in Red.

Friday, July 3, 2020:

1200 to 1300 hours: According to open source information, Uyghur Rally will assemble at 1500 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, to Call on the President to Denounce Uyghur Oppression. (0) Participants have committed to attending this event. (16) Participants are interested. 
https://www.facebook.com/events/3157047177682606/ 

1200 to 1300 hours: According to open source information, Defend Life will assemble at the Wilson Building, located at 1350 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, to call on Mayor Bowser to re-open churches. (0) Participants have committed to attending this event. (0) Participants are interested. 
https://www.facebook.com/events/356492471990130/ 

1200 to 1530 hours: American Muslims for Palestine, will assemble at the Israeli Embassy, at the corner of International Drive and Van Ness, NW, in opposition to Israel’s plan to annex the West Bank. (90 to 100) Participants have permitted for this event. Permit Application Pending. According to open source information, (113) Participants have committed to attending this event. (271) Participants are interested. 
https://www.facebook.com/events/267895674491849/ 

1530 to 2000 hours: According to open source information, Salute to America 2020 – Independence Day in DC will assemble at the Spirit of Washington dock for a Salute to America Freedom Cruise. (72) Participants have committed to attending this event. (359) Participants are interested. 
https://www.facebook.com/events/464596964134408/ 

1700 to 2100 hours: According to open source information, Yaddiya will assemble at Lincoln Park, located on East Capitol Street NE between 11th and 13th Streets NE, to conduct a special Moechella event to demand that the Lincoln statue be taken down. The number of participants is unknown. 
https://www.instagram.com/p/CCE52WihIG5/ 

1800 hours: According to open source information, DC Victims of Police Brutality will assemble at Freedom Plaza to conduct a Take Back Our Freedom overnight sit-in. The number of participants is unknown. 
https://twitter.com/OlderFajardo/status/1278813470838882305 

1830 to 2000 hours: According to open source information, the Lincoln Group of the District of Columbia will assemble in Lincoln Park, located on East Capitol Street, NE between 11th and 13th Streets, to take down the Lincoln statue. (18) Participants have committed to attending this
event. (103) Participants are interested.  
https://www.facebook.com/events/702353100589699

2000 hours: According to open source information, Freedom United DC will assemble at the Mary Mcleod Bethune statue in Lincoln Park to conduct a #SayHerName vigil. The number of participants is unknown.  
https://twitter.com/OlderFajardo/status/1278813478950768641

**Friday, July 3 and Saturday, July 4, 2020:**

0800 to 2200 hours: According to open source information, the Electric Church Podcast will assemble on the Washington Monument grounds, in opposition to the 2 party corruption. (2) Participants are committed to attending this event. (24) Participants are interested in this event.  
https://www.facebook.com/events/2523931671253585

1000 to 1500 hours: After Tea Party Scandal will assemble at the Internal Revenue Service, located at 1111 Constitution Avenue, NW, for a First Amendment assembly. (25 to 30) Participants.  
**Postponed.**

**Saturday, July 4, 2020:**

0500 to 1000 hours: Temple Healing Ministries will assemble at 17th and H Streets, NW and march around the White House to 15th and H Streets, NW, to pray for the nation. (1,000) Participants.  
**Permit Application Pending.**

0930 to 1430 hours: According to open source information, [redacted] will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial and proceed to Lafayette Park, to conduct a George Floyd Memorial March. (769) Participants are committed to attending this event. (6,600) Participants are interested.  
https://www.facebook.com/events/275929403607513/

1000 hours: According to open source information, the Million Man March on Washington will assemble at the MLK Memorial and proceed to the White House and the U.S. Capitol, for a First Amendment assembly and march. (7) Participants have committed to attending this event. (40) Participants are interested in this event.  
https://www.facebook.com/events/251679452932212/

1000 hours: According to open source information, Hanover, Pennsylvania – Neighborhood Watch will assemble at the Washington Monument grounds, to conduct All Americans Unite – They Can’t Stop Us event. (28) Participants have committed to attending this event. (337) Participants are interested in this event.  
https://www.facebook.com/events/240744083853634/

1000 to 1800 hours: According to open source information, We Won’t Stand for This, hosted by UDC Alumni, will assemble at the U.S. Supreme Court, to conduct a peaceful sit in for black women. The number of participants is unknown.  
https://www.instagram.com/p/CBkJzZLdhQey/?igshid=13ab62ruvde4k
1000 to 2300 hours: According to open source information, Country Over Party will assemble in the National Mall area, to conduct March 4 the Constitution, March 4 Our Country, March 4 Democracy event. (2) Participant has committed to attending this event. (10) Participants are interested.  
https://www.facebook.com/events/891176167972297

1100 hours: According to open source information, Unity will assemble in Washington, DC, to hold a Teach Peace, This One is for All Us event. (7) Participants have committed to attending this event. (30) Participants are interested.  
https://www.facebook.com/events/297714221608810/

1100 to 1300 hours: According to open source information, Red Zipper will assemble at Malcolm X Park, for an All Black Fourth of July for Justice. (2) Participants are interested in this event. 
https://www.facebook.com/events/276244233586822/

1200 hours: According to open source information, 2 Million Bikers 2 DC will assemble at the World War II Memorial (1750 Independence Avenue SW) to conduct the Roar of the Deplorables, Echo in the Alley event. (389) Participants have committed to attending. (2,700) are interested. 
https://www.facebook.com/events/2560339117565414/

1200 to 1500 hours: According to open source information, Black Out March will assemble at the US Capitol Reflecting Pool and proceed to the Martin Luther King Recreation Center (First and N Streets SW) to conduct the Black Out March. The destination of this march is unknown. (99) Participants are committed to attending. (926) have expressed interest in the event.  
https://www.facebook.com/events/2732204660346213/

1200 to 1800 hours: According to open source information, The Descendants will travel from NYC by bus and assemble at the US Capitol at 1200 hours to conduct a rally and then march through the Capitol Hill area. The march route and number of participants is unknown. 
https://twitter.com/Ale_VouZan/status/1276630882078658561

1200 to 2200 hours: According to open source information, will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial, to conduct a March on Washington for Equality event. (11) Participants have committed to attending the event. (91) Participants are interested.  
https://www.facebook.com/events/251044466172042/

1200 to 2300 hours: According to open source information, the 10 Million Man March – Independence Day 2 will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial, to support the right to Life, Liberty, and the Pursuit of Happiness. The number of participants is unknown. 
https://www.facebook.com/events/646028302896902/

1200 to 2300 hours: According to open source information, will assemble at the Reflecting Pool on the National Mall to conduct the Power to the People: Political Revolution protest. (397) Participants have committed to attending. (4,200) are interested.  
https://www.facebook.com/events/1236287659902649/
1230 to 1430 hours: According to open source information, Grandma Louis Pies “Save the Children” will assemble at the National Museum of African American History and Culture, to hold a Black Lives Matter Protest and Unity Human Flag event. (16) Participants are committed to attending this event. (137) Participants are interested. https://www.facebook.com/events/678458129599356/

1330 hours: According to open source information, Freedom Fighters DC and Concerned Citizens DC will assemble at LeDroit Park, to march for justice. The number of participants is unknown. https://twitter.com/FFDC2020/status/1278449234417770504/photo/1

1400 to 1600 hours: According to open source information, July 4th Protest for Change DC will assemble at Black Lives Matter Plaza to conduct a July 4th Protest. (19) Participants have committed to attending. (184) have expressed an interest in the event. https://www.facebook.com/events/262277401699420/

1400 hours: According to open source information, #MarchForBreonnaTaylor will assemble at Columbus Circle and march to Black Lives Matter Plaza. The number of participants is unknown. https://twitter.com/OlderFajardo/status/1278813512832299008/photo/1

1500 to 1800 hours: According to open source information, 10 Million Americans March will assemble near the Lincoln Memorial Reflecting Pool, to demonstrate solidarity of the American people as to oppose oppressive policy. (7) Participants have committed to attending this event. (64) Participants are interested. https://www.facebook.com/events/708165680010712/

1500 hours: According to open source information, DCProtests will assemble at Malcolm X Park to conduct a march. The destination or number of protests in unknown. https://twitter.com/LurkingInca/status/1278785022913372166

1600 hours: According to open source information, Family Tree DNA and Family First Alliance will assemble in Washington, DC to hold a Family Freedom March. (47) Participants are interested in this event. https://www.facebook.com/events/867551900365642/

1600 to 1900 hours: According to open source information, Refuse Fascism DC will assemble at Black Lives Matter Plaza, NW, for a DC 4th of July Rally and Speak Out. (3) Participants have committed to attending this event. (14) Participants are interested. https://www.facebook.com/events/566665844212720/
1600 hours: According to open source information, Vets for BLM will assemble at the McPherson Square Metro and march to Trump’s Salute to America rally (the Ellipse) to remind those attending that all are not free. The number of participants is unknown. 
https://www.reddit.com/r/ContinueToServe/comments/hk9zha/here_is_the_graphic_to_share_on_your_social_media/

1700 hours: According to open source information, Black Lives Matter DMV will assemble at Malcolm X Park to conduct The Bigger Picture protest against social injustice. The number of participants is unknown. 
https://twitter.com/DMVDailyDotCom/status/1278981147419201536/photo/1

1800 hours: According to open source information, Abolish the Police will assemble at DuPont Circle and proceed to an undisclosed location to conduct the “FTP March”. The destination and number of participants is unknown. 
https://twitter.com/alloutdc202/status/1276918888832344068/photo/1

1800 hours: According to open source information, The Freedom Neighborhood will assemble at the US Supreme Court to conduct a Shut Down the Capitol protest. The number of participants is unknown.

1900 hours: According to open source information, the They/Them Collective will assemble at DuPont Circle and proceed to an undisclosed location, in opposition to law enforcement. The number of participants is unknown. 
https://twitter.com/OlderFajardo/status/1278813546177073152/photo/1

2100 hours: According to open source information, Salute to America 2020 – Independence Day in DC will assemble on the National Mall area to view the Fourth of July Fireworks. (390) Participants have committed to attending this event. (1,100) Participants are interested. 
https://www.facebook.com/events/347390352597940/

**Saturday, July 4, and Sunday, July 5, 2020:**

0500 to 1800 hours: According to open source information, [City Name] and [City Name] will assemble at the House of Representatives, for a March on Washington. (2) Participants have committed to attending this event. (18) Participants are interested. 
https://www.facebook.com/events/383528589231805/

1200 hours: According to open source information, the Kalamazoo Progressive will assemble on the National Mall area, to conduct a Power to the People Political Revolution. (1) Participant has committed to attending this event.

1200 to 1200 hours: According to open source information, 2 Million Bikers to DC will assemble at the World War II Memorial, to hold the Roar of the Deplorables – Echo in the Alley and to support President Trump. (384) Participants have committed to attending this event. (2,700) Participants are interested. 
https://www.facebook.com/events/2560339117565414/
**Sunday, July 5, 2020:**

1200 hours: According to open source information, Go Right will conduct a Together We are One Unity Rally. Exact location is unknown. (53) Participants have committed to attending this event. (417) Participants are interested.

https://www.facebook.com/events/468361553882193/

1200 to 1500 hours: According to open source information, Ari’s Sweet Tooth, along with BLS Rainbow Entertainment, will host Pride in Da Park at 1200 Mississippi Avenue, SE. (20) Participants have committed to this event. (25) Participants are interested.

https://www.facebook.com/events/3193683107318589/


1300 to 1430 hours: According to open source information, Food Dude USA will assemble in Franklin Square, located at 13th and K Streets, NW, to conduct the DMV Project to Feed the Homeless in DC. (4) Participants have committed to attending this event. (20) Participants are interested.

https://www.facebook.com/events/613130229313999/

1330 to 1530 hours: Diaspora Venezuela will assemble at the Bolivar Park, located at 18th and C Streets, NW, to honor Simon Bolivar. (25) Participants have permitted for this event. Permit Application Pending

1500 to 1800 hours: According to open source information, the Center for Racial Equality and Justice will pray at the White House. (2) Participants are interested in this event.

https://www.facebook.com/events/298238094633447/

**Monday, July 6, 2020:**

1500 to 1800 hours: According to open source information, Empower DC will assemble at Freedom Plaza, to hold a Black Homes Matter Rally for Housing Justice in the DC Budget. (57) Participants have committed to attending this event. (265) Participants are interested.

https://www.facebook.com/events/569798047039687/

**Saturday, July 11, 2020:**

1900 hours: According to open source information, the They/Them Collective will assemble at Dupont Circle and proceed to an undisclosed location, in opposition to law enforcement. The number of participants is unknown.
Thursday, July 16, 2020:

1330 to 1500 hours: The Falun Dafa Association of Washington, DC will assemble on the West Capitol front and proceed to the Washington Monument grounds, to stop the persecution of the Falun Gong. The maximum amount allowed for this event or (1,000 to 1,200) have permitted for this event. **This event has been cancelled by the organizer.**

Saturday, August 1, 2020:

1200 to 1500 hours: According to open source information, National March for Black Lives and People Demand Action will assemble at the Department of Justice, located at 950 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, to conduct a National March for Black Lives (Unapologetically) march. (876) Participants have committed to attending this event. (6,300) Participants are interested.

https://www.facebook.com/events/253629299042795/

Friday, August 28, 2020:

0530 to 2330 hours: According to open source information, the National Action Network/Rev. Al Sharpton will assemble in the Washington, DC, to hold a March on Washington: Get Off Our Necks! Event. The number of participants is unknown.

https://nationalactionnetwork.net/register-for-nans-march-on-washington-get-your-knee-off-our-necks/?fclid=1wAR1jvEMa0VMLFaR5GneFZpxHq4Brr-8Jzee2W-YqC0B0EoSN2C_q0doFkq4

0600 hours: According to open source information, All For One and One for All will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial to hold the 57th Anniversary of Martin Luther King, Jr’s “I Have a Dream Speech”. The number of participants is unknown.

https://www.eventbrite.com/e/i-have-a-dream-2k20-tickets-107725997358

0600 to 2200 hours: According to open source information, the Cumberland Black Union will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial, to support the March on Washington 2020. The number of participants is unknown.

https://www.facebook.com/events/1531595480335559

0900 to 2100 hours: Black Girls Ride will assemble at the Ellipse and Lafayette Park, to Rally for Women Riders in support of the March on Washington 2020. (100) Participants have permitted for this event.

0900 to 2355 hours: According to open source information, DMV African American Adventures will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial, for the New March on Washington. (3,000) Participants have committed to attending this event. (13,700) Participants are interested.

https://www.facebook.com/events/934862286956324/

1100 hours: According to open source information, [Redacted] and [Redacted] will assemble in the Washington, DC, to conduct a March on Washington – Re-Elect Trump event. (22) Participants have committed to attending this event. (183) Participants are interested. https://www.facebook.com/events/553623605489105
1100 to 1700 hours: Vote Common Good will assemble at Lafayette Park and Black Lives Matter Plaza, NW, to march for racial justice for people of faith. (500) Participants have permitted for this event.

1200 to 2000 hours: According to open source information, RISE – Resilient Intellectuals Striving for Excellence will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial for March on Washington 2020. (47) Participants are attending this event. (171) Participants are interested. 
https://www.facebook.com/events/877461362760318

1200 to 2100 hours: According to open source information, Candid in Atlanta will assemble at the US Capitol to conduct the March on Washington Anniversary for Better Racial Education. (33) Participants have committed to attending this event. (196) Participants are interested.
https://www.facebook.com/events/274309603765352/
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(Special Note): Information regarding assemblies is often fluid and subject to change. All of the below information was obtained through law enforcement and open source venues. Most recent acquired information will be designated in Red.

Monday, July 6, 2020:

1500 to 1800 hours: According to open source information, Empower DC will assemble at Freedom Plaza, to hold a Black Homes Matter Rally for Housing Justice in the DC Budget. (57) Participants have committed to attending this event. (265) Participants are interested. 
https://www.facebook.com/events/569798047039687

1830 hours: According to open source information, Defund DC Police will assemble at the Stanton Park (226 4th Street NE) to conduct a march to defund MPD. The destination of the march and number of participants is unknown. 
https://twitter.com/DMVBlackLives/status/1279226626946093061/photo/1

2000 hours: According to open source information, Somos Vanessa Guillen DMV will assemble on the north side of the Washington Monument, to hold a vigil in support of Vanessa Guillen’s family. (58) Participants have committed to attending this event. (124) Participants are interested. 
https://www.facebook.com/events/1342722012594207?active_tab=about

Saturday, July 11, 2020:

1900 hours: According to open source information, the They/Them Collective will assemble at Dupont Circle and proceed to an undisclosed location, in opposition to law enforcement. The number of participants is unknown.

Thursday, July 16, 2020:

1330 to 1500 hours: The Falun Dafa Association of Washington, DC will assemble on the West Capitol front and proceed to the Washington Monument grounds, to stop the persecution of the Falun Gong. The maximum amount allowed for this event or (1,000 to 1,200) have permitted for this event. **This event has been cancelled by the organizer.**

Saturday, August 1, 2020:

1200 to 1500 hours: According to open source information, National March for Black Lives and People Demand Action will assemble at the Department of Justice, located at 950 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, to conduct a National March for Black Lives (Unapologetically) march. (876) Participants have committed to attending this event. (6,300) Participants are interested.
Friday, August 28, 2020:

0530 to 2330 hours: According to open source information, the National Action Network/Rev. Al Sharpton will assemble in the Washington, DC, to hold a March on Washington: Get Off Our Necks! Event. The number of participants is unknown. [https://nationalactionnetwork.net/register-for-nans-march-on-washington-get-your-knee-off-our-necks/?fbclid=IwAR1jvEMa0VMLFa5GneFZpxHq4Brr-8Jzee2W-YqC0B0EoSN2C_q0doFkq4](https://nationalactionnetwork.net/register-for-nans-march-on-washington-get-your-knee-off-our-necks/?fbclid=IwAR1jvEMa0VMLFa5GneFZpxHq4Brr-8Jzee2W-YqC0B0EoSN2C_q0doFkq4)

0600 hours: According to open source information, All For One and One for All will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial to hold the 57th Anniversary of Martin Luther King, Jr’s “I Have a Dream Speech”. The number of participants is unknown. [https://www.eventbrite.com/e/i-have-a-dream-2k20-tickets-107725997358](https://www.eventbrite.com/e/i-have-a-dream-2k20-tickets-107725997358)

0600 to 2200 hours: According to open source information, the Cumberland Black Union will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial, to support the March on Washington 2020. The number of participants is unknown. [https://www.facebook.com/events/1531595480335559](https://www.facebook.com/events/1531595480335559)

0900 to 2100 hours: Black Girls Ride will assemble at the Ellipse and Lafayette Park, to Rally for Women Riders in support of the March on Washington 2020. (100) Participants have permitted for this event.

0900 to 2355 hours: According to open source information, DMV African American Adventures will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial, for the New March on Washington. (3,000) Participants have committed to attending this event. (13,700) Participants are interested. [https://www.facebook.com/events/934862286956324/](https://www.facebook.com/events/934862286956324/)

1100 hours: According to open source information, [name redacted] and [name redacted] will assemble in the Washington, DC, to conduct a March on Washington – Re-Elect Trump event. (22) Participants have committed to attending this event. (183) Participants are interested. [https://www.facebook.com/events/553623605489105](https://www.facebook.com/events/553623605489105)

1100 to 1700 hours: Vote Common Good will assemble at Lafayette Park and Black Lives Matter Plaza, NW, to march for racial justice for people of faith. (500) Participants have permitted for this event.

1200 to 2000 hours: According to open source information, RISE – Resilient Intellectuals Striving for Excellence will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial for March on Washington 2020. (47) Participants are attending this event. (171) Participants are interested. [https://www.facebook.com/events/877461362760318](https://www.facebook.com/events/877461362760318)

1200 to 2100 hours: According to open source information, Candid in Atlanta will assemble at the US Capitol to conduct the March on Washington Anniversary for Better Racial Education. (33) Participants have committed to attending this event. (196) Participants are interested.
(Special Note): Information regarding assemblies is often fluid and subject to change. All of the below information was obtained through law enforcement and open source venues. Most recent acquired information will be designated in Red.

Monday, July 6, 2020:

1300 to 1600 hours: The Oromo Community of Washington, D.C. will assemble at the US Department of State (2201 C Street NW) to protest the Ethiopian government’s killing of peaceful protesters. (300) Participants are listed on the permit application.

1500 to 1800 hours: According to open source information, Empower DC will assemble at Freedom Plaza, to hold a Black Homes Matter Rally for Housing Justice in the DC Budget. (57) Participants have committed to attending this event. (265) Participants are interested. 
https://www.facebook.com/events/569798047039687

1830 hours: According to open source information, Defund DC Police will assemble at the Stanton Park (226 4th Street NE) to conduct a march to defund MPD. The destination of the march and number of participants is unknown.
https://twitter.com/DMVBlackLives/status/1279226626946093061/photo/1

2000 hours: According to open source information, Somos Vanessa Guillen DMV will assemble on the north side of the Washington Monument, to hold a vigil in support of Vanessa Guillen’s family. (58) Participants have committed to attending this event. (124) Participants are interested.
https://www.facebook.com/events/1342722012594207?active_tab=about

Tuesday, July 7, 2020:

0700 to 0900 hours: According to open source information, Reject Annexation will assemble at Mitchell Park, to hold a rally against the annexation of the West Bank and violations of international law and Palestinian dignity. (34) Participants have committed to attending this event. (134) Participants are interested.
https://www.facebook.com/events/310511349987815/

Saturday, July 11, 2020:

1900 hours: According to open source information, the They/Them Collective will assemble at Dupont Circle and proceed to an undisclosed location, in opposition to law enforcement. The number of participants is unknown.
**Thursday, July 16, 2020:**

1330 to 1500 hours: The Falun Dafa Association of Washington, DC will assemble on the West Capitol front and proceed to the Washington Monument grounds, to stop the persecution of the Falun Gong. The maximum amount allowed for this event or (1,000 to 1,200) have permitted for this event.  **This event has been cancelled by the organizer.**

**Saturday, August 1, 2020:**

1200 to 1500 hours: According to open source information, National March for Black Lives and People Demand Action will assemble at the Department of Justice, located at 950 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, to conduct a National March for Black Lives (Unapologetically) march. (876) Participants have committed to attending this event. (6,300) Participants are interested. [https://www.facebook.com/events/253629299042795/](https://www.facebook.com/events/253629299042795/)

**Friday, August 28, 2020:**

0530 to 2330 hours: According to open source information, the National Action Network/Rev. Al Sharpton will assemble in the Washington, DC, to hold a March on Washington: Get Off Our Necks! Event. The number of participants is unknown. [https://nationalactionnetwork.net/register-for-nans-march-on-washington-get-your-knee-off-our-necks/?fbclid=IwAR1jvEMa0VMLFaR5GneFZpxHq4Brr-8Jzec2W-YqC0B0EoSN2C_q0doFkq4](https://nationalactionnetwork.net/register-for-nans-march-on-washington-get-your-knee-off-our-necks/?fbclid=IwAR1jvEMa0VMLFaR5GneFZpxHq4Brr-8Jzec2W-YqC0B0EoSN2C_q0doFkq4)

0600 hours: According to open source information, All For One and One for All will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial to hold the 57th Anniversary of Martin Luther King, Jr’s “I Have a Dream Speech”. The number of participants is unknown. [https://www.eventbrite.com/e/i-have-a-dream-2k20-tickets-107725997358](https://www.eventbrite.com/e/i-have-a-dream-2k20-tickets-107725997358)

0600 to 2200 hours: According to open source information, the Cumberland Black Union will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial, to support the March on Washington 2020. The number of participants is unknown. [https://www.facebook.com/events/1531595480335559](https://www.facebook.com/events/1531595480335559)

0900 to 2100 hours: Black Girls Ride will assemble at the Ellipse and Lafayette Park, to Rally for Women Riders in support of the March on Washington 2020. (100) Participants have permitted for this event.

0900 to 2355 hours: According to open source information, DMV African American Adventures will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial, for the New March on Washington. (3,000) Participants have committed to attending this event. (13,700) Participants are interested. [https://www.facebook.com/events/934862286956324/](https://www.facebook.com/events/934862286956324/)

1100 hours: According to open source information, [Redacted] and [Redacted] will assemble in the Washington, DC, to conduct a March on Washington – Re-Elect Trump event. (22) Participants have committed to attending this event. (183) Participants are interested. [https://www.facebook.com/events/553623605489105](https://www.facebook.com/events/553623605489105)
1100 to 1700 hours: Vote Common Good will assemble at Lafayette Park and Black Lives Matter Plaza, NW, to march for racial justice for people of faith. (500) Participants have permitted for this event.

1200 to 2000 hours: According to open source information, RISE – Resilient Intellectuals Striving for Excellence will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial for March on Washington 2020. (47) Participants are attending this event. (171) Participants are interested. https://www.facebook.com/events/877461362760318

1200 to 2100 hours: According to open source information, Candid in Atlanta will assemble at the US Capitol to conduct the March on Washington Anniversary for Better Racial Education. (33) Participants have committed to attending this event. (196) Participants are interested. https://www.facebook.com/events/274309603765352/
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(Special Note): Information regarding assemblies is often fluid and subject to change. All of the below information was obtained through law enforcement and open source venues. Most recent acquired information will be designated in Red.

Tuesday, July 7, 2020:

0700 to 0900 hours: According to open source information, Reject Annexation will assemble at Mitchell Park, to hold a rally against the annexation of the West Bank and violations of international law and Palestinian dignity. (34) Participants have committed to attending this event. (134) Participants are interested.  
https://www.facebook.com/events/310511349987815/

1700 hours: According to open source information, The Freedom Neighborhood will assemble at the Library of Congress, 101 Independence Ave SE, to “Shut Down the Capitol.” The number of participants is unknown.  
https://www.instagram.com/p/CCT1eghhJVo/

Wednesday, July 8, 2020

1800 hours: According to open source information, Multiple organizations will assemble at the Philippine Embassy, in opposition of the “Anti-Terror Law.” The number of participants is unknown.

Thursday, July 9, 2020:

1500 hours: According to open source information, The Freedom Neighborhood will assemble at the Library of Congress, 101 Independence Ave SE, to “Shut Down the Capitol.” The number of participants is unknown.  
https://www.instagram.com/p/CCT1eghhJVo/

Friday, July 10, 2020

1600 hours: According to open source information, The Freedom Neighborhood will assemble at the U.S. Capitol, to “Shut Down the Capitol.” The number of participants is unknown.  
https://www.instagram.com/p/CCT1eghhJVo/

Saturday, July 11, 2020:

1800 hours: According to open source information, The Freedom Neighborhood will assemble at the U.S. Supreme Court, 1 First ST NE, to “Shut Down the Capitol.” The number of participants is unknown.  
https://www.instagram.com/p/CCT1eghhJVo/
1000 to 1100 hours: Reverend Patrick Mahoney will assemble at 1225 4th ST NE, to paint a washable mural on the sidewalk in opposition of Planned Parenthood. (25) Participants have permitted for this event.

1900 hours: According to open source information, the They/Them Collective will assemble at Dupont Circle and proceed to an undisclosed location, in opposition to law enforcement. The number of participants is unknown.

**Thursday, July 16, 2020:**

1330 to 1500 hours: The Falun Dafa Association of Washington, DC will assemble on the West Capitol front and proceed to the Washington Monument grounds, to stop the persecution of the Falun Gong. The maximum amount allowed for this event or (1,000 to 1,200) have permitted for this event. **This event has been cancelled by the organizer.**

**Saturday, July 25, 2020:**

1300 hours: According to open source information, Speak up DC will assemble at Black Lives Matter Plaza and Proceed to the Supreme Court. The number of participants is unknown. 
https://www.instagram.com/p/CCT19iLBJzi/

**Saturday, August 1, 2020:**

1200 to 1500 hours: According to open source information, National March for Black Lives and People Demand Action will assemble at the Department of Justice, located at 950 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, to conduct a National March for Black Lives (Unapologetically) march. (876) Participants have committed to attending this event. (6,300) Participants are interested. 
https://www.facebook.com/events/253629299042795/

**Friday, August 28, 2020:**

0530 to 2330 hours: According to open source information, the National Action Network/Rev. Al Sharpton will assemble in the Washington, DC, to hold a March on Washington: Get Off Our Necks! Event. The number of participants is unknown.
https://nationalactionnetwork.net/register-for-nans-march-on-washington-get-your-knee-off-our-necks/?fbclid=IwAR1jvEMa0VMLFaR5GneFZpxHq4Brr-8Jzee2W-YqC0B0oSN2C_q0doFkq4

0600 hours: According to open source information, All For One and One for All will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial to hold the 57th Anniversary of Martin Luther King, Jr’s “I Have a Dream Speech”. The number of participants is unknown. 
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/i-have-a-dream-2k20-tickets-107725997358

0600 to 2200 hours: According to open source information, the Cumberland Black Union will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial, to support the March on Washington 2020. The number of participants is unknown.
0900 to 2100 hours: Black Girls Ride will assemble at the Ellipse and Lafayette Park, to Rally for Women Riders in support of the March on Washington 2020. (100) Participants have permitted for this event.
0900 to 2355 hours: According to open source information, DMV African American Adventures will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial, for the New March on Washington. (3,000) Participants have committed to attending this event. (13,700) Participants are interested.

1100 hours: According to open source information, [redacted] will assemble in the Washington, DC, to conduct a March on Washington – Re-Elect Trump event. (22) Participants have committed to attending this event. (183) Participants are interested.

1100 to 1700 hours: Vote Common Good will assemble at Lafayette Park and Black Lives Matter Plaza, NW, to march for racial justice for people of faith. (500) Participants have permitted for this event.

1200 to 2000 hours: According to open source information, RISE – Resilient Intellectuals Striving for Excellence will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial for March on Washington 2020. (47) Participants are attending this event. (171) Participants are interested.

1200 to 2100 hours: According to open source information, Candid in Atlanta will assemble at the US Capitol to conduct the March on Washington Anniversary for Better Racial Education. (33) Participants have committed to attending this event. (196) Participants are interested.
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(Special Note): Information regarding assemblies is often fluid and subject to change. All of the below information was obtained through law enforcement and open source venues. Most recent acquired information will be designated in Red.

Wednesday, July 8, 2020

1800 hours: According to open source information, multiple organizations will assemble at the Philippine Embassy, in opposition of the “Anti-Terror Law.” The number of participants is unknown.

Thursday, July 9, 2020:

1500 hours: According to open source information, The Freedom Neighborhood will assemble at the Library of Congress, 101 Independence Ave SE, to “Shut Down the Capitol.” The number of participants is unknown.  
https://www.instagram.com/p/CCT1eghhJVo/

Friday, July 10, 2020

1600 hours: According to open source information, The Freedom Neighborhood will assemble at the U.S. Capitol, to “Shut Down the Capitol.” The number of participants is unknown.  
https://www.instagram.com/p/CCT1eghhJVo/

Saturday, July 11, 2020:

1000 to 1400 hours: According to open source information, Rebels with a Cause Foundation will assemble to honor Davon McNeal. The rally and march will begin in Prince Georges County in Birchleaf Park and proceed to 1400 Cedar Street SE. The organizer is expecting a large crowd, however the number of participants at this time is unknown.

1800 hours: According to open source information, The Freedom Neighborhood will assemble at the U.S. Supreme Court, 1 First ST NE, to “Shut Down the Capitol.” The number of participants is unknown. https://www.instagram.com/p/CCT1eghhJVo/

1000 to 1100 hours: Reverend Patrick Mahoney will assemble at 1225 4th ST NE, to paint a washable mural on the sidewalk in opposition of Planned Parenthood. (25) Participants have permitted for this event.

1900 hours: According to open source information, the They/Them Collective will assemble at Dupont Circle and proceed to an undisclosed location, in opposition to law enforcement. The number of participants is unknown.
Wednesday, July 15, 2020:

1200 to 1300 hours: According to open source information, Japanese American Veterans Association will assemble at the World War II memorial to commemorate the return of the 442nd Regimental Combat Team. (2) Participants have committed to attending this event. (6) Participants are interested.

Thursday, July 16, 2020:

1330 to 1500 hours: The Falun Dafa Association of Washington, DC will assemble on the West Capitol front and proceed to the Washington Monument grounds, to stop the persecution of the Falun Gong. The maximum amount allowed for this event or (1,000 to 1,200) have permitted for this event. This event has been cancelled by the organizer.

Saturday, July 25, 2020:

1300 hours: According to open source information, Speak up DC will assemble at Black Lives Matter Plaza and Proceed to the Supreme Court. The number of participants is unknown. https://www.instagram.com/p/CCT19iLBJzi/

Friday, July 31, 2020:

0500 to 1700 hours: According to open source information, Bike to the Beach will assemble at Gonzaga High School, 19 I Street NW, for a rally and ride to Dewey Beach. (46) Participants have committed to attending this event. (294) Participants are interested.

Saturday, August 1, 2020:

1200 to 1500 hours: According to open source information, National March for Black Lives and People Demand Action will assemble at the Department of Justice, located at 950 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, to conduct a National March for Black Lives (Unapologetically) march. (876) Participants have committed to attending this event. (6,300) Participants are interested. https://www.facebook.com/events/253629299042795/

Thursday, August 27, 2020:

1000 to 1500 hours: According to open source information, ADOS DMV NEWS will assemble in Washington D.C to demand reparations now. (20) Participants have committed to attending this event. (66) Participants are interested.

Friday, August 28, 2020:

0530 to 2330 hours: According to open source information, the National Action Network/Rev. Al Sharpton will assemble in the Washington, DC, to hold a March on Washington: Get Off Our Necks! Event. The number of participants is unknown. https://nationalactionnetwork.net/register-for-nans-march-on-washington-get-your-knee-off-our-
0600 hours: According to open source information, All For One and One for All will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial to hold the 57th Anniversary of Martin Luther King, Jr’s “I Have a Dream Speech”. The number of participants is unknown. 
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/i-have-a-dream-2k20-tickets-107725997358

0600 to 2200 hours: According to open source information, the Cumberland Black Union will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial, to support the March on Washington 2020. The number of participants is unknown. 
https://www.facebook.com/events/1531595480335559

0900 to 2100 hours: Black Girls Ride will assemble at the Ellipse and Lafayette Park, to Rally for Women Riders in support of the March on Washington 2020. (100) Participants have permitted for this event.

0900 to 2355 hours: According to open source information, DMV African American Adventures will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial, for the New March on Washington. (3,000) Participants have committed to attending this event. (13,700) Participants are interested. 
https://www.facebook.com/events/934862286956324/

1100 hours: According to open source information, Veterans March on Washington for Black Lives will assemble on the National Mall for the 57th anniversary of the March on Washington. (279) Participants have committed to attending this event. (1,300) Participants are interested.

1100 hours: According to open source information, [Name Redacted] will assemble in the Washington, DC, to conduct a March on Washington – Re-Elect Trump event. (22) Participants have committed to attending this event. (183) Participants are interested. 
https://www.facebook.com/events/553623605489105

1100 to 1700 hours: Vote Common Good will assemble at Lafayette Park and Black Lives Matter Plaza, NW, to march for racial justice for people of faith. (500) Participants have permitted for this event.

1200 to 2000 hours: According to open source information, RISE – Resilient Intellectuals Striving for Excellence will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial for March on Washington 2020. (47) Participants are attending this event. (171) Participants are interested. 
https://www.facebook.com/events/877461362760318

1200 to 2100 hours: According to open source information, Candid in Atlanta will assemble at the US Capitol to conduct the March on Washington Anniversary for Better Racial Education. (33) Participants have committed to attending this event. (196) Participants are interested. 
https://www.facebook.com/events/274309603765352/

**Thursday, September 17, 2020:**
1400 to 2100 hours: According to open source information, STAND on Capitol Hill a Mother’s Day of Action will assemble at the United States Capitol to advance police reform. (43) Participants have committed to attending. (112) Participants are interested.
Homeland Security Bureau
JSTACC Division
Intelligence Branch

(Special Note): Information regarding assemblies is often fluid and subject to change. All of the below information was obtained through law enforcement and open source venues. Most recent acquired information will be designated in Red.

Thursday, July 9, 2020:

1500 hours: According to open source information, The Freedom Neighborhood will assemble at the Library of Congress, 101 Independence Ave SE, to “Shut Down the Capitol.” The number of participants is unknown. [Link]

Friday, July 10, 2020

1300 to 1600 hours: The Oromo Youth Association of D.C. will assemble in front of the State Department, 2201 C ST NW, in opposition of the Ethiopian Regime. (300) Participants have permitted for this event.

1600 hours: According to open source information, The Freedom Neighborhood will assemble at the U.S. Capitol, to “Shut Down the Capitol.” The number of participants is unknown. [Link]

1800 to 1900 hours: According to open source information, Justice for Vanessa Guillen will assemble in Malcom X Park, 16th Street and W Street NW, for a celebration of life. The number of participants is unknown.

Saturday, July 11, 2020:

1000 to 1400 hours: According to open source information, Rebels with a Cause Foundation will assemble to honor Davon McNeal. The rally and march will begin in Prince George’s County in Birchleaf Park and proceed to 1400 Cedar Street SE. The organizer is expecting a large crowd, however the number of participants at this time is unknown. [Link]

1700 to 1900 hours: We want justice will assemble at Black Lives Matter Plaza to demand answers from MPD. (1) Participant has committed to attending. (1) Participant is interested. [Link]

1800 hours: According to open source information, The Freedom Neighborhood will assemble at the U.S. Supreme Court, 1 First ST NE, to “Shut Down the Capitol.” The number of participants is unknown. [Link]
1000 to 1100 hours: Reverend Patrick Mahoney will assemble at 1225 4th ST NE, to paint a washable mural on the sidewalk in opposition of Planned Parenthood. (25) Participants have permitted for this event.

1900 hours: According to open source information, the They/Them Collective will assemble at Dupont Circle and proceed to an undisclosed location, in opposition to law enforcement. The number of participants is unknown.

Saturday, July 12, 2020:

1100 to 1500 hours: Darfur Women Action Group will assemble at the Embassy of Sudan, 2210 Massachusetts Avenue NW, for the anniversary of the indictment of the international criminal court to 52 war criminals in Sudan. (30) Participants have permitted for this event.

Monday, July 13, 2020:

1400 to 1500 hours: According to open source information, Iran Protest Alert will assemble at, 3505 International Place NW. (2) Participants have committed to attending this event. (4) Participants are interested.

https://www.facebook.com/events/298093624568816/?acontext=%7B%22event_action_history%22%3A%7B%22mechanism%22%3A%22search_results%22%2C%22surface%22%3A%22search%22%7D%7D

Wednesday, July 15, 2020:

1200 to 1300 hours: According to open source information, Japanese American Veterans Association will assemble at the World War II memorial to conduct the Inaugural Day of Affirmation event to commemorate the return of the 442nd Regimental Combat Team. (2) Participants have committed to attending this event. (6) Participants are interested.

https://www.facebook.com/events/582132132494081/

Thursday, July 16, 2020:

1330 to 1500 hours: The Falun Dafa Association of Washington, DC will assemble on the West Capitol front and proceed to the Washington Monument grounds, to stop the persecution of the Falun Gong. The maximum amount allowed for this event or (1,000 to 1,200) have permitted for this event. **This event has been cancelled by the organizer.**

Friday, July 17, 2020:

1730 to 2130 hours: Falun Dafa Association will assemble in front of the Chinese Embassy, 3505 International PL NW, to call for a stop to the brutal persecution of Falun Gong in China. (49) Participants have permitted for this event.

Saturday, July 18, 2020:
0700 to 1900 hours: P.R.O.J.E.C.T.S. & Mission of Black Empowerment will assemble at South Capital ST & Southern Avenue SE, for a march to end gun violence and to bring awareness to senseless killings. (100) Participants have permitted for this event.

**Saturday, July 25, 2020:**

1300 hours: According to open source information, Speak up DC will assemble at Black Lives Matter Plaza and Proceed to the Supreme Court. The number of participants is unknown. 
[https://www.instagram.com/p/CCT19iLBJzi/](https://www.instagram.com/p/CCT19iLBJzi/)

**Friday, July 31, 2020:**

0500 to 1700 hours: According to open source information, Bike to the Beach will assemble at Gonzaga High School, 19 I Street NW, for a rally and ride to Dewey Beach. (46) Participants have committed to attending this event. (294) Participants are interested. 
[https://www.facebook.com/events/162271455207534/](https://www.facebook.com/events/162271455207534/)

**Saturday, August 1, 2020:**

1200 to 1500 hours: According to open source information, National March for Black Lives and People Demand Action will assemble at the Department of Justice, located at 950 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, to conduct a National March for Black Lives (Unapologetically) march. (876) Participants have committed to attending this event. (6,300) Participants are interested. 
[https://www.facebook.com/events/253629299042795/](https://www.facebook.com/events/253629299042795/)

**Thursday, August 20, 2020:**

1100 to 1900 hours: A Day Closer will assemble in front of the Department of Justice, 950 Pennsylvania Avenue NW, for a peaceful protest. (200) Participants have permitted for this event.

**Friday, August 21, 2020:**

1100 to 1900 hours: A Day Closer will assemble in front of the Federal Bureau of Prisons, 320 1st Street NW, for a peaceful protest. (200) Participants have permitted for this event.

**Thursday, August 27, 2020:**

1000 to 1500 hours: According to open source information, ADOS DMV NEWS will assemble in Washington D.C to demand reparations now. (20) Participants have committed to attending this event. (66) Participants are interested. 
[https://www.facebook.com/events/3043071962436034/](https://www.facebook.com/events/3043071962436034/)

**Friday, August 28, 2020:**

0530 to 2330 hours: According to open source information, the National Action Network/Rev.
Al Sharpton will assemble in the Washington, DC, to hold a March on Washington: Get Off Our Necks! Event. The number of participants is unknown.
https://nationalactionnetwork.net/register-for-nans-march-on-washington-get-your-knee-off-our-necks/?fbclid=IwAR1jvEMa0VMLFaR5GneFZpxHq4Brr-8Jzee2W-YqC0B0EoSN2C_q0doFkq4

0600 hours: According to open source information, All For One and One for All will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial to hold the 57th Anniversary of Martin Luther King, Jr’s “I Have a Dream Speech”. The number of participants is unknown.
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/i-have-a-dream-2k20-tickets-107725997358

0600 to 2200 hours: According to open source information, the Cumberland Black Union will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial, to support the March on Washington 2020. The number of participants is unknown.
https://www.facebook.com/events/1531595480335559

0900 to 2100 hours: Black Girls Ride will assemble at the Ellipse and Lafayette Park, to Rally for Women Riders in support of the March on Washington 2020. (100) Participants have permitted for this event.

0900 to 2355 hours: According to open source information, DMV African American Adventures will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial, for the New March on Washington. (3,000) Participants have committed to attending this event. (13,700) Participants are interested.
https://www.facebook.com/events/934862286956324/

1100 hours: According to open source information, Veterans March on Washington for Black Lives will assemble on the National Mall for the 57th anniversary of the March on Washington. (279) Participants have committed to attending this event. (1,300) Participants are interested.
https://www.facebook.com/events/1562621880577671/

1100 hours: According to open source information, [Name] and [Name] will assemble in the Washington, DC, to conduct a March on Washington – Re-Elect Trump event. (22) Participants have committed to attending this event. (183) Participants are interested. https://www.facebook.com/events/553623605489105

1100 to 1700 hours: Vote Common Good will assemble at Lafayette Park and Black Lives Matter Plaza, NW, to march for racial justice for people of faith. (500) Participants have permitted for this event.

1200 to 2000 hours: According to open source information, RISE – Resilient Intellectuals Striving for Excellence will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial for March on Washington 2020. (47) Participants are attending this event. (171) Participants are interested.
https://www.facebook.com/events/877461362760318

1200 to 2100 hours: According to open source information, Candid in Atlanta will assemble at the US Capitol to conduct the March on Washington Anniversary for Better Racial Education.
(33) Participants have committed to attending this event. (196) Participants are interested.  
https://www.facebook.com/events/274309603765352/

**Thursday, September 17, 2020:**

1400 to 2100 hours: According to open source information, STAND on Capitol Hill a Mother’s Day of Action will assemble at the United States Capitol to advance police reform. (43) Participants have committed to attending. (112) Participants are interested.  
https://www.facebook.com/events/1605628802928833/
Homeland Security Bureau  
JSTACC Division  
Intelligence Branch

(Special Note): Information regarding assemblies is often fluid and subject to change. All of the below information was obtained through law enforcement and open source venues. Most recent acquired information will be designated in Red.

Friday, July 10, 2020

1300 to 1600 hours: The Oromo Youth Association of D.C. will assemble in front of the State Department, 2201 C ST NW, in opposition of the Ethiopian Regime. (300) Participants are listed on the permit application for this event.

1600 hours: According to open source information, The Freedom Neighborhood will assemble at the U.S. Capitol, to “Shut Down the Capitol.” The number of participants is unknown.  
https://www.instagram.com/p/CCT1eghhJVo/

1800 to 1900 hours: According to open source information, Justice for Vanessa Guillen will assemble in Malcolm X Park, 16th Street and W Street NW, for a celebration of life. The number of participants is unknown.

Saturday, July 11, 2020:

1000 to 1400 hours: According to open source information, Rebels with a Cause Foundation will assemble to honor Davon McNeal. The rally and march will begin in Prince George’s County in Birchleaf Park and proceed to 1400 Cedar Street SE. The organizer is expecting a large crowd, however the number of participants at this time is unknown. 

1700 to 1900 hours: We Want Justice Now will assemble at Black Lives Matter Plaza to demand answers from MPD. (1) Participant has committed to attending. (1) Participant is interested.  
https://www.facebook.com/events/286181299403474/

1800 hours: According to open source information, The Freedom Neighborhood will assemble at the U.S. Supreme Court, 1 First ST NE, to “Shut Down the Capitol.” The number of participants is unknown.  
https://www.instagram.com/p/CCT1eghhJVo/

1000 to 1100 hours: Reverend Patrick Mahoney will assemble at 1225 4th ST NE, to paint a washable mural on the sidewalk in opposition of Planned Parenthood. (25) Participants have permitted for this event.
1900 hours: According to open source information, the They/Them Collective will assemble at Dupont Circle and proceed to an undisclosed location, in opposition to law enforcement. The number of participants is unknown.

Sunday, July 12, 2020:

1100 to 1500 hours: Darfur Women Action Group will assemble at the Embassy of Sudan, 2210 Massachusetts Avenue NW, for the anniversary of the indictment of the international criminal court to 52 war criminals in Sudan. (30) Participants are listed on the permit application for this event.

1500 to 1800 hours: According to open source information, will host a Vigil for Vanessa Guillen at Columbia Heights Civic Plaza, 1387 Kenyon Street NW, to honor Vanessa Guillen. (95) Participants have committed to attending this event. (296) Participants are interested.

https://www.facebook.com/events/611185009522349/?acontext=%7B%22source%22%3A%22%2C%22source_dashboard_filter%22%3A%22discovery%22%2C%22action_history%22%3A%22%7B%5C%22surface%5C%22%3A%5C%22discover_filter_list%5C%22%2C%5C%22mechanism%5C%22%3A%5C%22surface%5C%22%2C%5C%22extra_data%5C%22%3A%7B%5C%22dashboard_filter%5C%22%3A%5C%22discovery%5C%22%7D%7D%22%2C%22has_source%22%3Atrue%7D

Monday, July 13, 2020:

1400 to 1500 hours: According to open source information, Iran Protest Alert will assemble at 3505 International Place NW to conduct a Hands Off Iran! Protest Against CPC event. (2) Participants have committed to attending this event. (4) Participants are interested.

https://www.facebook.com/events/298093624568816/?acontext=%7B%22event_action_history%22%3A%7B%5C%22mechanism%5C%22search_results%5C%22surface%5C%22search%5C%22%7D%7D

Wednesday, July 15, 2020:

1200 to 1300 hours: According to open source information, Japanese American Veterans Association will assemble at the World War II memorial to conduct the Inaugural Day of Affirmation event to commemorate the return of the 442nd Regimental Combat Team. (2) Participants have committed to attending this event. (6) Participants are interested.

https://www.facebook.com/events/582132132494081/

Thursday, July 16, 2020:

1330 to 1500 hours: The Falun Dafa Association of Washington, DC will assemble on the West Capitol front and proceed to the Washington Monument grounds, to stop the persecution of the Falun Gong. The maximum amount allowed for this event or (1,000 to 1,200) have permitted for this event. This event has been cancelled by the organizer.
Friday, July 17, 2020:

1730 to 2130 hours: Falun Dafa Association will assemble in front of the Chinese Embassy, 3505 International PL NW, to call for a stop to the brutal persecution of Falun Gong in China. (49) Participants are listed on the permit application for this event.

Saturday, July 18, 2020:

0700 to 1900 hours: P.R.O.J.E.C.T.S. & Mission of Black Empowerment will assemble at South Capital ST & Southern Avenue SE, for a march to end gun violence and to bring awareness to senseless killings. (100) Participants are listed on the permit application for this event.

Saturday, July 25, 2020:

1300 hours: According to open source information, Speak up DC will assemble at Black Lives Matter Plaza and Proceed to the Supreme Court. The number of participants is unknown. 
https://www.instagram.com/p/CCT19iLBjzi/

Friday, July 31, 2020:

0500 to 1700 hours: According to open source information, Bike to the Beach will assemble at Gonzaga High School, 19 I Street NW, for a rally and ride to Dewey Beach. (46) Participants have committed to attending this event. (294) Participants are interested. 
https://www.facebook.com/events/162271455207534/

Saturday, August 1, 2020:

1200 to 1500 hours: According to open source information, National March for Black Lives and People Demand Action will assemble at the Department of Justice, located at 950 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, to conduct a National March for Black Lives (Unapologetically) march. (876) Participants have committed to attending this event. (6,300) Participants are interested. 
https://www.facebook.com/events/253629299042795/

Thursday, August 20, 2020:

1100 to 1900 hours: A Day Closer will assemble in front of the Department of Justice, 950 Pennsylvania Avenue NW, for a peaceful protest. (200) Participants are listed on the permit application for this event.

Friday, August 21, 2020:

1100 to 1900 hours: A Day Closer will assemble in front of the Federal Bureau of Prisons, 320 1st Street NW, for a peaceful protest. (200) Participants are listed on the permit application for this event.
Thursday, August 27, 2020:

1000 to 1500 hours: According to open source information, ADOS DMV NEWS will assemble in Washington D.C to demand reparations now. (20) Participants have committed to attending this event. (66) Participants are interested.  
https://www.facebook.com/events/3043071962436034/

Friday, August 28, 2020:

0530 to 2330 hours: According to open source information, the National Action Network/Rev. Al Sharpton will assemble in the Washington, DC, to hold a March on Washington: Get Off Our Necks! Event. The number of participants is unknown.  
https://nationalactionnetwork.net/register-for-nans-march-on-washington-get-your-knee-off-our-necks/?fbclid=IwAR1jvEMa0VMLFaR5GneFZpxHq4Brr-8Jzee2W-YqC0B0EoSN2C_q0doFkq4

0600 hours: According to open source information, All For One and One for All will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial to hold the 57th Anniversary of Martin Luther King, Jr’s “I Have a Dream Speech”. The number of participants is unknown.  
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/i-have-a-dream-2k20-tickets-107725997358

0600 to 2200 hours: According to open source information, the Cumberland Black Union will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial, to support the March on Washington 2020. The number of participants is unknown.  
https://www.facebook.com/events/1531595480335559

0900 to 2100 hours: Black Girls Ride will assemble at the Ellipse and Lafayette Park, to Rally for Women Riders in support of the March on Washington 2020. (100) Participants have permitted for this event.

0900 to 2355 hours: According to open source information, DMV African American Adventures will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial, for the New March on Washington. (3,000) Participants have committed to attending this event. (13,700) Participants are interested.  
https://www.facebook.com/events/934862286956324/

1100 hours: According to open source information, Veterans March on Washington for Black Lives will assemble on the National Mall for the 57th anniversary of the March on Washington. (279) Participants have committed to attending this event. (1,300) Participants are interested.  
https://www.facebook.com/events/1562621880577671/

1100 hours: According to open source information, Veterans March on Washington for Black Lives and veterans March on Washington will assemble in the Washington, DC, to conduct a March on Washington – Re-Elect Trump event. (22) Participants have committed to attending this event. (183) Participants are interested.  
https://www.facebook.com/events/553623605489105

1100 to 1700 hours: Vote Common Good will assemble at Lafayette Park and Black Lives
Matter Plaza, NW, to march for racial justice for people of faith. (500) Participants have permitted for this event.

1200 to 2000 hours: According to open source information, RISE – Resilient Intellectuals Striving for Excellence will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial for March on Washington 2020. (47) Participants are attending this event. (171) Participants are interested. https://www.facebook.com/events/877461362760318

1200 to 2100 hours: According to open source information, Candid in Atlanta will assemble at the US Capitol to conduct the March on Washington Anniversary for Better Racial Education. (33) Participants have committed to attending this event. (196) Participants are interested. https://www.facebook.com/events/274309603765352/

**Thursday, September 17, 2020:**

1400 to 2100 hours: According to open source information, STAND on Capitol Hill a Mother’s Day of Action will assemble at the United States Capitol to advance police reform. (43) Participants have committed to attending. (112) Participants are interested. https://www.facebook.com/events/1605628802928833/
(Special Note): Information regarding assemblies is often fluid and subject to change. All of the below information was obtained through law enforcement and open source venues. Most recent acquired information will be designated in Red.

Monday, July 13, 2020:

1400 to 1500 hours: According to open source information, Iran Protest Alert will assemble at 3505 International Place NW to conduct a Hands Off Iran! Protest Against CPC event. (2) Participants have committed to attending this event. (4) Participants are interested. https://www.facebook.com/events/298093624568816/

1200 to 1230 hours: According to open source information, Center for Free Cuba will assemble Cuban Embassy, 2630 16th Street NW, for a Silent Vigil for Justice. (6) Participants have committed to attending this event. (8) Participants are interested. https://www.facebook.com/events/319688529188985

Wednesday, July 15, 2020:

1200 to 1300 hours: According to open source information, Japanese American Veterans Association will assemble at the World War II memorial to conduct the Inaugural Day of Affirmation event to commemorate the return of the 442nd Regimental Combat Team. (2) Participants have committed to attending this event. (6) Participants are interested. https://www.facebook.com/events/582132132494081/

Thursday, July 16, 2020:

1330 to 1500 hours: The Falun Dafa Association of Washington, DC will assemble on the West Capitol front and proceed to the Washington Monument grounds, to stop the persecution of the Falun Gong. The maximum amount allowed for this event or (1,000 to 1,200) have permitted for this event. This event has been cancelled by the organizer.

Friday, July 17, 2020:

1730 to 2130 hours: Falun Dafa Association will assemble in front of the Chinese Embassy, 3505 International PL NW, to call for a stop to the brutal persecution of Falun Gong in China. (49) Participants are listed on the permit application for this event.
Saturday, July 18, 2020:

0700 to 1900 hours: P.R.O.J.E.C.T.S. & Mission of Black Empowerment will assemble at South Capital ST & Southern Avenue SE, for a march to end gun violence and to bring awareness to senseless killings. (100) Participants are listed on the permit application for this event.

1400 to 1800 hours: According to open source information, Black Lives Matter DC will assemble at Oxon Run Park, 1200 Mississippi Avenue SE, for Karon Brown Day honoring the 1 year anniversary of Karon’s Ascension and uniting around anti-gun violence. The number of participants is unknown. [https://www.instagram.com/p/CCbr58RB6sK/](https://www.instagram.com/p/CCbr58RB6sK/)

Saturday, July 25, 2020:

1100 hours: According to open source information, “We the People” will hold a freedom rally at an undisclosed location. (38) Participants have committed to attending this event. (363) Participants are interested. [https://www.facebook.com/events/1170155563351771/](https://www.facebook.com/events/1170155563351771/)

1300 hours: According to open source information, Speak up DC will assemble at Black Lives Matter Plaza and Proceed to the Supreme Court. The number of participants is unknown. [https://www.instagram.com/p/CCT19iLBJzi/](https://www.instagram.com/p/CCT19iLBJzi/)

Thursday, July 30, 2020:

1000 hours: According to open source information, 813 Whistle will assemble at the US Capitol and proceed to the White House for Justice for Vanessa Guillen. The number of participants is unknown. [https://www.instagram.com/p/CCgR3ATgNDo/](https://www.instagram.com/p/CCgR3ATgNDo/)

Friday, July 31, 2020:

0500 to 1700 hours: According to open source information, Bike to the Beach will assemble at Gonzaga High School, 19 I Street NW, for a rally and ride to Dewey Beach. (46) Participants have committed to attending this event. (294) Participants are interested. [https://www.facebook.com/events/162271455207534/](https://www.facebook.com/events/162271455207534/)

0800 hours: The Gratitude March will assemble for a Peaceful Rally on Capitol Hill and march to an undisclosed location. The number of participants for this event is unknown.

Saturday, August 1, 2020:

1200 to 1500 hours: According to open source information, National March for Black Lives and People Demand Action will assemble at the Department of Justice, located at 950 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, to conduct a National March for Black Lives (Unapologetically) march. (876) Participants have committed to attending this event. (6,300) Participants are interested. [https://www.facebook.com/events/253629299042795/](https://www.facebook.com/events/253629299042795/)
Sunday, August 16, 2020:

0530 to 1900: The Real Hip Hop Cares Foundation and the Real Hip Hop Network will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial Ellipse for a rally to stop racism. (10,000) Participants have permitted for this event.

Monday, August 17, 2020:

0530 to 1900: The Real Hip Hop Cares Foundation and the Real Hip Hop Network will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial Ellipse for a rally to stop racism. (10,000) Participants have permitted for this event.

Thursday, August 20, 2020:

1100 to 1900 hours: A Day Closer will assemble in front of the Department of Justice, 950 Pennsylvania Avenue NW, for a peaceful protest. (200) Participants are listed on the permit application for this event.

Friday, August 21, 2020:

1100 to 1900 hours: A Day Closer will assemble in front of the Federal Bureau of Prisons, 320 1st Street NW, for a peaceful protest. (200) Participants are listed on the permit application for this event.

Thursday, August 27, 2020:

1000 to 1500 hours: According to open source information, ADOS DMV NEWS will assemble in Washington D.C to demand reparations now. (20) Participants have committed to attending this event. (66) Participants are interested.

https://www.facebook.com/events/3043071962436034/

Friday, August 28, 2020:

0530 to 2330 hours: According to open source information, the National Action Network/Rev. Al Sharpton will assemble in the Washington, DC, to hold a March on Washington: Get Off Our Necks! Event. The number of participants is unknown.

https://nationalactionnetwork.net/register-for-nans-march-on-washington-get-your-knee-off-our-necks/?fbclid=IwAR1JyvEMa0VMLFaR5GneFZpxHq4Brr-8Jzee2W-YqC0B0EoSN2C_q0doFkq4

0600 hours: According to open source information, All For One and One for All will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial to hold the 57th Anniversary of Martin Luther King, Jr’s “I Have a Dream Speech”. The number of participants is unknown.

https://www.eventbrite.com/e/i-have-a-dream-2k20-tickets-107725997358
0600 to 2200 hours: According to open source information, the Cumberland Black Union will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial, to support the March on Washington 2020. The number of participants is unknown.
https://www.facebook.com/events/1531595480335559

0900 to 2100 hours: Black Girls Ride will assemble at the Ellipse and Lafayette Park, to Rally for Women Riders in support of the March on Washington 2020. (100) Participants have permitted for this event.

0900 to 2355 hours: According to open source information, DMV African American Adventures will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial, for the New March on Washington. (3,000) Participants have committed to attending this event. (13,700) Participants are interested.
https://www.facebook.com/events/934862286956324/

1100 hours: According to open source information, Veterans March on Washington for Black Lives will assemble on the National Mall for the 57th anniversary of the March on Washington. (279) Participants have committed to attending this event. (1,300) Participants are interested.
https://www.facebook.com/events/1562621880577671/

1100 hours: According to open source information, and will assemble in the Washington, DC, to conduct a March on Washington – Re-Elect Trump event. (22) Participants have committed to attending this event. (183) Participants are interested. https://www.facebook.com/events/553623605489105

1100 to 1700 hours: Vote Common Good will assemble at Lafayette Park and Black Lives Matter Plaza, NW, to march for racial justice for people of faith. (500) Participants have permitted for this event.

1200 to 2000 hours: According to open source information, RISE – Resilient Intellectuals Striving for Excellence will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial for March on Washington 2020. (47) Participants are attending this event. (171) Participants are interested.
https://www.facebook.com/events/877461362760318

1200 to 2100 hours: According to open source information, Candid in Atlanta will assemble at the US Capitol to conduct the March on Washington Anniversary for Better Racial Education. (33) Participants have committed to attending this event. (196) Participants are interested.
https://www.facebook.com/events/274309603765352/

Saturday, September 5, 2020:

1000 to 2200 hours: According to open source information, Hey Papi Promotions will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial to hold Together 2020, which is described as an immersive experience of art, music, and culture that draws the next generation to encounter Jesus in Scripture. (46) Participants have expressed interest in this event.
https://www.facebook.com/events/2276991232404049/
Thursday, September 17, 2020:

1400 to 2100 hours: According to open source information, STAND on Capitol Hill a Mother’s Day of Action will assemble at the United States Capitol to advance police reform. (43) Participants have committed to attending. (112) Participants are interested. 
https://www.facebook.com/events/1605628802928833/
Homeland Security Bureau
JSTACC Division
Intelligence Branch

(Special Note): Information regarding assemblies is often fluid and subject to change. All of the below information was obtained through law enforcement and open source venues. Most recent acquired information will be designated in Red.

Wednesday, July 15, 2020:

1200 to 1300 hours: According to open source information, Japanese American Veterans Association will assemble at the World War II memorial to conduct the Inaugural Day of Affirmation event to commemorate the return of the 442nd Regimental Combat Team. (2) Participants have committed to attending this event. (6) Participants are interested.
https://www.facebook.com/events/582132132494081/

Thursday, July 16, 2020:

1330 to 1500 hours: The Falun Dafa Association of Washington, DC will assemble on the West Capitol front and proceed to the Washington Monument grounds, to stop the persecution of the Falun Gong. The maximum amount allowed for this event or (1,000 to 1,200) have permitted for this event. This event has been cancelled by the organizer.

Friday, July 17, 2020:

1730 to 2130 hours: Falun Dafa Association will assemble in front of the Chinese Embassy, 3505 International PL NW, to call for a stop to the brutal persecution of Falun Gong in China. (49) Participants are listed on the permit application for this event.

Saturday, July 18, 2020:

0700 to 1900 hours: P.R.O.J.E.C.T.S. & Mission of Black Empowerment will assemble at South Capital ST & Southern Avenue SE, for a march to end gun violence and to bring awareness to senseless killings. (100) Participants are listed on the permit application for this event.

1500 to 1530 hours: According to open source information the Middlebrook East Student Antifa Club will assemble at the Washington Monument to “Pull Down the Washington Monument.” (2) Participants have committed to attending this event. (0) Participants are interested.
https://www.facebook.com/events/295538871499658?active_tab=about

1400 to 1800 hours: According to open source information, Black Lives Matter DC will assemble at Oxon Run Park, 1200 Mississippi Avenue SE, for Karon Brown Day honoring the 1 year anniversary of Karon’s Ascension and uniting around anti-gun violence. The number of participants is unknown. https://www.instagram.com/p/CCbr58RB6sK/
Saturday, July 25, 2020:

1100 hours: According to open source information, “We the People” will hold a freedom rally at an undisclosed location. (38) Participants have committed to attending this event. (363) Participants are interested.
https://www.facebook.com/events/1170155563351771/

1300 hours: According to open source information, Speak up DC will assemble at Black Lives Matter Plaza and Proceed to the Supreme Court. The number of participants is unknown.
https://www.instagram.com/p/CCT19iLBJzi/

Thursday, July 30, 2020:

1000 hours: According to open source information, 813 Whistle will assemble at the US Capitol and proceed to the White House for Justice for Vanessa Guillen. The number of participants is unknown.
https://www.instagram.com/p/CCgR3ATgNDo/

Friday, July 31, 2020:

0500 to 1700 hours: According to open source information, Bike to the Beach will assemble at Gonzaga High School, 19 I Street NW, for a rally and ride to Dewey Beach. (46) Participants have committed to attending this event. (294) Participants are interested.
https://www.facebook.com/events/162271455207534/

0800 hours: The Gratitude March will assemble for a Peaceful Rally on Capitol Hill and march to an undisclosed location. The number of participants for this event is unknown.

Saturday, August 1, 2020:

1000 to 1530 hours: According to open source information, National March for Black Lives and People Demand Action will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial at 1000 hours, then march to the White House where they will hold a protest from 1200 until 1530 hours, to conduct a National March for Black Lives (Unapologetically) march. It no longer appears that they will go to US Department of Justice. (932) Participants have committed to attending this event. (6,800) Participants are interested.
https://www.facebook.com/events/253629299042795/

1500 to 2000 hours: According to open source information, March to Replace Biden will rally and march at an undisclosed location to replace Presidential Candidate Joe Biden. (5) Participants have committed to attending this event. (34) Participants are interested.
https://www.facebook.com/events/742322739931114?active_tab=about

Sunday, August 16, 2020:

0530 to 1900: The Real Hip Hop Cares Foundation and the Real Hip Hop Network will
assemble at the Lincoln Memorial Ellipse for a rally to stop racism. (10,000) Participants have permitted for this event.

**Monday, August 17, 2020:**

0530 to 1900: The Real Hip Hop Cares Foundation and the Real Hip Hop Network will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial Ellipse for a rally to stop racism. (10,000) Participants have permitted for this event.

**Thursday, August 20, 2020:**

1100 to 1900 hours: A Day Closer will assemble in front of the Department of Justice, 950 Pennsylvania Avenue NW, for a peaceful protest. (200) Participants are listed on the permit application for this event.

**Friday, August 21, 2020:**

1100 to 1900 hours: A Day Closer will assemble in front of the Federal Bureau of Prisons, 320 1st Street NW, for a peaceful protest. (200) Participants are listed on the permit application for this event.

**Thursday, August 27, 2020:**

1000 to 1500 hours: According to open source information, ADOS DMV NEWS will assemble in Washington D.C to demand reparations now. (20) Participants have committed to attending this event. (66) Participants are interested.

[https://www.facebook.com/events/3043071962436034/](https://www.facebook.com/events/3043071962436034/)

**Friday, August 28, 2020:**

0530 to 2330 hours: According to open source information, the National Action Network/Rev. Al Sharpton will assemble in the Washington, DC, to hold a March on Washington: Get Off Our Necks! Event. The number of participants is unknown.

[https://nationalactionnetwork.net/register-for-nans-march-on-washington-get-your-knee-off-our-necks/?fbclid=IwAR1jvEMa0VMLFaR5GneFZpxHq4Brr-8Jzee2W-YqC0B0EoSN2C_q0doFkq4](https://nationalactionnetwork.net/register-for-nans-march-on-washington-get-your-knee-off-our-necks/?fbclid=IwAR1jvEMa0VMLFaR5GneFZpxHq4Brr-8Jzee2W-YqC0B0EoSN2C_q0doFkq4)

0600 hours: According to open source information, All For One and One for All will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial to hold the 57th Anniversary of Martin Luther King, Jr’s “I Have a Dream Speech”. The number of participants is unknown.

[https://www.eventbrite.com/e/i-have-a-dream-2k20-tickets-107725997358](https://www.eventbrite.com/e/i-have-a-dream-2k20-tickets-107725997358)

0600 to 2200 hours: According to open source information, the Cumberland Black Union will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial, to support the March on Washington 2020. The number of participants is unknown.

[https://www.facebook.com/events/1531595480335559](https://www.facebook.com/events/1531595480335559)
0900 to 2100 hours: Black Girls Ride will assemble at the Ellipse and Lafayette Park, to Rally for Women Riders in support of the March on Washington 2020. (100) Participants have permitted for this event.

0900 to 2355 hours: According to open source information, DMV African American Adventures will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial, for the New March on Washington. (3,000) Participants have committed to attending this event. (13,700) Participants are interested.
https://www.facebook.com/events/934862286956324/

1100 hours: According to open source information, Veterans March on Washington for Black Lives will assemble on the National Mall for the 57th anniversary of the March on Washington. (279) Participants have committed to attending this event. (1,300) Participants are interested.
https://www.facebook.com/events/1562621880577671/

1100 hours: According to open source information, and will assemble in the Washington, DC, to conduct a March on Washington – Re-Elect Trump event. (22) Participants have committed to attending this event. (183) Participants are interested. https://www.facebook.com/events/553623605489105

1100 to 1700 hours: Vote Common Good will assemble at Lafayette Park and Black Lives Matter Plaza, NW, to march for racial justice for people of faith. (500) Participants have permitted for this event.

1200 to 2000 hours: According to open source information, RISE – Resilient Intellectuals Striving for Excellence will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial for March on Washington 2020. (47) Participants are attending this event. (171) Participants are interested.
https://www.facebook.com/events/877461362760318

1200 to 2100 hours: According to open source information, Candid in Atlanta will assemble at the US Capitol to conduct the March on Washington Anniversary for Better Racial Education. (33) Participants have committed to attending this event. (196) Participants are interested.
https://www.facebook.com/events/274309603765352/

Saturday, September 5, 2020:

1000 to 2200 hours: According to open source information, Hey Papi Promotions will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial to hold Together 2020, which is described as an immersive experience of art, music, and culture that draws the next generation to encounter Jesus in Scripture. (46) Participants have expressed interest in this event.
https://www.facebook.com/events/2276991232404049/

Thursday, September 17, 2020:

1400 to 2100 hours: According to open source information, STAND on Capitol Hill a Mother’s Day of Action will assemble at the United States Capitol to advance police reform. (43)
Participants have committed to attending. (112) Participants are interested. 
https://www.facebook.com/events/1605628802928833/
(Special Note): Information regarding assemblies is often fluid and subject to change. All of the below information was obtained through law enforcement and open source venues. Most recent acquired information will be designated in Red.

Wednesday, July 15, 2020:

1200 to 1300 hours: According to open source information, Japanese American Veterans Association will assemble at the World War II memorial to conduct the Inaugural Day of Affirmation event to commemorate the return of the 442nd Regimental Combat Team. (2) Participants have committed to attending this event. (6) Participants are interested. 
https://www.facebook.com/events/582132132494081/

1500 to 1600 hours: According to open source information, CODEPINK will assemble at the Embassy of the United Kingdom, 3100 Massachusetts Avenue NW, in protest of the Bank of England’s looting of Venezuela’s gold. (5) Participants have committed to attending this event. (21) Participants are interested. 
https://www.facebook.com/events/225483541826860

Thursday, July 16, 2020:

1330 to 1500 hours: The Falun Dafa Association of Washington, DC will assemble on the West Capitol front and proceed to the Washington Monument grounds, to stop the persecution of the Falun Gong. The maximum amount allowed for this event or (1,000 to 1,200) have permitted for this event. This event has been cancelled by the organizer.

2000 hours: According to open source information, Occupy DC will assemble at Black Lives Matter Plaza for a Paint and Protest in support of Racial Equality. The number of participants is unknown. 
https://www.instagram.com/p/CCoIEJhNbG/

Friday, July 17 to Sunday July 19, 2020:

1500 to 1600 hours: Virginia State Awamileague Group will assemble at Freedom Plaza to celebrate the 100th birth anniversary of Father of Nation of Bangladesh Bango Bondhu Shaikh Mujibur Rahman. (700) Participants have permitted for this event.

Friday, July 17, 2020:

1730 to 2130 hours: Falun Dafa Association will assemble in front of the Chinese Embassy, 3505 International PL NW, to call for a stop to the brutal persecution of Falun Gong in China. (49) Participants are listed on the permit application for this event.
Saturday, July 18, 2020:

0700 to 1900 hours: P.R.O.J.E.C.T.S & Mission of Black Empowerment will assemble at South Capital ST & Southern Avenue SE, for a march to end gun violence and to bring awareness to senseless killings. (100) Participants are listed on the permit application for this event.

1500 to 1530 hours: According to open source information the Middlebrook East Student Antifa Club will assemble at the Washington Monument to “Pull Down the Washington Monument.” (4) Participants have committed to attending this event. (0) Participants are interested. [Link](https://www.facebook.com/events/295538871499658?active_tab=about)

1400 to 1800 hours: According to open source information, Black Lives Matter DC will assemble at Oxon Run Park, 1200 Mississippi Avenue SE, for Karon Brown Day honoring the 1 year anniversary of Karon’s Ascension and uniting around anti-gun violence. The number of participants is unknown. [Link](https://www.instagram.com/p/CCbr58RB6sK/)

Friday, July 24, 2020:

1000 to 2200 hours: White Lives Matter will assemble at the U.S. Capitol East Front to conduct a gathering to end violence, terrorism, stop Antifa, Black Lives Matter and to address unjust activity to get American History returned. (50) Participants are listed on the permit application.

Friday, July 24 to Monday, July 27, 2020:

0730 to 1800 hours: Citizens Against Intolerance will assemble at Lafayette Park and Black Lives Matter Plaza to bring awareness on the importance of renaming America’s 12 tax-payer funded army bases named for Confederate leaders. (7,500) Participants have permitted for this event. **The event organizer has cancelled their request to use Lafayette Park**

Saturday, July 25, 2020:

1100 hours: According to open source information, “We the People” will hold a freedom rally at an undisclosed location. (38) Participants have committed to attending this event. (363) Participants are interested. [Link](https://www.facebook.com/events/1170155563351771/)

1300 hours: According to open source information, Speak up DC will assemble at Black Lives Matter Plaza and Proceed to the Supreme Court. The number of participants is unknown. [Link](https://www.instagram.com/p/CCT19iLBJzi/)

Thursday, July 30, 2020:

1000 hours: According to open source information, 813 Whistle will assemble at the US Capitol and proceed to the White House for Justice for Vanessa Guillen. The number of participants is unknown.
Friday, July 31, 2020:

0500 to 1700 hours: According to open source information, Bike to the Beach will assemble at Gonzaga High School, 19 I Street NW, for a rally and ride to Dewey Beach. (46) Participants have committed to attending this event. (294) Participants are interested.  
https://www.facebook.com/events/162271455207534/

0800 hours: The Gratitude March will assemble for a Peaceful Rally on Capitol Hill and march to an undisclosed location. The number of participants for this event is unknown.

Saturday, August 1, 2020:

1000 to 1530 hours: According to open source information, National March for Black Lives and People Demand Action will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial at 1000 hours, then march to the White House where they will hold a protest from 1200 until 1530 hours, to conduct a National March for Black Lives (Unapologetically) march. It no longer appears that they will go to US Department of Justice. (932) Participants have committed to attending this event. (6,800) Participants are interested.  
https://www.facebook.com/events/253629299042795/

1200 hours: According to open source information, Taxation is Theft will assemble at 1st Street and Independence Avenue SE, to End the Lockdown. (0) Participants have committed to attending this event. (2) Participants are interested.  
https://www.facebook.com/events/3198122843572385/

1500 to 2000 hours: According to open source information, March to Replace Biden will rally and march at an undisclosed location to replace Presidential Candidate Joe Biden. (5) Participants have committed to attending this event. (34) Participants are interested.  
https://www.facebook.com/events/742322739931114/?active_tab=about

Sunday, August 16, 2020:

0530 to 1900: The Real Hip Hop Cares Foundation and the Real Hip Hop Network will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial Ellipse for a rally to stop racism. (10,000) Participants have permitted for this event.

Monday, August 17, 2020:

0530 to 1900: The Real Hip Hop Cares Foundation and the Real Hip Hop Network will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial Ellipse for a rally to stop racism. (10,000) Participants have permitted for this event.

Thursday, August 20, 2020:

1100 to 1900 hours: A Day Closer will assemble in front of the Department of Justice, 950 Pennsylvania Avenue NW, for a peaceful protest. (200) Participants are listed on the permit.
application for this event.

**Friday, August 21, 2020:**

1100 to 1900 hours: A Day Closer will assemble in front of the Federal Bureau of Prisons, 320 1st Street NW, for a peaceful protest. (200) Participants are listed on the permit application for this event.

**Thursday, August 27, 2020:**

1000 to 1500 hours: According to open source information, ADOS DMV NEWS will assemble in Washington D.C to demand reparations now. (20) Participants have committed to attending this event. (66) Participants are interested.

https://www.facebook.com/events/3043071962436034/

**Friday, August 28, 2020:**

0530 to 2330 hours: According to open source information, the National Action Network/Rev. Al Sharpton will assemble in the Washington, DC, to hold a March on Washington: Get Off Our Necks! Event. The number of participants is unknown.

https://nationalactionnetwork.net/register-for-nans-march-on-washington-get-your-knee-off-our-necks/?fbclid=IwAR1jvEMa0VMLFaR5GneFZpxHq4Brr-8Jzee2W-YqC0B0EoSN2C_q0doFkq4

0600 hours: According to open source information, All For One and One for All will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial to hold the 57th Anniversary of Martin Luther King, Jr’s “I Have a Dream Speech”. The number of participants is unknown.

https://www.eventbrite.com/e/i-have-a-dream-2k20-tickets-107725997358

0600 to 2200 hours: According to open source information, the Cumberland Black Union will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial, to support the March on Washington 2020. The number of participants is unknown.

https://www.facebook.com/events/1531595480335559

0900 to 2100 hours: Black Girls Ride will assemble at the Ellipse and Lafayette Park, to Rally for Women Riders in support of the March on Washington 2020. (100) Participants have permitted for this event.

0900 to 2355 hours: According to open source information, DMV African American Adventures will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial, for the New March on Washington. (3,000) Participants have committed to attending this event. (13,700) Participants are interested.

https://www.facebook.com/events/934862286956324/

1100 hours: According to open source information, Veterans March on Washington for Black Lives will assemble on the National Mall for the 57th anniversary of the March on Washington. (279) Participants have committed to attending this event. (1,300) Participants are interested.
https://www.facebook.com/events/1562621880577671/

1100 hours: According to open source information, [redacted] and [redacted] will assemble in the Washington, DC, to conduct a March on Washington – Re-Elect Trump event. (22) Participants have committed to attending this event. (183) Participants are interested. https://www.facebook.com/events/553623605489105

1100 to 1700 hours: Vote Common Good will assemble at Lafayette Park and Black Lives Matter Plaza, NW, to march for racial justice for people of faith. (500) Participants have permitted for this event.

1200 to 2000 hours: According to open source information, RISE – Resilient Intellectuals Striving for Excellence will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial for March on Washington 2020. (47) Participants are attending this event. (171) Participants are interested. https://www.facebook.com/events/877461362760318

1200 to 2100 hours: According to open source information, Candid in Atlanta will assemble at the US Capitol to conduct the March on Washington Anniversary for Better Racial Education. (33) Participants have committed to attending this event. (196) Participants are interested. https://www.facebook.com/events/274309603765352/

Saturday, September 5, 2020:

1000 to 2200 hours: According to open source information, Hey Papi Promotions will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial to hold Together 2020, which is described as an immersive experience of art, music, and culture that draws the next generation to encounter Jesus in Scripture. (46) Participants have expressed interest in this event. https://www.facebook.com/events/2276991232404049/

Thursday, September 17, 2020:

1400 to 2100 hours: According to open source information, STAND on Capitol Hill a Mother’s Day of Action will assemble at the United States Capitol to advance police reform. (43) Participants have committed to attending. (112) Participants are interested. https://www.facebook.com/events/1605628802928833/

Saturday, October 24, 2020:

1200 to 1600 hours: According to open source information, Top Shot Chris Cheng will assemble at the U.S. Capitol for a Second Amendment Rally. (6) Participants have committed to attending this event. (33) Participants are interested. https://www.facebook.com/events/647930029127527
Homeland Security Bureau  
JSTACC Division  
Intelligence Branch  

(Special Note): Information regarding assemblies is often fluid and subject to change. All of the below information was obtained through law enforcement and open source venues. Most recent acquired information will be designated in Red.

Thursday, July 16, 2020:

0900 to 1300 hours: The Ethiopian Joint Taskforce will assemble at the Department of State, 2201 C Street NW, to support the Action taken by the Ethiopian Government on extremist groups. (500) Participants have permitted for this event.

1330 to 1500 hours: The Falun Dafa Association of Washington, DC will assemble on the West Capitol front and proceed to the Washington Monument grounds, to stop the persecution of the Falun Gong. The maximum amount allowed for this event or (1,000 to 1,200) have permitted for this event. This event has been cancelled by the organizer.

2000 hours: According to open source information, Occupy DC will assemble at Black Lives Matter Plaza for a Paint and Protest in support of Racial Equality. The number of participants is unknown.

https://www.instagram.com/p/CCoIEJhNbG/

Friday, July 17, 2020:

1400 to 1800 hours: Justice4Ethiopia will assemble at 22nd Street and Constitution Avenue NW, to call for peace and unity in Ethiopia. (100) Participants have permitted for this event.

1730 to 2130 hours: Falun Dafa Association will assemble in front of the Chinese Embassy, 3505 International PL NW, to call for a stop to the brutal persecution of Falun Gong in China. (49) Participants are listed on the permit application for this event.

1200 to 1300 hours: According to open source information, Free The Families Rally will assemble in front of ICE Headquarters, 500 12th Street SW, to hold ICE accountable. (9) Participants have committed to attending this event. (32) Participants are interested.

https://www.facebook.com/events/283357676105495/

Friday, July 17 to Sunday July 19, 2020:

1500 to 1600 hours: Virginia State Awamileague Group will assemble at Freedom Plaza to celebrate the 100th birth anniversary of Father of Nation of Bangladesh Bango Bondhu Shaikh Mujibur Rahman. (700) Participants have permitted for this event.
Saturday, July 18, 2020:

0700 to 1900 hours: P.R.O.J.E.C.T.S. & Mission of Black Empowerment will assemble at South Capital ST & Southern Avenue SE, for a march to end gun violence and to bring awareness to senseless killings. The starting point will be Southern Avenue and South Capital Street SE, they will proceed to MLK Avenue SE to Good Hope Road SE, then across the 11th Street bridge to M Street SE and take M Street SE to Yards Park. (100) Participants are listed on the permit application for this event.

1500 to 1530 hours: According to open source information the Middlebrook East Student Antifa Club will assemble at the Washington Monument to “Pull Down the Washington Monument.” (4) Participants have committed to attending this event. (0) Participants are interested.

https://www.facebook.com/events/295538871499658?active_tab=about

1400 to 1800 hours: According to open source information, Black Lives Matter DC will assemble at Oxon Run Park, 1200 Mississippi Avenue SE, for Karon Brown Day honoring the 1 year anniversary of Karon’s Ascension and uniting around anti-gun violence. The number of participants is unknown. https://www.instagram.com/p/CCbr58RB6sK/

Sunday July 19, 2020:

1400 to 1500 hours: According to open source information, Alianza Democratica will host a caravan passing the Nicaraguan Embassy, 1627 New Hampshire Avenue NW, to protest the OrMu dictatorship. The rally point is unknown at this time. (3) Participants have committed to attending this event. (1) Participant is interested.

https://www.facebook.com/events/585413915699950/

Friday, July 24, 2020:

1000 to 2200 hours: White Lives Matter will assemble at the U.S. Capitol East Front to conduct a gathering to end violence, terrorism, stop Antifa, Black Lives Matter and to address unjust activity to get American History returned. (50) Participants are listed on the permit application.

Friday, July 24 to Monday, July 27, 2020:

0730 to 1800 hours: Citizens Against Intolerance will assemble at Lafayette Park and Black Lives Matter Plaza to bring awareness on the importance of renaming America’s 12 tax-payer funded army bases named for Confederate leaders. (7,500) Participants have permitted for this event. The event organizer has cancelled their request to use Lafayette Park

Saturday, July 25, 2020:

1100 hours: According to open source information, “We the People” will hold a freedom rally at an undisclosed location. (38) Participants have committed to attending this event. (363) Participants are interested.

https://www.facebook.com/events/1170155563351771/
1300 hours: According to open source information, Speak up DC will assemble at Black Lives Matter Plaza and Proceed to the Supreme Court. The number of participants is unknown. 
https://www.instagram.com/p/CCT19iLBJzi/

**Thursday, July 30, 2020:**

1000 hours: According to open source information, 813 Whistle will assemble at the US Capitol and proceed to the White House for Justice for Vanessa Guillen. The number of participants is unknown. 
https://www.instagram.com/p/CCgR3ATgNDo/

**Friday, July 31, 2020:**

0500 to 1700 hours: According to open source information, Bike to the Beach will assemble at Gonzaga High School, 19 I Street NW, for a rally and ride to Dewey Beach. (46) Participants have committed to attending this event. (294) Participants are interested. 
https://www.facebook.com/events/162271455207534/

0800 hours: The Gratitude March will assemble for a Peaceful Rally on Capitol Hill and march to an undisclosed location. The number of participants for this event is unknown.

**Saturday, August 1, 2020:**

1000 to 1530 hours: According to open source information, National March for Black Lives and People Demand Action will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial at 1000 hours, then march to the White House where they will hold a protest from 1200 until 1530 hours, to conduct a National March for Black Lives (Unapologetically) march. It no longer appears that they will go to US Department of Justice. (932) Participants have committed to attending this event. (6,800) Participants are interested. 
https://www.facebook.com/events/253629299042795/

1200 hours: According to open source information, Taxation is Theft will assemble at 1st Street and Independence Avenue SE, to End the Lockdown. (0) Participants have committed to attending this event. (2) Participants are interested.  
https://www.facebook.com/events/3198122843572385/

1500 to 2000 hours: According to open source information, March to Replace Biden will rally and march at an undisclosed location to replace Presidential Candidate Joe Biden. (5) Participants have committed to attending this event. (34) Participants are interested.  
https://www.facebook.com/events/742322739931114?active_tab=about

**Sunday, August 16, 2020:**

0530 to 1900: The Real Hip Hop Cares Foundation and the Real Hip Hop Network will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial Ellipse for a rally to stop racism. (10,000) Participants have
permitted for this event.

**Monday, August 17, 2020:**

0530 to 1900: The Real Hip Hop Cares Foundation and the Real Hip Hop Network will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial Ellipse for a rally to stop racism. (10,000) Participants have permitted for this event.

**Thursday, August 20, 2020:**

1100 to 1900 hours: A Day Closer will assemble in front of the Department of Justice, 950 Pennsylvania Avenue NW, for a peaceful protest. (200) Participants are listed on the permit application for this event.

**Friday, August 21, 2020:**

1100 to 1900 hours: A Day Closer will assemble in front of the Federal Bureau of Prisons, 320 1st Street NW, for a peaceful protest. (200) Participants are listed on the permit application for this event.

**Thursday, August 27, 2020:**

1000 to 1500 hours: According to open source information, ADOS DMV NEWS will assemble in Washington D.C to demand reparations now. (20) Participants have committed to attending this event. (66) Participants are interested. https://www.facebook.com/events/3043071962436034/

**Friday, August 28, 2020:**

0530 to 2330 hours: According to open source information, the National Action Network/Rev. Al Sharpton will assemble in the Washington, DC, to hold a March on Washington: Get Off Our Necks! Event. The number of participants is unknown. https://nationalactionnetwork.net/register-for-nans-march-on-washington-get-your-knee-off-our-necks/?fbclid=IwAR1JvEMA0VMLFaR5GneFZpxHQ4Brr-8Jz3ee2W-YqC0B0EoSN2C_q0doFkq4

0600 hours: According to open source information, All For One and One for All will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial to hold the 57th Anniversary of Martin Luther King, Jr’s “I Have a Dream Speech”. The number of participants is unknown. https://www.eventbrite.com/e/i-have-a-dream-2k20-tickets-107725997358

0600 to 2200 hours: According to open source information, the Cumberland Black Union will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial, to support the March on Washington 2020. The number of participants is unknown. https://www.facebook.com/events/1531595480335559
0900 to 2100 hours: Black Girls Ride will assemble at the Ellipse and Lafayette Park, to Rally for Women Riders in support of the March on Washington 2020. (100) Participants have permitted for this event.

0900 to 2355 hours: According to open source information, DMV African American Adventures will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial, for the New March on Washington. (3,000) Participants have committed to attending this event. (13,700) Participants are interested. 
https://www.facebook.com/events/934862286956324/

1100 hours: According to open source information, Veterans March on Washington for Black Lives will assemble on the National Mall for the 57th anniversary of the March on Washington. (279) Participants have committed to attending this event. (1,300) Participants are interested. 
https://www.facebook.com/events/1562621880577671/

1100 hours: According to open source information, [Redacted] will assemble in the Washington, DC, to conduct a March on Washington – Re-Elect Trump event. (22) Participants have committed to attending this event. (183) Participants are interested. 
https://www.facebook.com/events/553623605489105

1100 to 1700 hours: Vote Common Good will assemble at Lafayette Park and Black Lives Matter Plaza, NW, to march for racial justice for people of faith. (500) Participants have permitted for this event.

1200 to 2000 hours: According to open source information, RISE – Resilient Intellectuals Striving for Excellence will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial for March on Washington 2020. (47) Participants are attending this event. (171) Participants are interested. 
https://www.facebook.com/events/877461362760318

1200 to 2100 hours: According to open source information, Candid in Atlanta will assemble at the US Capitol to conduct the March on Washington Anniversary for Better Racial Education. (33) Participants have committed to attending this event. (196) Participants are interested. 
https://www.facebook.com/events/274309603765352/

1600 hours: According to open source information, the NEW BLACK Panther Party will host a block party and poetry slam at Black Lives Matter Plaza. (6) Participants have committed to attending this event. (37) Participants are interested. 
https://www.facebook.com/events/2297086643933094/

**Saturday, September 5, 2020:**

1000 to 2200 hours: According to open source information, Hey Papi Promotions will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial to hold Together 2020, which is described as an immersive experience of art, music, and culture that draws the next generation to encounter Jesus in Scripture. (46) Participants have expressed interest in this event. 
https://www.facebook.com/events/2276991232404049/
Thursday, September 17, 2020:

1400 to 2100 hours: According to open source information, STAND on Capitol Hill a Mother’s Day of Action will assemble at the United States Capitol to advance police reform. (43) Participants have committed to attending. (112) Participants are interested.
https://www.facebook.com/events/1605628802928833/

Sunday, October 4, 2020:

1100 hours: According to open source information, GoRight will assemble for the Great American Revival and city cleanup. The location is to be determined. (58) Participants have committed to attending this event. (434) Participants are interested.
https://www.facebook.com/events/468361553882193/

Saturday, October 24, 2020:

1200 to 1600 hours: According to open source information, Top Shot Chris Cheng will assemble at the U.S. Capitol for a Second Amendment Rally. (6) Participants have committed to attending this event. (33) Participants are interested.
https://www.facebook.com/events/647930029127527
Homeland Security Bureau  
JSTACC Division  
Intelligence Branch

(Special Note): Information regarding assemblies is often fluid and subject to change. All of the below information was obtained through law enforcement and open source venues. Most recent acquired information will be designated in Red.

Friday, July 17, 2020:

1000 to 1300 hours: Concern Ethiopian and Ethiopian American Surrounding DC area will assemble in front of the State Department, 2201 C Street NW, for a rally condemning the terrorist actions and identity based killings committed by extremist groups in Ethiopia. (500) Participants are listed on the permit application for this event.

1200 to 1300 hours: According to open source information, Free the Families Rally will assemble in front of ICE Headquarters, 500 12th Street SW, to hold ICE accountable. (20) Participants have committed to attending this event. (47) Participants are interested.  
https://www.facebook.com/events/283357676105495/

1400 to 1800 hours: Justice4Ethiopia will assemble at 22nd Street and Constitution Avenue NW, to call for peace and unity in Ethiopia. (100) Participants are listed on the permit application.

1730 to 2130 hours: Falun Dafa Association will assemble in front of the Chinese Embassy, 3505 International PL NW, to call for a stop to the brutal persecution of Falun Gong in China. (49) Participants are listed on the permit application for this event.

Friday, July 17 to Sunday July 19, 2020:

1500 to 1600 hours: Virginia State Awamileague Group will assemble at Freedom Plaza to celebrate the 100th birth anniversary of Father of Nation of Bangladesh Bango Bondhu Shaikh Mujibur Rahman. (700) Participants are listed on the permit application for this event.

Saturday, July 18, 2020:

0700 to 1900 hours: P.R.O.J.E.C.T.S. & Mission of Black Empowerment will assemble at South Capital ST & Southern Avenue SE, for a march to end gun violence and to bring awareness to senseless killings. The starting point will be Southern Avenue and South Capitol Street SE, they will proceed to MLK Avenue SE to Good Hope Road SE, then across the 11th Street Bridge to M Street SE and take M Street SE to Yards Park. (100) Participants are listed on the permit application for this event.

1000 hours: According to open source information, Allen Chapel AME Church will assemble on the Allen Chapel Parking lot, 2498 Alabama Avenue SE, for a peace march. The route and number of participants is unknown.
1400 to 1800 hours: According to open source information, Black Lives Matter DC will assemble at Oxon Run Park, 1200 Mississippi Avenue SE, for Karon Brown Day honoring the 1 year anniversary of Karon’s Ascension and uniting around anti-gun violence. The number of participants is unknown. https://www.instagram.com/p/CChsmYQJFaH/

1500 to 1530 hours: According to open source information the Middlebrook East Student Antifa Club will assemble at the Washington Monument to “Pull Down the Washington Monument.” (4) Participants have committed to attending this event. (0) Participants are interested. **This appears to be a fake post that has not gained any traction.**

https://www.facebook.com/events/295538871499658?active_tab=about

1930 to 2330 hours: According to open source information, Occupy DC will assemble at Black Lives Matter Plaza for Sunset and Midnight YOGA. The number of participants is unknown. https://www.instagram.com/p/CCryKo0hrtq/

**Sunday July 19, 2020:**

1330 hours: Black Fraternities and Sororities support for the BLM Movement will assemble at the Martin Luther King Memorial and proceed to Black Lives Matter Plaza. The number of participants is unknown.

1330 to 1900 hours: and the Black Greek Fest will assemble at the Martin Luther King Jr., Memorial located on Independence Avenue and West Basin Drive SW and march to Black Lives Matter Plaza. (100) Participants are listed on the permit application.

1400 to 1500 hours: According to open source information, Alianza Democratica will host a caravan passing the Nicaraguan Embassy, 1627 New Hampshire Avenue NW, to protest the OrMu dictatorship. The rally point is unknown at this time. (13) Participants have committed to attending this event. (17) Participant is interested.

https://www.facebook.com/events/585413915699950/

**Wednesday, July 22 to Thursday, July 23, 2020:**

1000 to 2200 hours: White Lives Matter will assemble and march to End Antifa and End Terrorism in USA-Stop BLM. According to the event organizer there will be multiple cars and motorcycles. The march route will start at Farragut Square and proceed to Black Lives Matter Plaza, ending at the Department of Veterans Affairs. (500) Participants are listed on the permit application for this event. **This event has been cancelled by the organizer.**

**Friday, July 24, 2020:**

1000 to 2200 hours: White Lives Matter will assemble at the U.S. Capitol East Front to conduct a gathering to end violence, terrorism, stop Antifa, Black Lives Matter and to address unjust
activity to get American History returned. (50) Participants are listed on the permit application. **This event has been cancelled by the organizer.**

**Friday, July 24 to Monday, July 27, 2020:**

0730 to 1800 hours: Citizens Against Intolerance will assemble at Lafayette Park and Black Lives Matter Plaza to bring awareness on the importance of renaming America’s 12 tax-payer funded army bases named for Confederate leaders. (7,500) Participants have permitted for this event. **The event organizer has cancelled their request to use Lafayette Park**

**Saturday, July 25, 2020:**

1100 hours: According to open source information, “We the People” will hold a freedom rally at an undisclosed location. (40) Participants have committed to attending this event. (386) Participants are interested. [https://www.facebook.com/events/1170155563351771/](https://www.facebook.com/events/1170155563351771/)

1300 hours: According to open source information, Speak up DC will assemble at Black Lives Matter Plaza and Proceed to the Supreme Court. The number of participants is unknown. [https://www.instagram.com/p/CCT19iLBjzi/](https://www.instagram.com/p/CCT19iLBjzi/)

**Sunday, July 26, 2020:**

1800 to 2000 hours: Overseas Pakistani Christian Alliance will assemble near the White House to campaign for equal rights for Pakistani Christians and to speak out against Pakistani Police Brutality. (70) Participants are listed on the permit application for this event.

**Monday, July 27, 2020:**

1500 to 2000 hours (Not Confirmed): According to open source information, multiple organizations will assemble in protest of the Philippine President’s State of the Nation and the Junk Terror Law. Previously these organizations have assembled at the Philippine Embassy, 1600 Massachusetts Avenue NW. The number of participants is unknown. [https://www.redlamp.net/global-day-of-protest-against-anti-terror-law-revolution-runs-in-our-blood/?fbclid=IwAR0w4K9DiYlnGyJkfo6Wuj0C1QP4xoeLNA0c1WYC5Jy9Fr4vdQSqFZ4DIn](https://www.redlamp.net/global-day-of-protest-against-anti-terror-law-revolution-runs-in-our-blood/?fbclid=IwAR0w4K9DiYlnGyJkfo6Wuj0C1QP4xoeLNA0c1WYC5Jy9Fr4vdQSqFZ4DIn)

**Thursday, July 30, 2020:**

1000 hours: According to open source information, 813 Whistle will assemble at the US Capitol and proceed to the White House for Justice for Vanessa Guillen. The number of participants is unknown. [https://www.instagram.com/p/CCgR3ATgNDo/](https://www.instagram.com/p/CCgR3ATgNDo/)
**Friday, July 31, 2020:**

0500 to 1700 hours: According to open source information, Bike to the Beach will assemble at Gonzaga High School, 19 I Street NW, for a rally and ride to Dewey Beach. (46) Participants have committed to attending this event. (294) Participants are interested.  
[https://www.facebook.com/events/162271455207534/](https://www.facebook.com/events/162271455207534/)

0800 hours: The Gratitude March will assemble for a Peaceful Rally on Capitol Hill and march to an undisclosed location. The number of participants for this event is unknown.

**Saturday, August 1, 2020:**

1000 to 1530 hours: According to open source information, National March for Black Lives and People Demand Action will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial at 1000 hours, then march to the White House where they will hold a protest from 1200 until 1530 hours, to conduct a National March for Black Lives (Unapologetically) march. It no longer appears that they will go to US Department of Justice. (932) Participants have committed to attending this event. (6,800) Participants are interested.  
[https://www.facebook.com/events/253629299042795/](https://www.facebook.com/events/253629299042795/)

1200 hours: According to open source information, Taxation is Theft will assemble at 1st Street and Independence Avenue SE, to End the Lockdown. (0) Participants have committed to attending this event. (2) Participants are interested.  
[https://www.facebook.com/events/3198122843572385/](https://www.facebook.com/events/3198122843572385/)

1500 to 2000 hours: According to open source information, March to Replace Biden will rally and march at an undisclosed location to replace Presidential Candidate Joe Biden. (5) Participants have committed to attending this event. (34) Participants are interested.  
[https://www.facebook.com/events/742322739931114?active_tab=about](https://www.facebook.com/events/742322739931114?active_tab=about)

**Sunday, August 16, 2020:**

0530 to 1900: The Real Hip Hop Cares Foundation and the Real Hip Hop Network will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial Ellipse for a rally to stop racism. (10,000) Participants are listed on the permit application for this event.

**Thursday, August 20, 2020:**

1100 to 1900 hours: A Day Closer will assemble in front of the Department of Justice, 950 Pennsylvania Avenue NW, for a peaceful protest. (200) Participants are listed on the permit application for this event.

**Friday, August 21, 2020:**

1100 to 1900 hours: A Day Closer will assemble in front of the Federal Bureau of Prisons, 320 1st Street NW, for a peaceful protest. (200) Participants are listed on the permit application for
Thursday, August 27, 2020:

1000 to 1500 hours: According to open source information, ADOS DMV NEWS will assemble in Washington D.C to demand reparations now. (20) Participants have committed to attending this event. (66) Participants are interested. 
https://www.facebook.com/events/3043071962436034/

Friday, August 28, 2020:

0530 to 2330 hours: According to open source information, the National Action Network/Rev. Al Sharpton will assemble in the Washington, DC, to hold a March on Washington: Get Off Our Necks! Event. (50,000) Participants are estimated to attend this event. 
https://nationalactionnetwork.net/register-for-nans-march-on-washington-get-your-knee-off-our-necks/?fbclid=IwAR1jvEMa0VMLFaR5GneFZpxHq4Brr-8Jzee2W-YqC0B0EoSN2C_q0doFkq4

0600 hours: According to open source information, All For One and One for All will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial to hold the 57th Anniversary of Martin Luther King, Jr’s “I Have a Dream Speech”. The number of participants is unknown. 
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/i-have-a-dream-2k20-tickets-107725997358

0600 to 2200 hours: According to open source information, the Cumberland Black Union will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial, to support the March on Washington 2020. The number of participants is unknown. 
https://www.facebook.com/events/1531595480335559

0900 to 2100 hours: Black Girls Ride will assemble at the Ellipse and Lafayette Park, to Rally for Women Riders in support of the March on Washington 2020. (100) Participants have permitted for this event.

0900 to 2355 hours: According to open source information, DMV African American Adventures will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial, for the New March on Washington. (3,000) Participants have committed to attending this event. (13,700) Participants are interested. 
https://www.facebook.com/events/934862286956324/

1100 hours: According to open source information, Veterans March on Washington for Black Lives will assemble on the National Mall for the 57th anniversary of the March on Washington. (279) Participants have committed to attending this event. (1,300) Participants are interested. 
https://www.facebook.com/events/1562621880577671/

1100 hours: According to open source information, and will assemble in the Washington, DC, to conduct a March on Washington – Re-Elect Trump event. (22) Participants have committed to attending this event. (183) Participants are interested. 
https://www.facebook.com/events/553623605489105
1100 to 1700 hours: Vote Common Good will assemble at Lafayette Park and Black Lives Matter Plaza, NW, to march for racial justice for people of faith. (500) Participants have permitted for this event.

1200 to 2000 hours: According to open source information, RISE – Resilient Intellectuals Striving for Excellence will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial for March on Washington 2020. (47) Participants are attending this event. (171) Participants are interested. https://www.facebook.com/events/877461362760318

1200 to 2100 hours: According to open source information, Candid in Atlanta will assemble at the US Capitol to conduct the March on Washington Anniversary for Better Racial Education. (33) Participants have committed to attending this event. (196) Participants are interested. https://www.facebook.com/events/274309603765352/

1600 hours: According to open source information, the NEW BLACK Panther Party will host a block party and poetry slam at Black Lives Matter Plaza. (6) Participants have committed to attending this event. (37) Participants are interested. https://www.facebook.com/events/2297086643933094/

Saturday, September 5, 2020:

1000 to 2200 hours: According to open source information, Hey Papi Promotions will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial to hold Together 2020, which is described as an immersive experience of art, music, and culture that draws the next generation to encounter Jesus in Scripture. (46) Participants have expressed interest in this event. https://www.facebook.com/events/2276991232404049/

Thursday, September 17, 2020:

1400 to 2100 hours: According to open source information, STAND on Capitol Hill a Mother’s Day of Action will assemble at the United States Capitol to advance police reform. (43) Participants have committed to attending. (112) Participants are interested. https://www.facebook.com/events/1605628802928833/

Sunday, October 4, 2020:

1100 hours: According to open source information, GoRight will assemble for the Great American Revival and city cleanup. The location is to be determined. (58) Participants have committed to attending this event. (434) Participants are interested. https://www.facebook.com/events/468361553882193/

Saturday, October 24, 2020:

1200 to 1600 hours: According to open source information, Top Shot Chris Cheng will assemble at the U.S. Capitol for a Second Amendment Rally. (6) Participants have committed to attending
this event. (33) Participants are interested.
https://www.facebook.com/events/647930029127527
Homeland Security Bureau
JSTACC Division
Intelligence Branch

(Special Note): Information regarding assemblies is often fluid and subject to change. All of the below information was obtained through law enforcement and open source venues. Most recent acquired information will be designated in Red.

Monday, July 20, 2020:

0630 hours: The DC Action Lab will assemble at the 53 D Street, SE, for a First Amendment assembly. (25) Participants have permitted for this event.

0800 hours: [Redacted] will assemble near the U.S. Capitol area to urge Congress to help bring peace between Azerbaijan and Armenia. (30 to 40) Participants are expected for this event.

1000 to 1300 hours: The Amhara People in DC, Maryland, and Virginia will assemble at the U.S. State Department (2201 C Street NW) to request the U.S. government’s assistance to protect the Amharic people from being killed in Ethiopia. (500) Participants are listed on the permit application.

1200 to 1800 hours: According to open source information, the Real UFO Disclosure Organization will assemble on the Capitol Hill, to conduct a Washington DC Extraterrestrial Mass protest against ET Lies. (2) Participants have committed to attending this event. (8) Participants are interested.

https://www.facebook.com/events/1010742875977986/

Tuesday, July 21, 2020:

1830 to 2000 hours: According to open source information, The Outrage will host Activist Trivia at Logan Circle. (1) Participants is interested in this event.

https://www.facebook.com/events/729425507486207/?event_time_id=729425624152862

Wednesday, July 22, 2020:

0800 hours: According to open source information, Community for Indians in Employment GreenCard Backlog will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial and proceed to the Washington Monument, to support S386. (2) Participants are interested in this event.

https://www.facebook.com/events/214058939846575/

1030 hours: According to open source information, Action Network will assemble at the US Capitol for a press conference and Car Caravan, to demand an extension of the stimulus benefits. At 1115 hours the caravan will assemble on G Street NE between North Capitol Street NE and
1st Street NE. The entire route is unknown, however they will end at Black Lives Matter Plaza. The number of participants is unknown.
https://actionnetwork.org/forms/national-day-of-action-events-in-dc
Wednesday, July 22 to Thursday, July 23, 2020:

1000 to 2200 hours: White Lives Matter will assemble and march to End Antifa and End Terrorism in USA-Stop BLM. According to the event organizer there will be multiple cars and motorcycles. The march route will start at Farragut Square and proceed to Black Lives Matter Plaza, ending at the Department of Veterans Affairs. (500) Participants are listed on the permit application for this event. This event has been cancelled by the organizer.

Friday, July 24, 2020:

1000 to 2200 hours: White Lives Matter will assemble at the U.S. Capitol East Front to conduct a gathering to end violence, terrorism, stop Antifa, Black Lives Matter and to address unjust activity to get American History returned. (50) Participants are listed on the permit application. This event has been cancelled by the organizer.

Friday, July 24 to Monday, July 27, 2020:

0730 to 1800 hours: Citizens Against Intolerance will assemble at Lafayette Park and Black Lives Matter Plaza to bring awareness on the importance of renaming America’s 12 tax-payer funded army bases named for Confederate leaders. (7,500) Participants have permitted for this event. The event organizer has cancelled their request to use Lafayette Park

Saturday, July 25, 2020:

1100 to 1500 hours: According to open source information, OQP will host a bike ride to through Black Lives Matter Plaza to end systemic racism. The staging point will be in Ivy City, however the route is unknown. The number of participants is unknown. https://www.eventbrite.com/e/oqp-ride-out-tickets-110210598868

1100 hours: According to open source information, “We the People” will hold a freedom rally at an undisclosed location. (51) Participants have committed to attending this event. (442) Participants are interested. https://www.facebook.com/events/1170155563351771/

1300 hours: According to open source information, Speak up DC will assemble at Black Lives Matter Plaza and Proceed to the Supreme Court. The number of participants is unknown. https://www.instagram.com/p/CCT19iLBJzi/

1700 to 1900 hours: According to open source information, DC Jobs with Justice, along with other activist groups, will assemble at Columbia Heights Civic Plaza, to conduct a Cancel the Rent rally. (74) Participants have committed to attending this event. (244) Participants are interested. https://www.facebook.com/events/277805663324104/

1900 hours: According to open source information, dcteenaction will assemble in Dupont Circle for a “pots and pans” rally. The number of participants is unknown.
https://www.instagram.com/p/CCw0qe7pHgz/

1900 to 2100 hours: According to open source information, the Scheherazade Project will assemble at the White House, to mark the 100th Anniversary of Women’s Right to Vote. (2) Participants have committed to attending this event. (21) Participants are interested.
https://www.facebook.com/events/943588619430477/

**Sunday, July 26, 2020:**

1800 to 2000 hours: Overseas Pakistani Christian Alliance will assemble near the White House to campaign for equal rights for Pakistani Christians and to speak out against Pakistani Police Brutality. (70) Participants are listed on the permit application for this event.

**Monday, July 27, 2020:**

1400 to 1900 hours: According to open source information, multiple organizations will assemble in front of Howard University Hospital to rally against the US-Duterte Virus and Terrorism. (33) Participants have committed to attending this event. (41) Participants are interested.
https://www.facebook.com/events/334608177555728/

1500 to 2000 hours (Not Confirmed): According to open source information, multiple organizations will assemble in protest of the Philippine President’s State of the Nation and the Junk Terror Law. Previously these organizations have assembled at the Philippine Embassy, 1600 Massachusetts Avenue NW. The number of participants is unknown.
https://www.redlamp.net/global-day-of-protest-against-anti-terror-law-revolution-runs-in-our-blood/?fbclid=IwAR0w4K9DiYlnGyJkfo6Wuj0C1QP4xoeLNA0c1WYC5Jy9Fr4vdQsFZ4DInG

**Thursday, July 30, 2020:**

1000 hours: According to open source information, 813 Whistle will assemble at the US Capitol and proceed to the White House for Justice for Vanessa Guillen. The number of participants is unknown.
https://www.instagram.com/p/CCgR3ATgNDo/

**Friday, July 31, 2020:**

0500 to 1700 hours: According to open source information, Bike to the Beach will assemble at Gonzaga High School, 19 I Street NW, for a rally and ride to Dewey Beach. (54) Participants have committed to attending this event. (300) Participants are interested.
https://www.facebook.com/events/162271455207534/

0800 hours: The Gratitude March will assemble for a Peaceful Rally on Capitol Hill and march to an undisclosed location. The number of participants for this event is unknown.
Saturday, August 1, 2020:

1000 to 1530 hours: According to open source information, National March for Black Lives and People Demand Action will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial at 1000 hours, then march to the White House where they will hold a protest from 1200 until 1530 hours, to conduct a National March for Black Lives (Unapologetically) march. It no longer appears that they will go to US Department of Justice. (973) Participants have committed to attending this event. (7,100) Participants are interested. https://www.facebook.com/events/253629299042795/

1200 hours: According to open source information, Taxation is Theft will assemble at 1st Street and Independence Avenue SE, to End the Lockdown. (0) Participants have committed to attending this event. (3) Participants are interested. https://www.facebook.com/events/3198122843572385/

1500 to 2000 hours: According to open source information, March to Replace Biden will rally and march at an undisclosed location to replace Presidential Candidate Joe Biden. (8) Participants have committed to attending this event. (58) Participants are interested. https://www.facebook.com/events/742322739931114?active_tab=about

1900 hours: According to open source information, dcteenaction will assemble in Dupont Circle for a “pots and pans” rally. The number of participants is unknown. https://www.instagram.com/p/CCw0qe7pHgz/

Sunday, August 16, 2020:

0530 to 1900: The Real Hip Hop Cares Foundation and the Real Hip Hop Network will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial Ellipse for a rally to stop racism. (10,000) Participants are listed on the permit application for this event.

Thursday, August 20, 2020:

1100 to 1900 hours: A Day Closer will assemble in front of the Department of Justice, 950 Pennsylvania Avenue NW, for a peaceful protest. (200) Participants are listed on the permit application for this event.

Friday, August 21, 2020:

1100 to 1900 hours: A Day Closer will assemble in front of the Federal Bureau of Prisons, 320 1st Street NW, for a peaceful protest. (200) Participants are listed on the permit application for this event.

Thursday, August 27, 2020:

1000 to 1500 hours: According to open source information, ADOS DMV NEWS will assemble in Washington D.C to demand reparations now. (21) Participants have committed to attending
this event. (74) Participants are interested.
https://www.facebook.com/events/3043071962436034/

1800 hours: According to open source information, Black Lives Matter DC will hold a Mass Event for those Killed by the Police in the DMV. Exact location is unknown. (33) Participants are committed to attending this event. (82) Participants are interested.
https://www.facebook.com/events/302353464151932/

Friday, August 28, 2020:

0530 to 2330 hours: According to open source information, the National Action Network/Rev. Al Sharpton will assemble in the Washington, DC, to hold a March on Washington: Get Off Our Necks! Event. (50,000) Participants are estimated to attend this event.
https://nationalactionnetwork.net/register-for-nans-march-on-washington-get-your-knee-off-our-necks/?fbclid=IwAR1jvEMa0VMLFaR5GneFZpxHq4Brr-8Jzec2W-Yc0B0EoSN2C_q0doFkq4

0600 hours: According to open source information, All For One and One for All will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial to hold the 57th Anniversary of Martin Luther King, Jr’s “I Have a Dream Speech”. The number of participants is unknown.
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/i-have-a-dream-2k20-tickets-107725997358

0600 to 2200 hours: According to open source information, the Cumberland Black Union will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial, to support the March on Washington 2020. The number of participants is unknown.
https://www.facebook.com/events/1531595480335559

0900 to 2100 hours: Black Girls Ride will assemble at the Ellipse and Lafayette Park, to Rally for Women Riders in support of the March on Washington 2020. (100) Participants have permitted for this event.

0900 to 2355 hours: According to open source information, DMV African American Adventures will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial, for the New March on Washington. (3,300) Participants have committed to attending this event. (15,000) Participants are interested.
https://www.facebook.com/events/934862286956324/

1100 hours: According to open source information, Veterans March on Washington for Black Lives will assemble on the National Mall for the 57th anniversary of the March on Washington. (305) Participants have committed to attending this event. (1,300) Participants are interested.
https://www.facebook.com/events/1562621880577671/

1100 hours: According to open source information, and will assemble in the Washington, DC, to conduct a March on Washington – Re-Elect Trump event. (22) Participants have committed to attending this event. (183) Participants are interested.
https://www.facebook.com/events/553623605489105
1100 to 1700 hours: Vote Common Good will assemble at Lafayette Park and Black Lives Matter Plaza, NW, to march for racial justice for people of faith. (500) Participants have permitted for this event.

1200 to 2000 hours: According to open source information, RISE – Resilient Intellectuals Striving for Excellence will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial for March on Washington 2020. (77) Participants are attending this event. (343) Participants are interested. https://www.facebook.com/events/877461362760318

1200 to 2100 hours: According to open source information, Candid in Atlanta will assemble at the US Capitol to conduct the March on Washington Anniversary for Better Racial Education. (53) Participants have committed to attending this event. (362) Participants are interested. https://www.facebook.com/events/274309603765352/

1600 hours: According to open source information, the NEW BLACK Panther Party will host a block party and poetry slam at Black Lives Matter Plaza. (7) Participants have committed to attending this event. (47) Participants are interested. https://www.facebook.com/events/2297086643933094/

Saturday, September 5, 2020:

0900 to 1900 hours: The United Vapors Alliance will assemble on the Ellipse, to protect consumer access of nicotine vapor products. (2,000) Participants are listed on the permit application.

1000 to 2200 hours: According to open source information, Hey Papi Promotions will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial to hold Together 2020, which is described as an immersive experience of art, music, and culture that draws the next generation to encounter Jesus in Scripture. (10) Participants have committed to attending this event. (46) Participants have expressed interest in this event. https://www.facebook.com/events/2276991232404049/

Thursday, September 17, 2020:

1400 to 2100 hours: According to open source information, STAND on Capitol Hill a Mother’s Day of Action will assemble at the United States Capitol to advance police reform. (54) Participants have committed to attending. (109) Participants are interested. https://www.facebook.com/events/1605628802928833/

Sunday, October 4, 2020:

1100 hours: According to open source information, GoRight will assemble for the Great American Revival and city cleanup. The location is to be determined. (60) Participants have committed to attending this event. (454) Participants are interested. https://www.facebook.com/events/468361553882193/
Saturday, October 24, 2020:

1200 to 1600 hours: According to open source information, Top Shot Chris Cheng will assemble at the U.S. Capitol for a Second Amendment Rally. (7) Participants have committed to attending this event. (33) Participants are interested.

https://www.facebook.com/events/647930029127527
(Special Note): Information regarding assemblies is often fluid and subject to change. All of the below information was obtained through law enforcement and open source venues. Most recent acquired information will be designated in Red.

Monday, July 20, 2020:

0630 hours: The DC Action Lab will assemble at the 53 D Street, SE, for a First Amendment assembly. (25) Participants have permitted for this event.

0800 hours: [Redacted] will assemble near the U.S. Capitol area to urge Congress to help bring peace between Azerbaijan and Armenia. (30 to 40) Participants are expected for this event.

1200 to 1800 hours: According to open source information, the Real UFO Disclosure Organization will assemble on the Capitol Hill, to conduct a Washington DC Extraterrestrial Mass protest against ET Lies. (2) Participants have committed to attending this event. (8) Participants are interested.

https://www.facebook.com/events/1010742875977986/

Tuesday, July 21, 2020:

1830 to 2000 hours: According to open source information, The Outrage will host Activist Trivia at Logan Circle. (1) Participants is interested in this event.

https://www.facebook.com/events/729425507486207/?event_time_id=729425624152862

Wednesday, July 22, 2020:

0800 hours: According to open source information, Community for Indians in Employment GreenCard Backlog will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial and proceed to the Washington Monument, to support S386. (2) Participants are interested in this event.

https://www.facebook.com/events/214058939846575/

1030 hours: According to open source information, Action Network will assemble at the US Capitol for a press conference and Car Caravan, to demand an extension of the stimulus benefits. At 1115 hours the caravan will assemble on G Street NE between North Capitol Street NE and 1st Street NE. The entire route is unknown, however they will end at Black Lives Matter Plaza. The number of participants is unknown.

https://actionnetwork.org/forms/national-day-of-action-events-in-dc
**Wednesday, July 22 to Thursday, July 23, 2020:**

1000 to 2200 hours: White Lives Matter will assemble and march to End Antifa and End Terrorism in USA-Stop BLM. According to the event organizer there will be multiple cars and motorcycles. The march route will start at Farragut Square and proceed to Black Lives Matter Plaza, ending at the Department of Veterans Affairs. (500) Participants are listed on the permit application for this event. **This event has been cancelled by the organizer.**

**Friday, July 24, 2020:**

1000 to 2200 hours: White Lives Matter will assemble at the U.S. Capitol East Front to conduct a gathering to end violence, terrorism, stop Antifa, Black Lives Matter and to address unjust activity to get American History returned. (50) Participants are listed on the permit application. **This event has been cancelled by the organizer.**

**Friday, July 24 to Monday, July 27, 2020:**

0730 to 1800 hours: Citizens Against Intolerance will assemble at Lafayette Park and Black Lives Matter Plaza to bring awareness on the importance of renaming America’s 12 tax-payer funded army bases named for Confederate leaders. (7,500) Participants have permitted for this event. **The event organizer has cancelled their request to use Lafayette Park**

**Saturday, July 25, 2020:**

1100 to 1500 hours: According to open source information, OQP will host a bike ride to through Black Lives Matter Plaza to end systemic racism. The staging point will be in Ivy City, however the route is unknown. The number of participants is unknown. [https://www.eventbrite.com/e/oqp-ride-out-tickets-110210598868](https://www.eventbrite.com/e/oqp-ride-out-tickets-110210598868)

1100 hours: According to open source information, “We the People” will hold a freedom rally at an undisclosed location. (51) Participants have committed to attending this event. (442) Participants are interested. [https://www.facebook.com/events/1170155563351771/](https://www.facebook.com/events/1170155563351771/)

1300 hours: According to open source information, Speak up DC will assemble at Black Lives Matter Plaza and Proceed to the Supreme Court. The number of participants is unknown. [https://www.instagram.com/p/CCT19iLBJzi/](https://www.instagram.com/p/CCT19iLBJzi/)

1700 to 1900 hours: According to open source information, DC Jobs with Justice, along with other activist groups, will assemble at Columbia Heights Civic Plaza, to conduct a Cancel the Rent rally. (74) Participants have committed to attending this event. (244) Participants are interested. [https://www.facebook.com/events/277805663324104/](https://www.facebook.com/events/277805663324104/)

1900 hours: According to open source information, dcteenaction will assemble in Dupont Circle for a “pots and pans” rally. The number of participants is unknown.
1900 to 2100 hours: According to open source information, the Scheherazade Project will assemble at the White House, to mark the 100th Anniversary of Women’s Right to Vote. (2) Participants have committed to attending this event. (21) Participants are interested.

https://www.facebook.com/events/943588619430477/

**Sunday, July 26, 2020:**

1800 to 2000 hours: Overseas Pakistani Christian Alliance will assemble near the White House to campaign for equal rights for Pakistani Christians and to speak out against Pakistani Police Brutality. (70) Participants are listed on the permit application for this event.

**Monday, July 27, 2020:**

1400 to 1900 hours: According to open source information, multiple organizations will assemble in front of Howard University Hospital to rally against the US-Duterte Virus and Terrorism. (33) Participants have committed to attending this event. (41) Participants are interested.

https://www.facebook.com/events/334608177555728/

1500 to 2000 hours (Not Confirmed): According to open source information, multiple organizations will assemble in protest of the Philippine President’s State of the Nation and the Junk Terror Law. Previously these organizations have assembled at the Philippine Embassy, 1600 Massachusetts Avenue NW. The number of participants is unknown.

https://www.redlamp.net/global-day-of-protest-against-anti-terror-law-revolution-runs-in-our-blood/?fbclid=IwAR0w4K9DiYInGyJkfo6Wuj0C1QP4xoeLNA0c1WYC5Jy9Fr4vdQSqFZ4DlnC

**Thursday, July 30, 2020:**

1000 hours: According to open source information, 813 Whistle will assemble at the US Capitol and proceed to the White House for Justice for Vanessa Guillen. The number of participants is unknown.

https://www.instagram.com/p/CCgR3ATgNDo/

**Friday, July 31, 2020:**

0500 to 1700 hours: According to open source information, Bike to the Beach will assemble at Gonzaga High School, 19 I Street NW, for a rally and ride to Dewey Beach. (54) Participants have committed to attending this event. (300) Participants are interested.

https://www.facebook.com/events/162271455207534/

0800 hours: The Gratitude March will assemble for a Peaceful Rally on Capitol Hill and march to an undisclosed location. The number of participants for this event is unknown.
Saturday, August 1, 2020:

1000 to 1530 hours: According to open source information, National March for Black Lives and People Demand Action will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial at 1000 hours, then march to the White House where they will hold a protest from 1200 until 1530 hours, to conduct a National March for Black Lives (Unapologetically) march. It no longer appears that they will go to US Department of Justice. (973) Participants have committed to attending this event. (7,100) Participants are interested. 
https://www.facebook.com/events/253629299042795/

1200 hours: According to open source information, Taxation is Theft will assemble at 1st Street and Independence Avenue SE, to End the Lockdown. (0) Participants have committed to attending this event. (3) Participants are interested. 
https://www.facebook.com/events/3198122843572385/

1500 to 2000 hours: According to open source information, March to Replace Biden will rally and march at an undisclosed location to replace Presidential Candidate Joe Biden. (8) Participants have committed to attending this event. (58) Participants are interested. 
https://www.facebook.com/events/742322739931114/?active_tab=about

1900 hours: According to open source information, dcteenaction will assemble in Dupont Circle for a “pots and pans” rally. The number of participants is unknown. 
https://www.instagram.com/p/CCw0qe7pHgz/

Sunday, August 16, 2020:

0530 to 1900: The Real Hip Hop Cares Foundation and the Real Hip Hop Network will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial Ellipse for a rally to stop racism. (10,000) Participants are listed on the permit application for this event.

Thursday, August 20, 2020:

1100 to 1900 hours: A Day Closer will assemble in front of the Department of Justice, 950 Pennsylvania Avenue NW, for a peaceful protest. (200) Participants are listed on the permit application for this event.

Friday, August 21, 2020:

1100 to 1900 hours: A Day Closer will assemble in front of the Federal Bureau of Prisons, 320 1st Street NW, for a peaceful protest. (200) Participants are listed on the permit application for this event.

Thursday, August 27, 2020:

1000 to 1500 hours: According to open source information, ADOS DMV NEWS will assemble in Washington D.C to demand reparations now. (21) Participants have committed to attending
1800 hours: According to open source information, Black Lives Matter DC will hold a Mass Event for those Killed by the Police in the DMV. Exact location is unknown. (33) Participants are committed to attending this event. (82) Participants are interested.
https://www.facebook.com/events/302353464151932/

Friday, August 28, 2020:

0530 to 2330 hours: According to open source information, the National Action Network/Rev. Al Sharpton will assemble in the Washington, DC, to hold a March on Washington: Get Off Our Necks! Event. (50,000) Participants are estimated to attend this event.
https://nationalactionnetwork.net/register-for-nans-march-on-washington-get-your-knee-off-our-necks/?fbclid=IwAR1jvEMa0VMLFaR5GneFZpxHq4Brr-8Jzec2W-YqC0B0EoSN2C_q0doFkq4

0600 hours: According to open source information, All For One and One for All will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial to hold the 57th Anniversary of Martin Luther King, Jr’s “I Have a Dream Speech”. The number of participants is unknown.
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/i-have-a-dream-2k20-tickets-107725997358

0600 to 2200 hours: According to open source information, the Cumberland Black Union will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial, to support the March on Washington 2020. The number of participants is unknown.
https://www.facebook.com/events/1531595480335559

0900 to 2100 hours: Black Girls Ride will assemble at the Ellipse and Lafayette Park, to Rally for Women Riders in support of the March on Washington 2020. (100) Participants have permitted for this event.

0900 to 2355 hours: According to open source information, DMV African American Adventures will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial, for the New March on Washington. (3,300) Participants have committed to attending this event. (15,000) Participants are interested.
https://www.facebook.com/events/934862286956324/

1100 hours: According to open source information, Veterans March on Washington for Black Lives will assemble on the National Mall for the 57th anniversary of the March on Washington. (305) Participants have committed to attending this event. (1,300) Participants are interested.
https://www.facebook.com/events/1562621880577671/

1100 hours: According to open source information, [ ] and [ ] will assemble in the Washington, DC, to conduct a March on Washington – Re-Elect Trump event. (22) Participants have committed to attending this event. (183) Participants are interested. https://www.facebook.com/events/553623605489105
1100 to 1700 hours: Vote Common Good will assemble at Lafayette Park and Black Lives Matter Plaza, NW, to march for racial justice for people of faith. (500) Participants have permitted for this event.

1200 to 2000 hours: According to open source information, RISE – Resilient Intellectuals Striving for Excellence will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial for March on Washington 2020. (77) Participants are attending this event. (343) Participants are interested. [https://www.facebook.com/events/877461362760318](https://www.facebook.com/events/877461362760318)

1200 to 2100 hours: According to open source information, Candid in Atlanta will assemble at the US Capitol to conduct the March on Washington Anniversary for Better Racial Education. (53) Participants have committed to attending this event. (362) Participants are interested. [https://www.facebook.com/events/274309603765352/](https://www.facebook.com/events/274309603765352/)

1600 hours: According to open source information, the NEW BLACK Panther Party will host a block party and poetry slam at Black Lives Matter Plaza. (7) Participants have committed to attending this event. (47) Participants are interested. [https://www.facebook.com/events/2297086643933094/](https://www.facebook.com/events/2297086643933094/)

Saturday, September 5, 2020:

0900 to 1900 hours: The United Vapors Alliance will assemble on the Ellipse, to protect consumer access of nicotine vapor products. (2,000) Participants are listed on the permit application.

1000 to 2200 hours: According to open source information, Hey Papi Promotions will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial to hold Together 2020, which is described as an immersive experience of art, music, and culture that draws the next generation to encounter Jesus in Scripture. (10) Participants have committed to attending this event. (46) Participants have expressed interest in this event. [https://www.facebook.com/events/2276991232404049/](https://www.facebook.com/events/2276991232404049/)

Thursday, September 17, 2020:

1400 to 2100 hours: According to open source information, STAND on Capitol Hill a Mother’s Day of Action will assemble at the United States Capitol to advance police reform. (54) Participants have committed to attending. (109) Participants are interested. [https://www.facebook.com/events/1605628802928833/](https://www.facebook.com/events/1605628802928833/)

Sunday, October 4, 2020:

1100 hours: According to open source information, GoRight will assemble for the Great American Revival and city cleanup. The location is to be determined. (60) Participants have committed to attending this event. (454) Participants are interested. [https://www.facebook.com/events/468361553882193/](https://www.facebook.com/events/468361553882193/)
Saturday, October 24, 2020:

1200 to 1600 hours: According to open source information, Top Shot Chris Cheng will assemble at the U.S. Capitol for a Second Amendment Rally. (7) Participants have committed to attending this event. (33) Participants are interested.

https://www.facebook.com/events/647930029127527
(Special Note): Information regarding assemblies is often fluid and subject to change. All of the below information was obtained through law enforcement and open source venues. Most recent acquired information will be designated in Red.

Tuesday, July 21, 2020:

1830 to 2000 hours: According to open source information, The Outrage will host Activist Trivia at Logan Circle. (1) Participants is interested in this event.
https://www.facebook.com/events/729425507486207/?event_time_id=729425624152862

Wednesday, July 22, 2020:

0800 hours: According to open source information, Community for Indians in Employment GreenCard Backlog will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial and proceed to the Washington Monument, to support S386. (3) Participants are interested in this event.
https://www.facebook.com/events/214058939846575/

1030 hours: According to open source information, Unemployed Action will assemble at the US Capitol, in front of the U.S. Supreme Court, for a press conference and Car Caravan, to demand an extension of the stimulus benefits. At 1115 hours the caravan will assemble RFK Parking Lot 7 and proceed to the Trump Hotel. The entire route is unknown. 180 Participants are interested in this event.
https://www.facebook.com/events/289727549037069/

1345 to 1545 hours: Cuba Decide will assemble at the intersection of Massachusetts and New Jersey Avenue, NW, to pay tribute to Cuban martyrs, Oswaldo Paya and Harold Cepero, and to all martyrs of Latin American democracy. (40) Participants are listed on the permit application for this event.

1730 hours: According to open source information, the Party for Socialism and Liberation DC will assemble at U.S. Customs and Border Protection (Reagan Building), located on 14th Street, NW, between Constitution Avenue and D Streets, NW. (19) Participants have committed to attending this event. (58) Participants are interested.
https://www.facebook.com/events/286458016131237

Wednesday, July 22 to Thursday, July 23, 2020:

1000 to 2200 hours: White Lives Matter will assemble and march to End Antifa and End Terrorism in USA-Stop BLM. According to the event organizer there will be multiple cars and motorcycles. The march route will start at Farragut Square and proceed to Black Lives Matter
Plaza, ending at the Department of Veterans Affairs. (500) Participants are listed on the permit application for this event. This event has been cancelled by the organizer.

**Friday, July 24, 2020:**

0800 to 1800 hours: Shincheonji Congregation will assemble at the Korean Embassy, located at 2450 Massachusetts Avenue, NW, in opposition to human rights violations in South Korea. (150) Participants are listed on the permit application for this event.

1000 to 2200 hours: White Lives Matter will assemble at the U.S. Capitol East Front to conduct a gathering to end violence, terrorism, stop Antifa, Black Lives Matter and to address unjust activity to get American History returned. (50) Participants are listed on the permit application. This event has been cancelled by the organizer.

1400 to 1800 hours: According to open source information, DC Jobs with Justice will assemble at Freedom Plaza, to protect and expand rent control. (13) Participants have committed to attending this event. (55) Participants are interested.

[https://www.facebook.com/events/2328361057472664/](https://www.facebook.com/events/2328361057472664/)

**Friday, July 24 to Monday, July 27, 2020:**

0730 to 1800 hours: Citizens Against Intolerance will assemble at Lafayette Park and Black Lives Matter Plaza to bring awareness on the importance of renaming America’s 12 tax-payer funded army bases named for Confederate leaders. (7,500) Participants have permitted for this event. The event organizer has cancelled their request to use Lafayette Park

**Saturday, July 25, 2020:**

0800 to 1500 hours: Shincheonji Congregation will assemble at the Korean Embassy, located at 2450 Massachusetts Avenue, NW, in opposition to human rights violations in South Korea. (300) Participants are listed on the permit application for this event.

1100 to 1500 hours: According to open source information, OQP will host a bike ride to through Black Lives Matter Plaza to end systemic racism. The staging point will be in Ivy City, however the route is unknown. The number of participants is unknown. [https://www.eventbrite.com/e/oqp-ride-out-tickets-110210598868](https://www.eventbrite.com/e/oqp-ride-out-tickets-110210598868)

1100 hours: According to open source information, “We the People” will hold a freedom rally at an undisclosed location. (54) Participants have committed to attending this event. (456) Participants are interested.

[https://www.facebook.com/events/1170155563351771/](https://www.facebook.com/events/1170155563351771/)

1300 hours: According to open source information, Speak up DC will assemble at Black Lives Matter Plaza and Proceed to the Supreme Court. The number of participants is unknown.

[https://www.instagram.com/p/CCT19iLBJzi/](https://www.instagram.com/p/CCT19iLBJzi/)
1700 to 1900 hours: According to open source information, DC Jobs with Justice, along with other activist groups, will assemble at Columbia Heights Civic Plaza, to conduct a Cancel the Rent rally. (86) Participants have committed to attending this event. (262) Participants are interested.

https://www.facebook.com/events/277805663324104/

1900 hours: According to open source information, dcteenaction will assemble in Dupont Circle for a “pots and pans” rally. The number of participants is unknown.

https://www.instagram.com/p/CCw0qe7pHgz/

1900 to 2100 hours: According to open source information, the Scheherazade Project will assemble at the White House, to mark the 100th Anniversary of Women’s Right to Vote. (2) Participants have committed to attending this event. (22) Participants are interested.

https://www.facebook.com/events/943588619430477/

Sunday, July 26, 2020:

0700 to 1700 hours: Citizens Against Intolerance will assemble at Black Lives Matter Plaza, to conduct a Voter Registration Rally to Commemorate the 72nd Anniversary of Executive Order 9981, which desegregated the U.S. Armed Forces. (49) Participants are listed on the permit application for this event.

1200 hours: According to open source information, the Filipino Community will assemble at the Embassy of the Republic of the Philippines, located at 1600 Massachusetts Avenue, NW, to conduct a (10) car caravan from the Embassy to the U.S. Capitol, Lincoln Memorial, and back to the Embassy.

1800 to 2100 hours: Overseas Pakistani Christian Alliance will assemble near the White House to campaign for equal rights for Pakistani Christians and to speak out against Pakistani Police Brutality. (70) Participants are listed on the permit application for this event.

Monday, July 27, 2020:

1400 to 1900 hours: According to open source information, multiple organizations will assemble in front of Howard University Hospital to rally against the US-Duterte Virus and Terrorism. (38) Participants have committed to attending this event. (47) Participants are interested.

https://www.facebook.com/events/334608177555728/

1500 to 2000 hours (Not Confirmed): According to open source information, multiple organizations will assemble in protest of the Philippine President’s State of the Nation and the Junk Terror Law. Previously these organizations have assembled at the Philippine Embassy, 1600 Massachusetts Avenue NW. The number of participants is unknown.
https://www.redlamp.net/global-day-of-protest-against-anti-terror-law-revolution-runs-in-our-blood/?fbclid=IwAR0w4K9DiYInGyJkfo6Wuj0C1QP4xoeLNA0c1WYC5Jy9Fr4vdQ5qFZ4DIn

Thursday, July 30, 2020:

1000 hours: According to open source information, 813 Whistle will assemble at the US Capitol and proceed to the White House for Justice for Vanessa Guillen. The number of participants is unknown.
https://www.instagram.com/p/CCgR3ATgNDo/

1100 to 1200 hours: Community Impact Partners will assemble at the Ellipse, to the family of Vanessa Guillen. (100) Participants are listed on the permit application for this event.

Friday, July 31, 2020:

0500 to 1700 hours: According to open source information, Bike to the Beach will assemble at Gonzaga High School, 19 I Street NW, for a rally and ride to Dewey Beach. (56) Participants have committed to attending this event. (301) Participants are interested.
https://www.facebook.com/events/162271455207534/

0800 hours: The Gratitude March will assemble for a Peaceful Rally on Capitol Hill and march to an undisclosed location. The number of participants for this event is unknown.

Saturday, August 1, 2020:

1000 to 1530 hours: According to open source information, National March for Black Lives and People Demand Action will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial at 1000 hours, then march to the White House where they will hold a protest from 1200 until 1530 hours, to conduct a National March for Black Lives (Unapologetically) march. It no longer appears that they will go to US Department of Justice. (980) Participants have committed to attending this event. (7,100) Participants are interested.
https://www.facebook.com/events/253629299042795/

1200 hours: According to open source information, Taxation is Theft will assemble at 1st Street and Independence Avenue SE, to End the Lockdown. (0) Participants have committed to attending this event. (4) Participants are interested.
https://www.facebook.com/events/3198122843572385/

1500 to 2000 hours: According to open source information, March to Replace Biden will rally and march at an undisclosed location to replace Presidential Candidate Joe Biden. (8) Participants have committed to attending this event. (66) Participants are interested.
https://www.facebook.com/events/742322739931114?

1800 to 2000 hours: According to open source information, [redacted] and [redacted] will assemble at Dupont Circle to host a Free Social Distance BTL Matter Concert and
Performance. (5) Participants have committed to attending this event. (13) Participants are interested.
https://www.facebook.com/events/1452111201657054/

1900 hours: According to open source information, dcteenaction will assemble in Dupont Circle for a “pots and pans” rally. The number of participants is unknown.
https://www.instagram.com/p/CCw0qe7pHgz/

Sunday, August 16, 2020:

0530 to 1900: The Real Hip Hop Cares Foundation and the Real Hip Hop Network will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial Ellipse for a rally to stop racism. (10,000) Participants are listed on the permit application for this event.

Thursday, August 20, 2020:

1100 to 1900 hours: A Day Closer will assemble in front of the Department of Justice, 950 Pennsylvania Avenue NW, for a peaceful protest. (200) Participants are listed on the permit application for this event.

Friday, August 21, 2020:

1100 to 1900 hours: A Day Closer will assemble in front of the Federal Bureau of Prisons, 320 1st Street NW, for a peaceful protest. (200) Participants are listed on the permit application for this event.

Thursday, August 27, 2020:

1000 to 1500 hours: According to open source information, ADOS DMV NEWS will assemble in Washington D.C to demand reparations now. (22) Participants have committed to attending this event. (74) Participants are interested.
https://www.facebook.com/events/3043071962436034/

1800 hours: According to open source information, Black Lives Matter DC will hold a Mass Event for those Killed by the Police in the DMV. Exact location is unknown. (37) Participants are committed to attending this event. (94) Participants are interested.
https://www.facebook.com/events/302353464151932/

Friday, August 28, 2020:

0530 to 2330 hours: According to open source information, the National Action Network/Rev. Al Sharpton will assemble in the Washington, DC, to hold a March on Washington: Get Off Our Necks! Event. (50,000) Participants are estimated to attend this event.
https://nationalactionnetwork.net/register-for-nans-march-on-washington-get-your-knee-off-our-necks/?fbclid=IwAR1jvEMa0VMLFaR5GneFZpxHq4Brr-8Jzee2W-
0600 hours: According to open source information, All For One and One for All will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial to hold the 57th Anniversary of Martin Luther King, Jr’s “I Have a Dream Speech”. The number of participants is unknown. https://www.eventbrite.com/e/i-have-a-dream-2k20-tickets-107725997358

0600 to 2200 hours: According to open source information, the Cumberland Black Union will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial, to support the March on Washington 2020. The number of participants is unknown. https://www.facebook.com/events/1531595480335559

0900 to 2100 hours: Black Girls Ride will assemble at the Ellipse and Lafayette Park, to Rally for Women Riders in support of the March on Washington 2020. (100) Participants have permitted for this event.

0900 to 2355 hours: According to open source information, DMV African American Adventures will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial, for the New March on Washington. (3,300) Participants have committed to attending this event. (15,100) Participants are interested. https://www.facebook.com/events/934862286956324/

1100 hours: According to open source information, Veterans March on Washington for Black Lives will assemble on the National Mall for the 57th anniversary of the March on Washington. (306) Participants have committed to attending this event. (1,300) Participants are interested. https://www.facebook.com/events/1562621880577671/

1100 hours: According to open source information, and will assemble in the Washington, DC, to conduct a March on Washington – Re-Elect Trump event. (22) Participants have committed to attending this event. (183) Participants are interested. https://www.facebook.com/events/553623605489105

1100 to 1700 hours: Vote Common Good will assemble at Lafayette Park and Black Lives Matter Plaza, NW, to march for racial justice for people of faith. (500) Participants have permitted for this event.

1200 to 2000 hours: According to open source information, RISE – Resilient Intellectuals Striving for Excellence will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial for March on Washington 2020. (77) Participants are attending this event. (353) Participants are interested. https://www.facebook.com/events/877461362760318

1200 to 2100 hours: According to open source information, Candid in Atlanta will assemble at the US Capitol to conduct the March on Washington Anniversary for Better Racial Education. (55) Participants have committed to attending this event. (369) Participants are interested. https://www.facebook.com/events/274309603765352/

1600 hours: According to open source information, the NEW BLACK Panther Party will host a block party and poetry slam at Black Lives Matter Plaza. (7) Participants have committed to
attending this event. (47) Participants are interested. 
https://www.facebook.com/events/2297086643933094/

Saturday, September 5, 2020:

0900 to 1900 hours: The United Vapors Alliance will assemble on the Ellipse, to protect consumer access of nicotine vapor products. (2,000) Participants are listed on the permit application. 
1000 to 2200 hours: According to open source information, Hey Papi Promotions will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial to hold Together 2020, which is described as an immersive experience of art, music, and culture that draws the next generation to encounter Jesus in Scripture. (10) Participants have committed to attending this event. (54) Participants have expressed interest in this event. https://www.facebook.com/events/2276991232404049/

Thursday, September 17, 2020:

1400 to 2100 hours: According to open source information, STAND on Capitol Hill a Mother’s Day of Action will assemble at the United States Capitol to advance police reform. (54) Participants have committed to attending. (109) Participants are interested. 
https://www.facebook.com/events/1605628802928833/

Sunday, October 4, 2020:

1100 hours: According to open source information, GoRight will assemble for the Great American Revival and city cleanup. The location is to be determined. (60) Participants have committed to attending this event. (459) Participants are interested. 
https://www.facebook.com/events/468361553882193/

Saturday, October 24, 2020:

1200 to 1600 hours: According to open source information, Top Shot Chris Cheng will assemble at the U.S. Capitol for a Second Amendment Rally. (7) Participants have committed to attending this event. (33) Participants are interested. 
https://www.facebook.com/events/647930029127527
Homeland Security Bureau  
JSTACC Division  
Intelligence Branch

(Special Note): Information regarding assemblies is often fluid and subject to change. All of the below information was obtained through law enforcement and open source venues. Most recent acquired information will be designated in Red.

Wednesday, July 29, 2020:

0700 to 1000 hours: Terry Veazey Ministries will assemble on the West Capitol Front, to conduct a religious service. (20) Participants are listed on the permit application for this event.

1100 to 1600 hours: Citizens of Turkmenistan Living in the United State will assemble at the World Health Organization Regional Office, located at 525 23rd Street, NW and march to the Embassy of Turkmenistan, located at 2207 Massachusetts Avenue, NW, to protest the dictatorial regime in Turkmenistan. From the Embassy, the group will proceed to the U.S. Capitol, by car, to peacefully march in front of the U.S. Capitol. (100) Participants are listed on the permit application for this event.

1200 hours: According to open source information, Casa de Maryland will assemble at the U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Office, located at 20 Massachusetts Avenue, NW, for a First Amendment assembly. The number of participants is unknown.

Wednesday, July 29 and Thursday, July 30, 2020:

0700 to 2000 hours: Community Impact Partners will assemble on the Ellipse for a First Amendment assembly. (100) Participants are listed on the permit application for this event.

Wednesday, July 29, thru Friday, July 31, 2020:

0700 to 2000 hours: According to open source information, Defend Life will assemble in Washington, DC, to conduct the Defend Life’s 20th Annual Face the Truth Tour. Exact locations are unknown. (7) Participants have committed to attending this event. (40) Participants are interested.  
https://www.facebook.com/events/208115310488484

Thursday, July 30, 2020:

0800 to 1500 hours: The Whistleblower Law Firm will assemble at the U.S. Capitol and proceed to the Ellipse, to conduct a First Amendment march. (49) Participants are listed on the permit application for this event.
1000 hours: According to open source information, 813 Whistle will assemble at the US Capitol and proceed to the White House for Justice for Vanessa Guillen. The number of participants is unknown.
https://www.instagram.com/p/CCgR3ATgNDo/

1100 to 1200 hours: Community Impact Partners will assemble at the Ellipse, to support the family of Vanessa Guillen. (100) Participants are listed on the permit application for this event.

1630 to 1900 hours: The Freedom Imitative will assemble at Saudi Embassy, located at 601 New Hampshire Avenue, NW, for a First Amendment assembly. (49) Participants are listed on the permit application for this event.

1830 hours: According to open source information, Concerned Citizens will assemble at the Chase Bank, located at 1401 New York Avenue, NW, to conduct a Good Old Fashioned Concerned Citizen march. The number of participants and march route is unknown.
https://twitter.com/concernedofdc/status/1286115083752480768

Friday, July 31, 2020:

0500 to 1700 hours: According to open source information, Bike to the Beach will assemble at Union Market, located at 1309 5th Street, NE, for a rally and ride to Dewey Beach. (25) Participants are listed on the permit application for this event. (80) Participants have committed to attending this event. (303) Participants are interested.
https://www.facebook.com/events/162271455207534/

0800 hours: The Gratitude March will assemble for a Peaceful Rally on Capitol Hill and march to an undisclosed location. The number of participants for this event is unknown.

0800 to 2000 hours: According to open source information, Now!, [redacted] and [redacted] will assemble at the U.S. Capitol to conduct Fridays for Freedom Washington, DC: Free Hong Kong. The number of participants is unknown.
https://www.facebook.com/events/2978328902293100/

1200 to 1300 hours: According to open source information, Purple Sash Revolution will assemble at the National Portrait Gallery, located at 8th and F Streets, NW, to Protest to Remove the Margaret Sanger Display. (1) Participants have committed to attending this event. (6) Participants are interested.
https://www.facebook.com/events/4438163446201313/

1800 to 2200 hours: According to open source information, Upcoming and [redacted] will assemble at the Dupont Circle Fountain, to conduct a Dupont Takeover music event. (8) Participants have committed to attending this event. (42) Participants are interested.
https://www.facebook.com/events/925871357904797/

Saturday, August 1, 2020:
0600 to 2359 hours: Students for Life America will assemble at 1232 4th Street, NE, for a First Amendment assembly. (49) Participants are listed on the permit application for this event.

1000 to 1530 hours: According to open source information, National March for Black Lives and People Demand Action will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial at 1000 hours, then march to the U.S. Capitol where they will hold a protest from 1200 until 1530 hours, to conduct a National March for Black Lives (#Good Trouble) march. (1,000) Participants have committed to attending this event. (7,400) Participants are interested.
https://www.facebook.com/events/253629299042795/

1200 hours: According to open source information, Taxation is Theft will assemble at 1st Street and Independence Avenue SE, to End the Lockdown. (0) Participants have committed to attending this event. (4) Participants are interested.
https://www.facebook.com/events/3198122843572385/

1200 to 1500 hours: According to open source information, Nationwide March for Black Lives will assemble at the Department of Justice, located at 950 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, to march for black lives. (1) Participants has committed to attending this event.
https://www.facebook.com/events/921997151636260/

1500 to 2000 hours: According to open source information, March for Bernie Sanders DC will assemble at the DNC Headquarters, located at 430 South Capitol Street, SE. (1) Participants has committed to attending this event.
https://www.facebook.com/events/1134049800311528/

1500 to 2000 hours: According to open source information, Demand DC will assemble at the African American History Museum, for racial justice. The number of participants is unknown.
https://www.facebook.com/events/1141612702891882/

1500 to 2000 hours: According to open source information, March to Replace Biden will rally and march at an undisclosed location to replace Presidential Candidate Joe Biden. (12) Participants have committed to attending this event. (87) Participants are interested.
https://www.facebook.com/events/742322739931114?active_tab=about

1630 to 1900 hours: According to open source information, DC Protest, along with Black Lives Matter, will assemble at Malcom X Park, to conduct a march. The number of participants and march route are unknown.
https://www.instagram.com/p/CC1apOmBpmj/

1700 to 1830 hours: According to open source information DMV Actions for Animals will assemble at 2201 I Street, NW, to hold a DC: Respect for Fish Day Protest. (6) Participants have committed to attending this event. (38) Participants are interested.
https://www.facebook.com/events/799937537496172

1730 to 2030 hours: According to open source information, 1 of Your 3 Black Friends will assemble at Black Lives Matter Plaza, NW, to hold a Vigil for 31 Murdered Protestors. (14)
Participants have committed to attending this event.  
https://www.facebook.com/events/390737048560703/

1800 hours:  According to open source information, the PNW Liberation Front will assemble at Dupont Circle, to march for Korryn Gaines.  The number of participants and march route is unknown.  
https://www.facebook.com/PNWYLF

1800 to 2000 hours:  According to open source information, [redacted] and [redacted] will assemble at Dupont Circle to host a Free Social Distance BTL Matter Concert and Performance.  (5) Participants have committed to attending this event.  (16) Participants are interested. 
https://www.facebook.com/events/1452111201657054/

1830 to 2145 hours:  The Rock Creek Kings will assemble at 28th and Dumbarton Street, NW, for a First Amendment assembly.  (3 to 5) Participants are listed on the permit application for this event.

1900 hours:  According to open source information, dcteenaction will assemble in Dupont Circle for a “pots and pans” rally.  The number of participants is unknown.  
https://www.instagram.com/p/CCw0qe7pHgz/

1900 to 2000 hours:  The Sindhi Foundation will assemble at 2343 S Street, NW, to raise a voice against the enforced disappearances in Sindhi Pakistan.  (5 to 10) Participants are listed on the permit application for this event.

2000 to 2200 hours:  According to open source information, Extinction Rebellion Washington, DC will assemble at 631 T Street, NW, to conduct ab XRDC Truth Blasting Parade.  The number of participants is unknown. 
https://www.facebook.com/events/659110738025163/

Sunday, August 2, 2020:

1300 to 1700 hours:  The Congo Democratic Initiative will assemble at Lafayette Park, to commemorate the thousands of forgotten dead in the DR Congo.  (30) Participants are listed on the permit application for this event.

1500 to 1700 hours:  According to open source information, Bolivia USA digo No will conduct a Carvana Independencia de Bolivia at the Simon Bolivar Statue, located at 18th and Virginia Avenue, NW.  (40) Participants have committed to attending this event.  (58) Participants are interested.  
https://www.facebook.com/events/428039448085028/

Wednesday, August 5, 2020:
1100 to 1400 hours: The People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals (PETA) will assemble at the Rayburn House Office Building sidewalk, located at Independence Avenue and South Capitol Street, SW, to promote a vegan lifestyle. (15) Participants are listed on the permit application for this event.

**Saturday, August 8, 2020:**

1700 to 2100 hours: The Transformative Justice Coalition will assemble 1816 12th Street, NW, and proceed to Black Lives Matter Plaza, NW, to commemorate the 55th Anniversary Voting Rights Act of 1965 and to honor Congressman, John Lewis and Rev. C.T. Vivian. (100 to 200) Participants are listed on the permit application for this event.

**Friday, August 14, 2020:**

1100 to 1700 hours: The Hellenic Center and Laconian Society of Washington, DC will assemble on Massachusetts Avenue, NW, between Waterside Drive and California Street, NW, in opposition of the Turkish government. (100) Participants are listed on the permit application for this event.

**Saturday, August 15, 2020:**

1845 to 2000 hours: DC Young Catholics will assemble Immaculate Conception Church, located at 1315 8th Street, NW and proceed to St. Mary Mother of God Church, located at 727 5th Street, NW, to march against hate and racism. (200) Participants are listed on the permit application for this event.

**Sunday, August 16, 2020:**

0530 to 1900: The Real Hip Hop Cares Foundation and the Real Hip Hop Network will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial Ellipse for a rally to stop racism. (10,000) Participants are listed on the permit application for this event.

**Thursday, August 20, 2020:**

1100 to 1900 hours: A Day Closer will assemble in front of the Department of Justice, 950 Pennsylvania Avenue NW, for a peaceful protest. (200) Participants are listed on the permit application for this event.

**Friday, August 21, 2020:**

1100 to 1900 hours: A Day Closer will assemble in front of the Federal Bureau of Prisons, 320 1st Street NW, for a peaceful protest. (200) Participants are listed on the permit application for this event.

**Thursday, August 27, 2020:**
1000 to 1500 hours: According to open source information, ADOS DMV NEWS will assemble in Washington D.C to demand reparations now. (24) Participants have committed to attending this event. (83) Participants are interested. 
[https://www.facebook.com/events/3043071962436034/](https://www.facebook.com/events/3043071962436034/)

1800 hours: According to open source information, Black Lives Matter DC will assemble at Freedom Plaza, hold a Mass Event for those Killed by the Police in the DMV. (117) Participants are committed to attending this event. (388) Participants are interested. 
[https://www.facebook.com/events/302353464151932/](https://www.facebook.com/events/302353464151932/)

**Friday, August 28, 2020:**

0500 to 1600 hours: According to open source information, OH 365 and [redacted] will assemble at the U.S. Capitol to support the March on Washington 2020. (20) Participants have committed to attending this event. (78) Participants are interested. 
[https://www.facebook.com/events/593414701290524](https://www.facebook.com/events/593414701290524)

0530 to 1600 hours: According to open source information, Hey Sis Inc. will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial, for the March on Washington 2020. (24) Participants have committed to attending this event. (208) Participants are interested. 
[https://www.facebook.com/events/794766617723711](https://www.facebook.com/events/794766617723711)

0530 to 2330 hours: According to open source information, the National Action Network/Rev. Al Sharpton will assemble in the Washington, DC, to hold a March on Washington: Get Off Our Necks! Event. (50,000) Participants are estimated to attend this event. [https://nationalactionnetwork.net/register-for-nans-march-on-washington-get-your-knee-off-our-necks/?fbclid=IwAR1jvEMa0VMLFaf5GneFZpxHq4Brr-8Jzey2W-YqC0B0EoSN2C_q0doFkq4](https://nationalactionnetwork.net/register-for-nans-march-on-washington-get-your-knee-off-our-necks/?fbclid=IwAR1jvEMa0VMLFaf5GneFZpxHq4Brr-8Jzey2W-YqC0B0EoSN2C_q0doFkq4)

0600 hours: According to open source information, All For One and One for All will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial to hold the 57th Anniversary of Martin Luther King, Jr’s “I Have a Dream Speech”. The number of participants is unknown. 
[https://www.eventbrite.com/e/i-have-a-dream-2k20-tickets-107725997358](https://www.eventbrite.com/e/i-have-a-dream-2k20-tickets-107725997358)

0600 to 2200 hours: According to open source information, the Cumberland Black Union will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial, to support the March on Washington 2020. The number of participants is unknown. 
[https://www.facebook.com/events/153159548033559](https://www.facebook.com/events/153159548033559)

0900 to 2100 hours: Black Girls Ride will assemble at the Ellipse and Lafayette Park, to Rally for Women Riders in support of the March on Washington 2020. (100) Participants are listed on the permit application for this event.

0900 to 2355 hours: According to open source information, DMV African American Adventures will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial, for the New March on Washington. (3,500) Participants have committed to attending this event. (15,500) Participants are interested.
1000 hours: According to open source information, [Redacted] and [Redacted] will support the Get Off Our Necks March on Washington. (26) Participants have committed to attending this event. (41) Participants are interested.

https://www.facebook.com/events/263882941519562/

1100 hours: According to open source information, [Redacted] will assemble on the National Mall for the 57th anniversary of the March on Washington. (312) Participants have committed to attending this event. (1,400) Participants are interested.

https://www.facebook.com/events/1562621880577671/

1100 hours: According to open source information, [Redacted] and [Redacted] will assemble in the Washington, DC, to conduct a March on Washington – Re-Elect Trump event. (22) Participants have committed to attending this event. (183) Participants are interested. https://www.facebook.com/events/553623605489105

1100 to 1700 hours: Vote Common Good will assemble at Lafayette Park and Black Lives Matter Plaza, NW, to march for racial justice for people of faith. (500) Participants have permitted for this event.

1200 to 2000 hours: According to open source information, RISE – Resilient Intellectuals Striving for Excellence will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial for March on Washington 2020. (79) Participants are attending this event. (374) Participants are interested.

https://www.facebook.com/events/877461362760318

1200 to 2100 hours: According to open source information, Candid in Atlanta will assemble at the US Capitol to conduct the March on Washington Anniversary for Better Racial Education. (59) Participants have committed to attending this event. (447) Participants are interested.

https://www.facebook.com/events/274309603765352/

1600 hours: According to open source information, the NEW BLACK Panther Party will host a block party and poetry slam at Black Lives Matter Plaza. (7) Participants have committed to attending this event. (47) Participants are interested.

https://www.facebook.com/events/2297086643933094/

Friday, August 28 and Saturday, August 29, 2020:

2000 to 2300 hours: According to open source information, [Redacted] will assemble in Washington DC, exact location is unknown, to hold a Million March on DC 25 Year Anniversary. (6) Participants have committed to attending this event. (14) Participants are interested.

https://www.facebook.com/events/689085354996893/

Saturday, September 5, 2020:
0900 to 1900 hours: The United Vapors Alliance will assemble on the Ellipse, to protect consumer access of nicotine vapor products. (2,000) Participants are listed on the permit application.

1000 to 2200 hours: According to open source information, Hey Papi Promotions will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial to hold Together 2020, which is described as an immersive experience of art, music, and culture that draws the next generation to encounter Jesus in Scripture. (10) Participants have committed to attending this event. (56) Participants have expressed interest in this event. https://www.facebook.com/events/2276991232404049/

**Thursday, September 17, 2020:**

1400 to 2100 hours: According to open source information, STAND on Capitol Hill a Mother’s Day of Action will assemble at the United States Capitol to advance police reform. (57) Participants have committed to attending. (116) Participants are interested. https://www.facebook.com/events/1605628802928833/

**Tuesday, September 22, 2020:**

1700 to 1900 hours: The Morning Star Institute will assemble near the Capitol Reflecting Pool, to honor sacred places in a talking circle with words, song, and a moment of silence. (20) Participants are listed on the permit application for this event.

**Sunday, October 4, 2020:**

1100 hours: According to open source information, GoRight will assemble for the Great American Revival and city cleanup. The location is to be determined. (60) Participants have committed to attending this event. (463) Participants are interested. https://www.facebook.com/events/468361553882193/

**Saturday, October 10, 2020:**

0700 to 1600 hours: Irreverent Warriors will assemble Marie Reed Recreation grounds, located at 18th and California Street, NW and proceed to Dupont Circle, to prevent Veteran suicides. (300) Participants are listed on the permit application for this event.

**Saturday, October 24, 2020:**

1200 to 1600 hours: According to open source information, Top Shot Chris Cheng will assemble at the U.S. Capitol for a Second Amendment Rally. (7) Participants have committed to attending this event. (33) Participants are interested. https://www.facebook.com/events/647930029127527
(Special Note): Information regarding assemblies is often fluid and subject to change. All of the below information was obtained through law enforcement and open source venues. Most recent acquired information will be designated in Red.

Thursday, July 30, 2020:

0600 to 1200 hours: Green Peace, Inc. – Roda Angles will assemble East Capitol Front, to support the Heroes Act. (15) Participants are listed on the permit application for this event.

0700 to 2000 hours: Community Impact Partners will assemble on the Ellipse for a First Amendment assembly. (100) Participants are listed on the permit application for this event.

0800 to 1500 hours: The Whistleblower Law Firm will assemble at the U.S. Capitol and proceed to the Ellipse, to conduct a First Amendment march. (49) Participants are listed on the permit application for this event.

1000 hours: According to open source information, 813 Whistle will assemble at the US Capitol and proceed to the White House for Justice for Vanessa Guillen. The number of participants is unknown.
https://www.instagram.com/p/CCgR3ATgNDo/

1100 to 1200 hours: Community Impact Partners will assemble at the Ellipse, to support the family of Vanessa Guillen. (100) Participants are listed on the permit application for this event.

1630 to 1900 hours: The Freedom Imitative will assemble at Saudi Embassy, located at 601 New Hampshire Avenue, NW, for a First Amendment assembly. (49) Participants are listed on the permit application for this event.

1830 hours: According to open source information, Concerned Citizens will assemble at the Chase Bank, located at 1401 New York Avenue, NW, to conduct a Good Old Fashioned Concerned Citizen march. The number of participants and march route is unknown.
https://twitter.com/concernedofdc/status/1286115083752480768

Thursday, July 30, thru Friday, July 31, 2020:

0700 to 2000 hours: According to open source information, Defend Life will assemble in Washington, DC, to conduct the Defend Life’s 20th Annual Face the Truth Tour. Exact locations are unknown. (7) Participants have committed to attending this event. (43) Participants are interested.
https://www.facebook.com/events/208115310488484
**Friday, July 31, 2020:**

0500 to 1700 hours: According to open source information, Bike to the Beach will assemble at Union Market, located at 1309 5th Street, NE, for a rally and ride to Dewey Beach. (25) Participants are listed on the permit application for this event. (82) Participants have committed to attending this event. (301) Participants are interested.

[https://www.facebook.com/events/162271455207534/](https://www.facebook.com/events/162271455207534/)

0800 hours: The Gratitude March will assemble for a Peaceful Rally on Capitol Hill and march to an undisclosed location. The number of participants for this event is unknown.

0800 to 2000 hours: According to open source information, Now!, and will assemble at the U.S. Capitol to conduct Fridays for Freedom Washington, DC: Free Hong Kong. The number of participants is unknown.

[https://www.facebook.com/events/2978328902293100/?acontext=%7B%22source%22%3A%22%22%2C%22action_history%22%3A%5B%7B%22surface%22%3A%22%2C%22mechanism%22%3A%22main_list%22%2C%22extra_data%22%3A%22%22%5C%22%22%5C%22%22%22%5C%22%22%22%22has_source%22%22%3Atrue%22%7D](https://www.facebook.com/events/2978328902293100/?acontext=%7B%22source%22%3A%22%2C%22action_history%22%3A%5B%7B%22surface%22%3A%22%2C%22mechanism%22%3A%22main_list%22%2C%22extra_data%22%3A%22%22%5C%22%22%5C%22%22%5C%22%22%22%22has_source%22%22%3Atrue%22%7D)

1200 to 1300 hours: According to open source information, Purple Sash Revolution will assemble at the National Portrait Gallery, located at 8th and F Streets, NW, to Protest to Remove the Margaret Sanger Display. (3) Participants have committed to attending this event. (8) Participants are interested.

[https://www.facebook.com/events/4438163446201313/?acontext=%7B%22event_action_history%22%3A%5B%7B%22mechanism%22%3A%22search_results%22%2C%22surface%22%3A%22%22%7D%7D](https://www.facebook.com/events/4438163446201313/?acontext=%7B%22event_action_history%22%3A%5B%7B%22mechanism%22%3A%22search_results%22%2C%22surface%22%3A%22%7D%7D)

1800 to 2200 hours: According to open source information, Upcoming and will assemble at the Dupont Circle Fountain, to conduct a Dupont Takeover music event. (11) Participants have committed to attending this event. (54) Participants are interested.

[https://www.facebook.com/events/925871357904797/?acontext=%7B%22event_action_history%22%3A%5B%7B%22mechanism%22%3A%22search_results%22%2C%22surface%22%3A%22%7D%7D](https://www.facebook.com/events/925871357904797/?acontext=%7B%22event_action_history%22%3A%5B%7B%22mechanism%22%3A%22search_results%22%2C%22surface%22%3A%22%7D%7D)

**Saturday, August 1, 2020:**

0600 to 2359 hours: Students for Life America will assemble at 1232 4th Street, NE, for a First Amendment assembly. (49) Participants are listed on the permit application for this event.

1200 hours: According to open source information, Taxation is Theft will assemble at 1st Street and Independence Avenue SE, to End the Lockdown. (0) Participants have committed to attending this event. (4) Participants are interested.

[https://www.facebook.com/events/3198122843572385/](https://www.facebook.com/events/3198122843572385/)
1200 to 1500 hours: According to open source information, Nationwide March for Black Lives (Unapologetically) will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial and proceed to the U.S. Capitol, to march for black lives. (1) Participants have committed to attending this event. 
https://www.facebook.com/events/921997151636260/?acontext=%7B%22event_action_history %22%3A%7B%22search_results%22%3A%22C%22surface%22%3A%22search%22%7D%7D

1500 to 2000 hours: According to open source information, March for Bernie Sanders DC will assemble at the DNC Headquarters, located at 430 South Capitol Street, SE. (1) Participants have committed to attending this event. 
https://www.facebook.com/events/1134049800311528/?acontext=%7B%22event_action_history %22%3A%7B%22search_results%22%3A%22surface%22%3A%22search%22%7D%7D

1500 to 2000 hours: According to open source information, Demand DC will assemble at the African American History Museum, for racial justice. The number of participants is unknown. 
https://www.facebook.com/events/1141612702891882/?acontext=%7B%22event_action_history %22%3A%7B%22search_results%22%3A%22surface%22%3A%22search%22%7D%7D

1600 to 1900 hours: According to open source information, Love Beyond Margins will assemble at 16th and W Streets, NW, to host Black Lives Matter, DC Love Notes, Art, and Prayer Table. (2) Participants have committed to attending this event. (4) Participants are interested. 
https://www.facebook.com/events/302466914203841/?acontext=%7B%22source%22%3A%22C%22action_history%22%3A%7B%22search_results%22%3A%22surface%22%3A%22page%22%7D%7D

1630 to 1900 hours: According to open source information, DC Protest, along with Black Lives Matter, will assemble at Malcom X Park, to conduct a march. The number of participants and march route are unknown. 
https://www.instagram.com/p/CC1apOmBpmj/

1700 to 1830 hours: According to open source information DMV Actions for Animals will assemble at 2201 I Street, NW, to hold a DC: Respect for Fish Day Protest. (6) Participants have committed to attending this event. (41) Participants are interested. 
https://www.facebook.com/events/799937537496172

1730 to 2030 hours: According to open source information, 1 of Your 3 Black Friends will assemble at Black Lives Matter Plaza, NW, to hold a Vigil for 31 Murdered Protestors. (14) Participants have committed to attending this event. 
https://www.facebook.com/events/390737048560703/?acontext=%7B%22event_action_history %22%3A%7B%22search_results%22%3A%22surface%22%3A%22search%22%7D%7D
1800 hours: According to open source information, the PNW Liberation Front will assemble at Dupont Circle, to march for Korryn Gaines. The number of participants and march route is unknown.
https://www.facebook.com/PNWYLFF

1800 to 2000 hours: According to open source information, [redacted] and [redacted] will assemble at Dupont Circle to host a Free Social Distance BTL Matter Concert and Performance. (5) Participants have committed to attending this event. (16) Participants are interested.
https://www.facebook.com/events/1452111201657054/

1830 to 2145 hours: The Rock Creek Kings will assemble at 28th and Dumbarton Street, NW, for a First Amendment assembly. (3 to 5) Participants are listed on the permit application for this event.

1900 hours: According to open source information, dcteenaction will assemble in Dupont Circle for a “pots and pans” rally. The number of participants is unknown.
https://www.instagram.com/p/CCw0qe7pHgz/

1900 to 2000 hours: The Sindhi Foundation will assemble at 2343 S Street, NW, to raise a voice against the enforced disappearances in Sindhi Pakistan. (5 to 10) Participants are listed on the permit application for this event.

2000 to 2200 hours: According to open source information, Extinction Rebellion Washington, DC will assemble at 631 T Street, NW, to conduct ab XRDC Truth Blasting Parade. The number of participants is unknown.
https://www.facebook.com/events/659110738025163/?acontext=%7B%22event_action_history%22%3A[%7B%22mechanism%22%3A%22search_results%22%2C%22surface%22%3A%22search%22%7D]%7D

Sunday, August 2, 2020:

1300 to 1700 hours: The Congo Democratic Initiative will assemble at Lafayette Park, to commemorate the thousands of forgotten dead in the DR Congo. (30) Participants are listed on the permit application for this event.

1400 hours: According to open source information, FellaShip Ride will assemble at the M.L.K. Memorial, to hold a FellaShip Bike Ride – D.C. Launch. The number of participants is unknown.
https://www.facebook.com/events/2406477362985431/?acontext=%7B%22event_action_history%22%3A[%7B%22mechanism%22%3A%22search_results%22%2C%22surface%22%3A%22search%22%7D]%7D

1500 to 1700 hours: According to open source information, Bolivia USA digo No will conduct a Carvana Independencia de Bolivia at the Simon Bolivar Statue, located at 18th and Virginia
Avenue, NW. (41) Participants have committed to attending this event. (62) Participants are interested.

https://www.facebook.com/events/428039448085028/?acontext=%7B%22event_action_history%22%3A%7B%22mechanism%22%3A%7B%22search_results%22%2C%22surface%22%3A%22search%22%7D%7D

1620 to 1920 hours: According to open source information, Dope DC Creates will assemble at Fort Circle Park, located at 1100 Galloway Street, NE, to host PNP: Recalibrate the Vibe Open Mic and Rally. The number of participants is unknown.

https://www.facebook.com/events/804680193635533/?acontext=%7B%22event_action_history%22%3A%7B%22mechanism%22%3A%7B%22search_results%22%2C%22surface%22%3A%22search%22%7D%7D

**Wednesday, August 5, 2020:**

1100 to 1400 hours: The People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals (PETA) will assemble at the Rayburn House Office Building sidewalk, located at Independence Avenue and South Capitol Street, SW, to promote a vegan lifestyle. (15) Participants are listed on the permit application for this event.

**Saturday, August 8, 2020:**

1500 to 2000 hours: According to open source information, March to Replace Biden will rally and march at an undisclosed location to replace Presidential Candidate Joe Biden. (12) Participants have committed to attending this event. (87) Participants are interested.

https://www.facebook.com/events/742322739931114?active_tab=about

1700 to 2100 hours: The Transformative Justice Coalition will assemble 1816 12th Street, NW, and proceed to Black Lives Matter Plaza, NW, to commemorate the 55th Anniversary Voting Rights Act of 1965 and to honor Congressman, John Lewis and Rev. C.T. Vivian. (100 to 200) Participants are listed on the permit application for this event.

**Friday, August 14, 2020:**

1100 to 1700 hours: The Hellenic Center and Laconian Society of Washington, DC will assemble on Massachusetts Avenue, NW, between Waterside Drive and California Street, NW, in opposition of the Turkish government. (100) Participants are listed on the permit application for this event.

**Saturday, August 15, 2020:**

1845 to 2000 hours: DC Young Catholics will assemble Immaculate Conception Church, located at 1315 8th Street, NW and proceed to St. Mary Mother of God Church, located at 727 5th Street, NW, to march against hate and racism. (200) Participants are listed on the permit application for this event.
Sunday, August 16, 2020:

0530 to 1900: The Real Hip Hop Cares Foundation and the Real Hip Hop Network will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial Ellipse for a rally to stop racism. (10,000) Participants are listed on the permit application for this event.

Thursday, August 20, 2020:

1100 to 1900 hours: A Day Closer will assemble in front of the Department of Justice, 950 Pennsylvania Avenue NW, for a peaceful protest. (200) Participants are listed on the permit application for this event.

Friday, August 21, 2020:

1100 to 1900 hours: A Day Closer will assemble in front of the Federal Bureau of Prisons, 320 1st Street NW, for a peaceful protest. (200) Participants are listed on the permit application for this event.

Tuesday, August 25, 2020:

1000 to 1530 hours: According to open source information, National March for Black Lives and People Demand Action will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial at 1000 hours, then march to the U.S. Capitol where they will hold a protest from 1200 until 1530 hours, to conduct a National March for Black Lives (#Good Trouble) march. (1,000) Participants have committed to attending this event. (7,500) Participants are interested.

https://www.facebook.com/events/253629299042795/

Thursday, August 27, 2020:

1000 to 1500 hours: According to open source information, ADOS DMV NEWS will assemble in Washington D.C to demand reparations now. (24) Participants have committed to attending this event. (83) Participants are interested.

https://www.facebook.com/events/3043071962436034/

1800 hours: According to open source information, Black Lives Matter DC will assemble at Freedom Plaza, hold a Mass Event for those Killed by the Police in the DMV. (119) Participants are committed to attending this event. (420) Participants are interested.

https://www.facebook.com/events/302353464151932/

Friday, August 28, 2020:

0500 to 1600 hours: According to open source information, OH 365 and will assemble at the U.S. Capitol to support the March on Washington 2020. (22) Participants have committed to attending this event. (80) Participants are interested.

https://www.facebook.com/events/593414701290524
0530 to 1600 hours: According to open source information, Hey Sis Inc. will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial, for the March on Washington 2020. (26) Participants have committed to attending this event. (228) Participants are interested. [Website Link]

0530 to 2330 hours: According to open source information, the National Action Network/Rev. Al Sharpton will assemble in the Washington, DC, to hold a March on Washington: Get Off Our Necks! Event. (50,000) Participants are estimated to attend this event. [Website Link]

0600 hours: According to open source information, All For One and One for All will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial to hold the 57th Anniversary of Martin Luther King, Jr’s “I Have a Dream Speech”. The number of participants is unknown. [Website Link]

0600 to 2200 hours: According to open source information, the Cumberland Black Union will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial, to support the March on Washington 2020. The number of participants is unknown. [Website Link]

0900 to 2100 hours: Black Girls Ride will assemble at the Ellipse and Lafayette Park, to Rally for Women Riders in support of the March on Washington 2020. (100) Participants are listed on the permit application for this event.

0900 to 2355 hours: According to open source information, DMV African American Adventures will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial, for the New March on Washington. (3,500) Participants have committed to attending this event. (15,600) Participants are interested. [Website Link]

1000 hours: According to open source information, [Name] and [Name] will support the Get Off Our Necks March on Washington. (26) Participants have committed to attending this event. (41) Participants are interested. [Website Link]

1100 hours: According to open source information, Veterans March on Washington for Black Lives will assemble on the National Mall for the 57th anniversary of the March on Washington. (319) Participants have committed to attending this event. (1,400) Participants are interested. [Website Link]

1100 hours: According to open source information, [Name] and [Name] will assemble in the Washington, DC, to conduct a March on Washington – Re-Elect Trump event. (22) Participants have committed to attending this event. (183) Participants are interested. [Website Link]
1100 to 1700 hours: Vote Common Good will assemble at Lafayette Park and Black Lives Matter Plaza, NW, to march for racial justice for people of faith. (500) Participants have permitted for this event.

1200 to 2000 hours: According to open source information, RISE – Resilient Intellectuals Striving for Excellence will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial for March on Washington 2020. (80) Participants are attending this event. (380) Participants are interested. https://www.facebook.com/events/877461362760318

1200 to 2100 hours: According to open source information, Candid in Atlanta will assemble at the US Capitol to conduct the March on Washington Anniversary for Better Racial Education. (59) Participants have committed to attending this event. (456) Participants are interested. https://www.facebook.com/events/274309603765352/

1600 hours: According to open source information, the NEW BLACK Panther Party will host a block party and poetry slam at Black Lives Matter Plaza. (7) Participants have committed to attending this event. (47) Participants are interested. https://www.facebook.com/events/2297086643933094/

**Friday, August 28 and Saturday, August 29, 2020:**

2000 to 2300 hours: According to open source information, will assemble in Washington DC, exact location is unknown, to hold a Million March on DC 25 Year Anniversary. (6) Participants have committed to attending this event. (14) Participants are interested. https://www.facebook.com/events/689085354996893/

**Saturday, September 5, 2020:**

0900 to 1900 hours: The United Vapors Alliance will assemble on the Ellipse, to protect consumer access of nicotine vapor products. (2,000) Participants are listed on the permit application.

1000 to 2200 hours: According to open source information, Hey Papi Promotions will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial to hold Together 2020, which is described as an immersive experience of art, music, and culture that draws the next generation to encounter Jesus in Scripture. (12) Participants have committed to attending this event. (61) Participants have expressed interest in this event. https://www.facebook.com/events/2276991232404049/

**Thursday, September 17, 2020:**

1400 to 2100 hours: According to open source information, STAND on Capitol Hill a Mother’s Day of Action will assemble at the United States Capitol to advance police reform. (58) Participants have committed to attending. (120) Participants are interested. https://www.facebook.com/events/1605628802928833/
**Tuesday, September 22, 2020:**

1700 to 1900 hours: The Morning Star Institute will assemble near the Capitol Reflecting Pool, to honor sacred places in a talking circle with words, song, and a moment of silence. (20) Participants are listed on the permit application for this event.

**Sunday, October 4, 2020:**

1100 hours: According to open source information, GoRight will assemble for the Great American Revival and city cleanup. The location is to be determined. (62) Participants have committed to attending this event. (482) Participants are interested.

[https://www.facebook.com/events/468361553882193/](https://www.facebook.com/events/468361553882193/)

**Saturday, October 10, 2020:**

0700 to 1600 hours: Irreverent Warriors will assemble Marie Reed Recreation grounds, located at 18th and California Street, NW and proceed to Dupont Circle, to prevent Veteran suicides. (300) Participants are listed on the permit application for this event.

**Saturday, October 24, 2020:**

1200 to 1600 hours: According to open source information, Top Shot Chris Cheng will assemble at the U.S. Capitol for a Second Amendment Rally. (7) Participants have committed to attending this event. (33) Participants are interested.

[https://www.facebook.com/events/647930029127527](https://www.facebook.com/events/647930029127527)
Homeland Security Bureau
JSTACC Division
Intelligence Branch

(Special Note): Information regarding assemblies is often fluid and subject to change. All of the below information was obtained through law enforcement and open source venues. Most recent acquired information will be designated in Red.

Friday, July 31, 2020:

0500 to 1700 hours: According to open source information, Bike to the Beach will assemble at Union Market, located at 1309 5th Street, NE, for a rally and ride to Dewey Beach. (25) Participants are listed on the permit application for this event. (82) Participants have committed to attending this event. (304) Participants are interested. 
https://www.facebook.com/events/162271455207534/

0700 to 2000 hours: According to open source information, Defend Life will assemble in Washington, DC, to conduct the Defend Life’s 20th Annual Face the Truth Tour. Exact locations are unknown. (7) Participants have committed to attending this event. (43) Participants are interested. 
https://www.facebook.com/events/208115310488484

0800 hours: The Gratitude March will assemble for a Peaceful Rally on Capitol Hill and march to an undisclosed location. The number of participants for this event is unknown.

0800 to 2000 hours: According to open source information, Now!, [***********] and will assemble at the U.S. Capitol to conduct Fridays for Freedom Washington, DC: Free Hong Kong. The number of participants is unknown. 
https://www.facebook.com/events/2978328902293100/?acontext=%7B%22source%22%3A%52C%22action_history%22%3A%7B%22source%22%3A%22%7B%22surface%22%3A%22page%22%2C%22mechanism%22%3A%22main_list%22%2C%22extra_data%22%3A%22%7D%22%7D%22has_source%22%3Atrue%7D

1000 hours: EOTC (Mahibere Kahinat NA and the Save Waldba Foundation) will assemble at the State Department, located at 2201 C Street, NW and proceed to the National Mall area, in opposition to human rights violations by the Ethiopian government. (1,500) Participants are listed on the permit application for this event.

1200 to 1300 hours: According to open source information, Purple Sash Revolution will assemble at the National Portrait Gallery, located at 8th and F Streets, NW, to Protest to Remove the Margaret Sanger Display. (3) Participants have committed to attending this event. (9) Participants are interested. 
https://www.facebook.com/events/4438163446201313/?acontext=%7B%22event_action_history%22%3A%7B%22mechanism%22%3A%22search_results%22%2C%22surface%22%3A%22search%22%7D%7D

July 31, 2020
1800 to 2200 hours: According to open source information, Upcoming and [Redacted] will assemble at the Dupont Circle Fountain, to conduct a Dupont Takeover music event. (13) Participants have committed to attending this event. (61) Participants are interested.

https://www.facebook.com/events/925871357904797/?acontext=%7B%22event%20action%20history%22%3A%7B%22mechanism%22%3A%22search%22%2C%22surface%22%3A%22search%22%7D%7D

**Saturday, August 1, 2020:**

0600 to 2359 hours: Students for Life America will assemble at 1232 4th Street, NE, for a First Amendment assembly. (49) Participants are listed on the permit application for this event.

1000 hours: According to open source information, Students for Life America and the Frederick Douglas Foundation will assemble at Planned Parenthood, located at 1225 4th Street, NE, to hold a Black Preborn Lives Matter event. (12) Participants have committed to attending this event. (36) Participants are interested.

https://www.facebook.com/events/854027801790634/?acontext=%7B%22event%20action%20history%22%3A%7B%22mechanism%22%3A%22search%22%2C%22surface%22%3A%22search%22%7D%7D

1200 hours: According to open source information, Taxation is Theft will assemble at 1st Street and Independence Avenue SE, to End the Lockdown. (1) Participants have committed to attending this event. (8) Participants are interested.

https://www.facebook.com/events/3198122843572385/

1200 to 1500 hours: According to open source information, Nationwide March for Black Lives (Unapologetically) will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial and proceed to the U.S. Capitol, to march for black lives. (1) Participants has committed to attending this event.

https://www.facebook.com/events/921997151636260/?acontext=%7B%22event%20action%20history%22%3A%7B%22mechanism%22%3A%22search%22%2C%22surface%22%3A%22search%22%7D%7D

1400 to 2000 hours: The Palm Collective will assemble on the National Mall, near the National Museum of African American History and Culture, between 14th and 15th Streets, and proceed West on Constitution Avenue, NW, to 17th Street, NW, North to 17th and H Streets, NW, East on H Street, NW, to 15th Street, NW, South to 15th and Pennsylvania Avenue, NW to Freedom Plaza, for racial justice. (1,500) Participants are estimated to attend this event.

1500 to 2000 hours: According to open source information, March for Bernie Sanders DC will assemble at the DNC Headquarters, located at 430 South Capitol Street, SE. (1) Participants has committed to attending this event.

https://www.facebook.com/events/1134049800311528/?acontext=%7B%22event%20action%20history%22%3A%7B%22mechanism%22%3A%22search%22%2C%22surface%22%3A%22search%22%7D%7D
1500 to 2000 hours: According to open source information, Continue to Serve/Demand DC will assemble at the African American History Museum, and proceed West on Constitution Avenue, NW, to 17th Street, NW, North to 17th and H Streets, NW, East on H Street, NW, to 15th Street, NW, South to 15th and Pennsylvania Avenue, NW to Freedom Plaza, to Demand DC for racial justice. The number of participants is unknown.
https://www.facebook.com/events/1141612702891882/?acontext=%7B%22event_action_history%22%3A%7B%22mechanism%22%3A%22search_results%22%2C%22surface%22%3A%22search%22%7D%7D

1600 to 1900 hours: According to open source information, Love Beyond Margins will assemble at Malcolm X Park, located at 16th and W Streets, NW, to host Black Lives Matter, DC Love Notes, Art, and Prayer Table. (3) Participants have committed to attending this event. (6) Participants are interested.
https://www.facebook.com/events/302466914203841?accontext=%7B%22source%22%3A%22%7B%22action_history%22%3A%22%7B%22surface%22%3A%22page%22%2C%22mechanism%22%22%3A%22main_list%22%2C%22extra_data%22%3A%22%5C%22%22%5C%22%7D%7D%7D

1630 to 1900 hours: According to open source information, DC Protest, along with Black Lives Matter, will assemble at Malcolm X Park, to conduct a march. The number of participants and march route are unknown.
https://www.instagram.com/p/CC1apOmBpmj/

1700 to 1830 hours: According to open source information DMV Actions for Animals will assemble at Whole Foods, located at 2201 I Street, NW, to hold a DC: Respect for Fish Day Protest. (7) Participants have committed to attending this event. (44) Participants are interested.
https://www.facebook.com/events/799937537496172

1730 to 2030 hours: According to open source information, 1 of Your 3 Black Friends will assemble at Black Lives Matter Plaza, NW, to hold a Vigil for 31 Murdered Protestors. (14) Participants have committed to attending this event.
https://www.facebook.com/events/39073048560703/?accontext=%7B%22event_action_history%22%3A%7B%22mechanism%22%3A%22search_results%22%2C%22surface%22%3A%22search%22%7D%7D

1800 hours: According to open source information, All Out DC will assemble at Dupont Circle to Stand in Solidarity with Portland. At 1900 hours, the group will conduct a march. March route and number of participants is unknown.
https://twitter.com/alloutdc202

1800 hours: According to open source information, the PNW Liberation Front will assemble at Dupont Circle, to march for Korryn Gaines. The number of participants and march route is unknown.
https://www.facebook.com/PNWYLF
1800 to 2000 hours: According to open source information, [Redacted] and [Redacted] will assemble at Dupont Circle to host a Free Social Distance BTL Matter Concert and Performance. (5) Participants have committed to attending this event. (16) Participants are interested. (This event has been cancelled) https://www.facebook.com/events/1452111201657054/

1830 to 2145 hours: The Rock Creek Kings will assemble at 28th and Dumbarton Street, NW, for a First Amendment assembly. (3 to 5) Participants are listed on the permit application for this event.

1900 hours: According to open source information, DC Teen Action will assemble in Dupont Circle for a “pots and pans” rally. The number of participants is unknown. https://www.instagram.com/p/CCw0qe7pHgz/

1900 to 2000 hours: The Sindhi Foundation will assemble at 2343 S Street, NW, to raise a voice against the enforced disappearances in Sindhi Pakistan. (5 to 10) Participants are listed on the permit application for this event.

2000 to 2200 hours: According to open source information, Extinction Rebellion Washington, DC will assemble at Florida Avenue and T Street, NW and proceed along 14th and U Street, NW, to conduct ab XRDC Truth Blasting Parade. The number of participants is unknown. https://www.facebook.com/events/659110738025163/

Sunday, August 2, 2020:

1300 to 1700 hours: The Congo Democratic Initiative will assemble at Lafayette Park, to commemorate the thousands of forgotten dead in the DR Congo. (30) Participants are listed on the permit application for this event.

1400 hours: According to open source information, FellaShip Ride will assemble at the M.L.K. Memorial, to hold a FellaShip Bike Ride – D.C. Launch. (1) Participant is interested and the bike route is unknown. https://www.facebook.com/events/2406477362985431/?acontext=%7B%22event_action_history%22%3A%7B%22mechanism%22%3A%22search_results%22%2C%22surface%22%3A%22search%22%7D%7D

1500 to 1700 hours: According to open source information, Bolivia USA digo No will conduct a Carvana Independencia de Bolivia at the Simon Bolivar Statue, located at 18th and Virginia Avenue, NW. (47) Participants have committed to attending this event. (73) Participants are interested. https://www.facebook.com/events/428039448085028/?acontext=%7B%22event_action_history%22%3A%7B%22mechanism%22%3A%22search_results%22%2C%22surface%22%3A%22search%22%7D%7D
1620 to 1920 hours: According to open source information, Dope DC Creates will assemble at Fort Circle Park, located at 1100 Galloway Street, NE, to host PNP: Recalibrate the Vibe Open Mic and Rally. The number of participants is unknown.
https://www.facebook.com/events/804680193635533/?acontext=%7B%22event_action_history%22%3A%7B%22%3A%22%22%3A%22%3A%22search_results%22%2C%22surface%22%3A%22search%22%7D%7D

**Wednesday, August 5, 2020:**

1100 to 1400 hours: The People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals (PETA) will assemble at the Rayburn House Office Building sidewalk, located at Independence Avenue and South Capitol Street, SW, to promote a vegan lifestyle. (15) Participants are listed on the permit application for this event.

**Saturday, August 8, 2020:**

1500 to 2000 hours: According to open source information, March to Replace Biden will rally and march at an undisclosed location to replace Presidential Candidate Joe Biden. (12) Participants have committed to attending this event. (88) Participants are interested.
https://www.facebook.com/events/742322739931114?active_tab=about

1700 to 2100 hours: The Transformative Justice Coalition will assemble 1816 12th Street, NW, and proceed to Black Lives Matter Plaza, NW, to commemorate the 55th Anniversary Voting Rights Act of 1965 and to honor Congressman, John Lewis and Rev. C.T. Vivian. (100 to 200) Participants are listed on the permit application for this event.

**Friday, August 14, 2020:**

1100 to 1700 hours: The Hellenic Center and Laconian Society of Washington, DC will assemble on Massachusetts Avenue, NW, between Waterside Drive and California Street, NW, in opposition of the Turkish government. (100) Participants are listed on the permit application for this event.

**Saturday, August 15, 2020:**

1845 to 2000 hours: DC Young Catholics will assemble Immaculate Conception Church, located at 1315 8th Street, NW and proceed to St. Mary Mother of God Church, located at 727 5th Street, NW, to march against hate and racism. (200) Participants are listed on the permit application for this event.

**Sunday, August 16, 2020:**

0530 to 1900: The Real Hip Hop Cares Foundation and the Real Hip Hop Network will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial Ellipse for a rally to stop racism. (10,000) Participants are listed on the permit application for this event.
Thursday, August 20, 2020:

1100 to 1900 hours: A Day Closer will assemble in front of the Department of Justice, 950 Pennsylvania Avenue NW, for a peaceful protest. (200) Participants are listed on the permit application for this event.

Friday, August 21, 2020:

1100 to 1900 hours: A Day Closer will assemble in front of the Federal Bureau of Prisons, 320 1st Street NW, for a peaceful protest. (200) Participants are listed on the permit application for this event.

Tuesday, August 25, 2020:

1000 to 1530 hours: According to open source information, National March for Black Lives and People Demand Action will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial at 1000 hours, then march to the U.S. Capitol where they will hold a protest from 1200 until 1530 hours, to conduct a Nationwide March for Black Lives (#Good Trouble) march. (1,000) Participants have committed to attending this event. (7,500) Participants are interested.

https://www.facebook.com/events/253629299042795/

Thursday, August 27, 2020:

1000 to 1500 hours: According to open source information, ADOS DMV NEWS will assemble in Washington D.C to demand reparations now. (24) Participants have committed to attending this event. (83) Participants are interested.

https://www.facebook.com/events/3043071962436034/

1800 hours: According to open source information, Black Lives Matter DC will assemble at Freedom Plaza, hold a Mass Event for those Killed by the Police in the DMV. (133) Participants are committed to attending this event. (471) Participants are interested.

https://www.facebook.com/events/302353464151932/

Friday, August 28, 2020:

0500 to 1600 hours: According to open source information, OH 365 and will assemble at the U.S. Capitol to support the March on Washington 2020. (22) Participants have committed to attending this event. (82) Participants are interested.

https://www.facebook.com/events/593414701290524

0530 to 1600 hours: According to open source information, Hey Sis Inc. will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial, for the March on Washington 2020. (30) Participants have committed to attending this event. (241) Participants are interested.

https://www.facebook.com/events/794766617723711
0530 to 2330 hours: According to open source information, the National Action Network/Rev. Al Sharpton will assemble in the Washington, DC, to hold a March on Washington: Get Off Our Necks! Event. (50,000) Participants are estimated to attend this event. https://nationalactionnetwork.net/register-for-nans-march-on-washington-get-your-knee-off-our-necks/?fbclid=IwAR1jvEMa0VMLFaR5GneFZpxHq4Brr-8Jzee2W-YqC0B0EsSN2C_q0doFkq4

0600 hours: According to open source information, All For One and One for All will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial to hold the 57th Anniversary of Martin Luther King, Jr’s “I Have a Dream Speech”. The number of participants is unknown. https://www.eventbrite.com/e/i-have-a-dream-2k20-tickets-107725997358

0600 to 2200 hours: According to open source information, the Cumberland Black Union will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial, to support the March on Washington 2020. The number of participants is unknown. https://www.facebook.com/events/1531595480335559

0900 to 2100 hours: Black Girls Ride will assemble at the Ellipse and Lafayette Park, to Rally for Women Riders in support of the March on Washington 2020. (100) Participants are listed on the permit application for this event.

0900 to 2355 hours: According to open source information, DMV African American Adventures will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial, for the New March on Washington. (3,500) Participants have committed to attending this event. (15,800) Participants are interested. https://www.facebook.com/events/934862286956324/

1000 hours: According to open source information, [Name] and [Name] will support the Get Off Our Necks March on Washington. (26) Participants have committed to attending this event. (41) Participants are interested. https://www.facebook.com/events/263882941519562/

1100 hours: According to open source information, Veterans March on Washington for Black Lives will assemble on the National Mall for the 57th anniversary of the March on Washington. (321) Participants have committed to attending this event. (1,400) Participants are interested. https://www.facebook.com/events/1562621880577671/

1100 hours: According to open source information, [Name] and [Name] will assemble in the Washington, DC, to conduct a March on Washington – Re-Elect Trump event. (22) Participants have committed to attending this event. (183) Participants are interested. https://www.facebook.com/events/553623605489105

1100 to 1700 hours: Vote Common Good will assemble at Lafayette Park and Black Lives Matter Plaza, NW, to march for racial justice for people of faith. (500) Participants have permitted for this event.
1200 to 2000 hours: According to open source information, RISE – Resilient Intellectuals Striving for Excellence will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial for March on Washington 2020. (81) Participants are attending this event. (381) Participants are interested. 
[https://www.facebook.com/events/877461362760318](https://www.facebook.com/events/877461362760318)

1200 to 2100 hours: According to open source information, Candid in Atlanta will assemble at the US Capitol to conduct the March on Washington Anniversary for Better Racial Education. (59) Participants have committed to attending this event. (463) Participants are interested. 
[https://www.facebook.com/events/274309603765352/](https://www.facebook.com/events/274309603765352/)

1600 hours: According to open source information, the NEW BLACK Panther Party will host a block party and poetry slam at Black Lives Matter Plaza. (7) Participants have committed to attending this event. (47) Participants are interested. 
[https://www.facebook.com/events/2297086643933094/](https://www.facebook.com/events/2297086643933094/)

**Friday, August 28 and Saturday, August 29, 2020:**

2000 to 2300 hours: According to open source information, [redacted] will assemble in Washington DC, exact location is unknown, to hold a Million March on DC 25 Year Anniversary. (6) Participants have committed to attending this event. (14) Participants are interested. 
[https://www.facebook.com/events/689085354996893/](https://www.facebook.com/events/689085354996893/)

**Saturday, September 5, 2020:**

0900 to 1900 hours: The United Vapors Alliance will assemble on the Ellipse, to protect consumer access of nicotine vapor products. (2,000) Participants are listed on the permit application.

1000 to 2200 hours: According to open source information, Hey Papi Promotions will assemble at the Lincoln Memorial to hold Together 2020, which is described as an immersive experience of art, music, and culture that draws the next generation to encounter Jesus in Scripture. (12) Participants have committed to attending this event. (61) Participants have expressed interest in this event. [https://www.facebook.com/events/2276991232404049/](https://www.facebook.com/events/2276991232404049/)

**Thursday, September 17, 2020:**

1400 to 2100 hours: According to open source information, STAND on Capitol Hill a Mother’s Day of Action will assemble at the United States Capitol to advance police reform. (58) Participants have committed to attending. (120) Participants are interested. 
[https://www.facebook.com/events/1605628802928833/](https://www.facebook.com/events/1605628802928833/)

**Tuesday, September 22, 2020:**

1700 to 1900 hours: The Morning Star Institute will assemble near the Capitol Reflecting Pool, to honor sacred places in a talking circle with words, song, and a moment of silence. (20)
Participants are listed on the permit application for this event.

**Sunday, October 4, 2020:**

1100 hours: According to open source information, GoRight will assemble for the Great American Revival and city cleanup. The location is to be determined. (62) Participants have committed to attending this event. (482) Participants are interested.  
https://www.facebook.com/events/468361553882193/

**Saturday, October 10, 2020:**

0700 to 1600 hours: Irreverent Warriors will assemble Marie Reed Recreation grounds, located at 18th and California Street, NW and proceed to Dupont Circle, to prevent Veteran suicides. (300) Participants are listed on the permit application for this event.

**Saturday, October 24, 2020:**

1200 to 1600 hours: According to open source information, Top Shot Chris Cheng will assemble at the U.S. Capitol for a Second Amendment Rally. (7) Participants have committed to attending this event. (33) Participants are interested.  
https://www.facebook.com/events/647930029127527